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Preface

The study of strongly-correlated electron systems is a rapidly evolving, fundamental
area of research in contemporary condensed-matter physics. Its beauty lies where its
difficulty does; while the properties of weakly correlated systems can be accounted
for by band theory, in strongly correlated materials the interactions between the
electrons cannot be treated in a perturbative manner. Most f and d-electron sys-
tems provide as worthy examples for the manifestation of strong correlations. As
electron-electron interaction becomes important several interesting phenomena; such
as metal-insulator transition, or structural distortion can occur, which is often ac-
companied by magnetic ordering. For instance, in some rare earth heavy fermion
superconductors the magnetic order coexists with unconventional superconductiv-
ity, manganites exhibit metal-insulator transition, charge or orbital ordering, giant
magnetoresistance or ferromagnetic ordering depending on the applied magnetic
field and pressure, or organic metals can be tuned between the antiferromagnetic
insulator and superconducting phases.

Magnetism, in the traditional sense, means that a given material shows finite
magnetization when exposed to an external field and the emerging magnetic order
can be explained as a result of small perturbation. In more interesting cases though,
a spontaneous magnetization arises without the effect of applied field. Such is the
case with magnetite, the very first example in the history of magnetism. In con-
trast to the deceivingly logical explanation that the ferromagnetic order arises from
the tiny atomic dipole moments sitting in each other’s magnetic field, spontaneous
magnetization has quantum mechanical origins and emerges as a display of strong
electron-electron interaction.

Low dimensionality, geometrical frustration, and strong anisotropies add further
complications, yet without them the field of condensed matter physics would not
be near as rich as it is; on their account a multitude of new novel quantum phases
occur: gapless algebraic spin liquids, gapped spontaneous and explicit valence bond
solids, their fluctuating analog the resonating valence bond liquid, or nematic phases
that are often related to multipolar ordering.

As it usually takes a considerable effort to deal with correlations theoretically,
the experimental means to explore the physical properties of strongly correlated
systems require in most cases extreme low temperature, high pressure or very high
magnetic field, dividing the difficulties equally between theorists and experimental-
ists. Despite of the remarkable advances in the last couple of decades the thorough
understanding of such systems remains a challenging task to this day.

Nonetheless, within this work we attempt to find a minimal, yet sufficient model
to study the ground state properties and dynamics of some representatives of the
strongly correlated materials. Our investigations are motivated by the cutting edge
experiments carried out on the frustrated orthogonal dimer system SrCu2(BO3)2
and the multiferroic compound Ba2CoGe2O7. This work is structured in the follow-
ing way: chapter 1 provides a very brief introduction to what we are dealing with
here, including the nowadays popular spin liquid, supersolid and multiferroic states
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of matter. SrCu2(BO3)2 and Ba2CoGe2O7 will be discussed in more detail accom-
panied by experimental results. However, these reviews should not by any means
considered to be complete, they merely aim to acquaint the reader with some of the
important properties of these substances. Chapter 2 is dedicated to the symmetry
considerations; we will classify the order parameters that are later used to iden-
tify the appearing phases, and build the suitable Hamiltonians based on symmetry
properties. In chapter 3 a short discussion will be given on the mathematical frame-
work of our main approach, the generalized spin wave technique. The following
chapters 4, 5 and 6 comprehend the essence of this thesis. They serve as a detailed
report of the variational phase diagrams and excitation spectra of the materials
in question, including quantitative comparison to the experimental findings where
possible. Finally, the last chapter attempts to sum it all up.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Everything starts somewhere, although many physicists disagree.

– Terry Pratchett, Hogfather

Customarily, the quantum theory of solids distinguishes between two dominant
phases, the metal and insulator phases. Band theoretical considerations imply that
if the number of electrons per unit cell is odd, we necessarily have a partially filled
band and a metallic state is formed. While, at even number of electrons, we usually
are in a band insulator phase. The arising of spontaneous magnetic order is closely
related to the phenomena of metal-insulator transition. When studying substances
characterised by narrow conduction band, most of the d- and f -electron systems
are such, we often find that what is expected to be a metal behaves as a magnetic
insulator instead.

Strong electron-electron correlations in ionic d- and f -electron compounds tend
to localize the electrons onto the ions, inducing a metal-insulator transition even in
a half-filled band. This correlation-driven collective localization of the electrons is
the Mott transition.1 The simplest many-body Hamiltonian which includes the spin
degrees of freedom and grasps the essential aspects of the ongoing physics is the
Hubbard model. It has been introduced basically at the same time by Gutzwiller,
Hubbard, and Kanamori [Gutzwiller 1963, Hubbard 1963, Kanamori 1963]

H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉

∑
σ

(c†iσcjσ + h.c.) + U
∑
j

n̂j↑n̂j↓ . (1.1)

The first term represents the kinetic energy of the electrons which favors the itinerant
Bloch states, thus a metallic ground state. The second term stands for the electron-
electron interaction which is approximated as the on-site Coulomb repulsion that
wants to localize the electrons onto the ions, thus inducing a Mott insulator state.
At half filling, when we consider one electron with a spin ↑ or ↓ per lattice site,
the electrons become localized when the Coulomb repulsion is large enough and the
Mott insulator ground state emerges. In this limit, various low-energy effective spin
Hamiltonians can be used to describe the subsequent magnetic ordering depending
on the interactions of the underlying fermionic model. Starting from (1.1), in the

1We shall emphasis however, that strong interaction between the electrons is not necessarily
enough to induce a Mott insulator state, the band filling for example plays a crucial role. Fractional
filling arising from doping and the overlapping of bands might stabilize metallic states even when
the correlations are strong.
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limit U/t → ∞ and at exactly half filling, the effective spin Hamiltonian is the
celebrated Heisenberg model

H = J
∑
〈i,j〉

Si · Sj , (1.2)

with the parameter J = 4t2/U . The expression (1.2) is the result of a second
order perturbation in t, however going further, e.g. to the fourth-order terms, we
will find next nearest neighbour interactions and terms that are higher order in
spin operators, such as the plaquette exchange. Had we begun with a degenerate
Hubbard model which is suitable to describe materials with higher (S > 1/2) spins,
even more terms become possible to include. For instance the fourth-order process
can bring in the nearest neighbour biquadratic interaction ∼ (SiSj)

2.
The interplay between spin and orbital orderings can lead to ferromagnetic ex-

change coupling due to Hund’s rule, according to which spins tend to align parallel
on partially filled atomic levels.2

The relativistic spin-orbit interaction couples the direct space with the spin space
leading to the emergence of anisotropies which can be deduced from microscopic
models as e.g in Ref. [Moriya 1960] or on the basis of symmetry considerations as
shown in Ref. [Dzyaloshinsky 1958].

Once the suitable Hamiltonian is derived, numerous techniques can be carried
out to investigate the physical properties of the given system; mean field theory
and spin wave approximation are widely known examples and will be used as the
main apparatuses in this work. Depending on the details of the interactions, the
geometry of the lattice and the lengths of the participating spins, many different
ground states can occur. Some of these are possible to understand classically, while
there are other, more interesting, states of matter which are essentially of quantum
mechanical origins.

In most of the situations, below a critical temperature, the system exhibits
magnetic long range order. That is, the relative orientation of the spins does not
change even at large distances. For instance, such magnetically ordered state is the
helical state with the correlation function

〈Si,Sj〉 ∼ m2
s cos(q(ri − rj)) . (1.3)

The pitch vector q can be determined by minimizing the Fourier transform of the
coupling constant J(k) =

∑
j Je

ik(ri−rj). As special cases, ferromagnetic and an-
tiferromagnetic order can be described by q = 0 and q = (π, π, π), respectively.
In the classical limit, choosing Sj = (S cos(q · rj), S sin(q · rj), 0), we can write
Si ·Sj = S2 cos(q(ri−rj)) and the quantum fluctuations can be accounted for in the

2When there is only one orbital degree of freedom, the hopping of electrons with parallel spins
onto the same atom is forbidden by Pauli’s principle. However, if we have more than one orbital
states, the electrons can occupy the same lattice point with parallel spins, which is in fact favoured
by Hund’s rule reducing the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion compared to an antiparallel spin
configuration.
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context of a 1/S expansion, vanishing as the spin length S →∞ [Mila 2000]. Con-
ventionally, spin wave theory provides a systematic method to calculate the quantum
fluctuations whenever a classical long range order is realized as the ground state.
These magnetic orders spontaneously break the spin rotational invariance, resulting
in the appearance of a Goldstone mode which corresponds to a gapless excitation.
To illustrate this dynamical property, in Fig. 1.1 we show the neutron spectroscopy
measurement along with the spin wave result for La2CuO4 [Coldea 2001] which is
a fairly isotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnet with next nearest neighbour coupling
and plaquette exchange.
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three higher-order spin couplings (J 0, J 00, and Jc! have
similar effects on the dispersion relation and intensity
dependence; therefore they cannot be determined inde-
pendently from the data without additional constraints.
We first assume that only J and J 0 are significant as in
[18], i.e., J 00 ! Jc ! 0. The solid lines in Fig. 2 are fits
to a one-magnon cross section, and Fig. 3 shows fits to
the extracted dispersion relation and spin-wave intensity.
As can be seen in the figures, the model provides an
excellent description of both the spin-wave energies and
intensities. The extracted nearest-neighbor exchange
J ! 111.8 6 4 meV is antiferromagnetic, while the
next-nearest-neighbor exchange J 0 ! 211.4 6 3 meV
across the diagonal is ferromagnetic. A wave-vector-
independent quantum renormalization factor [12] Zc !
1.18 was used in converting spin-wave energies into ex-
change couplings. The zone-boundary dispersion becomes
more pronounced upon cooling as shown in Fig. 3A, and
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FIG. 3. (A) Dispersion relation along high symmetry direc-
tions in the 2D Brillouin zone, see inset (C), at T ! 10 K (open
symbols) and 295 K (solid symbols). Squares were obtained
for Ei ! 250 meV, circles for Ei ! 600 meV, and triangles
for Ei ! 750 meV. Points extracted from constant-E(-Q) cuts
have a vertical (horizontal) bar to indicate the E(Q) integration
band. Solid (dashed) line is a fit to the spin-wave dispersion re-
lation at T ! 10 K (295 K) as discussed in the text. (B) Wave-
vector dependence of the spin-wave intensity at T ! 295 K
compared with predictions of linear spin-wave theory shown by
the solid line. The absolute intensities [11] yield a wave-vector-
independent intensity-lowering renormalization factor of 0.51 6
0.13 in agreement with the theoretical prediction of 0.61 [12]
that includes the effects of quantum fluctuations.

the dispersion at T ! 10 K can be described by the
couplings J ! 104.1 6 4 meV and J 0 ! 218 6 3 meV.

A ferromagnetic J 0 contradicts theoretical predictions
[19], which give an antiferromagnetic superexchange J 0.
Wave-vector-dependent quantum corrections [20] to the
spin-wave energies can also lead to a dispersion along the
zone boundary even if J 0 ! 0, but with sign opposite to our
result. Another problem with a ferromagnetic J 0 comes
from measurements on Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 [21]. This material
contains a similar exchange path between Cu21 ions to
that corresponding to J 0 in La2CuO4 and analysis of the
measured spin-wave dispersion leads to an antiferromag-
netic exchange coupling for this path [21].

While we cannot definitively rule out a ferromagnetic
J 0, we can obtain a natural description of the data in terms
of a one-band Hubbard model [22], an expansion of which
yields the spin Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) where the higher-
order exchange terms arise from the coherent motion of
electrons beyond nearest-neighbor sites [13–15]. The
Hubbard Hamiltonian has been widely used as a starting
point for theories of the cuprates and is given by

H ! 2t
X

"i,j#,s!",#
$cy

iscjs 1 H.c.! 1 U
X

i
ni"ni# , (2)

where "i, j# stands for pairs of nearest neighbors counted
once. Equation (2) has two contributions: the first is
the kinetic term characterized by a hopping energy t
between nearest-neighbor Cu sites and the second the
potential energy term with U being the penalty for
double occupancy on a given site. At half filling, the
case for La2CuO4, there is one electron per site and for
t%U ! 0, charge fluctuations are entirely suppressed
in the ground state. The remaining degrees of freedom
are the spins of the electrons localized at each site. For
small but nonzero t%U, the spins interact via a series of
exchange terms, as in Eq. (1), due to coherent electron
motion touching progressively larger numbers of sites.
If the perturbation series is expanded to order t4 (i.e.,
4 hops), one regains the Hamiltonian (1) with the ex-
change constants J ! 4t2%U 2 24t4%U3, Jc ! 80t4%U3,
and J 0 ! J 00 ! 4t4%U3 [13–15]. We again fitted the
dispersion and intensities of the spin-wave excitations
using these expressions for the exchange constants and
linear spin-wave theory. The fits are indistinguishable
from those for variables J and J 0. Again assuming
[23] Zc ! 1.18, we obtained t ! 0.33 6 0.02 eV and
U ! 2.9 6 0.4 eV (T ! 295 K), in agreement with t
and U determined from photoemission [24] and optical
spectroscopy [25]. The corresponding exchange val-
ues are J ! 138.3 6 4 meV, Jc ! 38 6 8 meV, and
J 0 ! J 00 ! Jc%20 ! 2 6 0.5 meV (the parameters at
T ! 10 K are t ! 0.30 6 0.02 eV, U ! 2.2 6 0.4 eV,
J ! 146.3 6 4 meV, and Jc ! 61 6 8 meV). Us-
ing these values, the higher-order interactions amount
to &11% (T ! 295 K) of the total magnetic energy
2$J 2 Jc%4 2 J 0 2 J 00! required to reverse one spin on a
fully aligned Néel phase.

5379

Figure 1.1: (a) Dispersion relation of the S = 1/2 square lattice Néel antiferro-
magnet La2CuO4 along high symmetry directions measured by neutron scattering
at T = 10 K (open symbols) and at T = 295 K (solid symbols). The solid line
corresponds to spin wave dispersion relation. (b) Wave vector dependence of the
spin wave intensity at T = 295 K compared with the prediction of linear spin wave
theory shown by solid line [Coldea 2001].

The presence of anisotropy, in most cases easy-axis anisotropy, can lift the con-
tinuous degeneracy of the ground state, inducing a gap in the excitation spectrum.
In the case of easy-plane anisotropy the spins are confined in the ‘easy’ plane with
a relative angle determined by the exchange interactions. Their collective rotation
in the plane, however, does not cost energy, therefore we expect the presence of
a gapped and a gapless (Goldstone) mode. Typically antiferromagnetic bipartite
lattices are of this kind with quite a few physical realizations.

Further investigations lead to the question whether (isotropic) Heisenberg mod-
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els with antiferromagnetic exchange couplings can exhibit collective spin states of
different kind. In fact, we find many examples where the ground state has quan-
tum mechanical character, i.e. it has no classical analogue. These disordered states
usually do not break the spin rotational symmetry, in contrast to the magnetically
ordered phases.

We shall point out that the nature of (quantum) antiferromagnetism and fer-
romagnetism is fundamentally different. Taking a finite system of spins coupled
antiferromagnetically, it turns out that the Néel state is not even an eigenstate of
the Hamiltonian (1.2). Rather, the ground state is a singlet (Stot = 0) in which
〈Sαj 〉 = 0 for any spin component α and for all sites j. Inspecting a ferromag-
netic cluster on the other hand, retains the expected nature of aligned spins; the
ground state is the fully polarized state similarly to an infinitely large system. The
explanation for the difference between the world of antiferromagnets and ferromag-
nets can be understood by considering the order parameters. The ferromagnetic
order parameter Sztot commutes with the Hamiltonian (1.2) indicating that these
two operators can be diagonalized simultaneously. However, the antiferromagnetic
order parameter, that is, the staggered magnetization

∑
i∈A S

z
i −

∑
j∈B S

z
j , does

not commute with H, the alternating antiferromagnetic order cannot be the ground
state (or any eigenstate). The Néel order can only be realized in an infinitely large
system. Although, one has to be aware that even in the thermodynamical limit,
antiferromagnetic interactions do not necessarily lead to antiferromagnetic ground
states; there are examples where the singlet ground state is manifested even for an
infinitely large system.

A natural way of constructing non-magnetic quantum ground state is covering
the lattice with the singlet state of spin pairs. This state is known as the valence-
bond solid (VBS) that usually breaks the translation invariance of the lattice. VBS
states are characterised by exponentially decaying correlation function

〈SiSj〉 ∼ S2e−|ri−rj |/ξ (1.4)

where ξ is the correlation length. VBS states regularly exhibit spin gap to the lowest
lying magnetic excitations which can be of different nature.

In the J1-J2 antiferromagnetic spin-half chain the next nearest neighbour cou-
pling J2 introduces frustration and a two-fold degenerate, translational symmetry
breaking dimer singlet ground state is realized [Majumdar 1969] as illustrated in
Fig. 1.2(a). The S = 1/2 chain is characterized by fractional excitations, the so
called spinons which are neutral in charge and carry a spin S = 1/2. The spinons
are gapped for they are excited via the breaking of a singlet bond. The integer-spin
Heisenberg chain, or in other words the Haldane chain, however, exhibits a singlet
ground state that does not break the translational invariance (see Fig. 1.2(b)) and
the excitations are gapped S = 1 magnons.

In two dimensional systems VBS states can arise spontaneously when third near-
est neighbour coupling or ring-exchange is present, forming ground states of dimer-
or plaquette-singlet covering of the lattice. Fig. 1.2(c) shows a possible realization
of spontaneous VBS state on a square lattice. Among the two dimensional systems
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the Shastry-Sutherland model provides a unique example with ’explicit’ VBS state,
where the dimer covering of the lattice is straightforward as shown in Fig. 1.2(d).
It is worth to mention that this dimer singlet state does not break the translational
symmetry of the lattice, therefore, in a broader sense we can think about it as a
spin liquid state.

Spin gaps were found for example in the spin-1 Haldane chain
Y2BaNiO5 [Darriet 1993], in one-dimensional dimerized S = 1/2 systems
such as CuGeO3 [Hase 1993a] and Sr2CuO3 [Motoyama 1996], or in the quasi
two-dimensional compound CaV4O9 which attracted much interest as the origin of
the observed spin gap might be a resonating plaquette order [Taniguchi 1995]. A
very recent and remarkable example is the quasi two-dimensional orthogonal dimer
compound SrCu2(BO3)2 [Kageyama 1999a] which is the experimental equivalent
of the Shastry-Sutherland model. SrCu2(BO3)2 provides as one of the main
subjects of our investigations and will be introduced in more detail, although
without the aim of completeness, in the upcoming sections. When the quantum
fluctuations allow for the transition between different singlet coverings we can
speak of valence bond ‘liquid’, or as usually referred to, resonating valence bond
(RVB) state [Anderson 1973] which can be thought of as a superposition of various
valence bond configurations. While VBS states, aside from some exceptions, break
the translational symmetry the RVB state does not, therefore one can think about
it as a spin liquid state that is characterized by exponentially decaying spin-spin
correlations and exhibit translational invariance. The bonds belonging to sites far
from each other are weaker, thus breaking them leads to the appearance of low lying
excitations. However, quantum spin liquids support other, more exotic excitations
with fractional quantum number. Such is the already introduced spinon, that can
appear in the system when one spin is not paired in a valence bond and can move
at low energy cost by adjusting the surrounding valence bonds (see Fig. 1.2(e)).
RVB states were studied in terms of dimerized square and triangle lattices, however
an experimental realization is yet to be found.

Frustration, i.e. the inability of the system to simultaneously satisfy the compet-
ing interactions, enhances fluctuations and supports the emergence of a quantum
spin liquid state. The prototype of frustrated systems was the antiferromagnetic
triangular lattice with Ising-like spins, where after aligning two spins on a triangle
oppositely, we cannot set the direction of the third spin so that all the bonds have
antiparallel spins. The system can exhibit a macroscopic number of equally ‘bad’
ground states, the fluctuations become more important and the magnetic order is
suppressed. As a consequence, a residual entropy characterises the frustrated sys-
tems. Frustrated lattices built of triangular motifs, such as the triangular, kagomé,
hyperkagomé or pyrochlore lattices with S = 1/2 spins are promising candidates to
realize spin liquid state.

The experimental detection of quantum spin liquids is rather challenging as they
are characterized by properties they do not show, as in long range order or sym-
metry breaking. Nonetheless, nuclear magnetic resonance and muon spin resonance
measurements can test whether there is ordering down to very small temperatures,
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 1.2: (a) The doubly degenerate Majumdar-Ghosh ground state of the S = 1/2

Heisenberg chain with antiferromagnetic nearest and next nearest neighbour cou-
plings. (b) The Haldane state of an S = 1 Heisenberg chain which can be constructed
by breaking the S = 1 state into two spin-halves, each of which participate in a sin-
glet with one of the S = 1/2 spins of the neighbouring lattice point. In this way
a translational invariant singlet covering of the chain is achieved. (c) A possible
dimer-singlet configuration on the square lattice. (d) The Shastry-Sutherland lat-
tice with the explicit VBS state. Here the singlet covering is unambiguous. Panel
(e) shows one of the VBS configuration in the RVB state of a triangular lattice
with a spinon (neutral spin-half) excitation that can propagate almost freely via the
rearranging of the dimer configuration into a new one that is already superposed in
the RVB state.

if not, the spin liquid state can be present, although by no means conclusively.
Comparing the low temperature susceptibility measurements to the theoretically
predicted exponentially vanishing form of χ ∼ e−∆/kBT can also give us a hint. Fur-
thermore, neutron scattering can reveal the nature of correlations and excitations,
with a possible detection of spinons.

The spin-half antiferromagnetic kagomé lattices, such as ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2
(herbertsmithite) [Helton 2007, Olariu 2008, Zorko 2008, de Vries 2009],
Cu3V2O7(OH)2 · 2H2O (volborthite) [Bert 2005, Yoshida 2009, Nilsen 2011]
and Cu3Ba(VO5H)2 (vesignieite) [Quilliam 2011, Colman 2011], the S = 1/2 or-
ganic triangular lattice κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 [Shimizu 2003] and the spin-half
hyperkagomé compound Na4Ir3O8 [Okamoto 2007] are possible candidates for
experimental realization of the quantum spin liquid state, although the complete
clarification of the ground states of these materials remains the subject of further
investigations.
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In this work we study the physical properties of two compounds: the above men-
tioned orthogonal dimer system, SrCu2(BO3)2 and the strongly anisotropic spin-3/2
multiferroic material Ba2CoGe2O7. While the former shows an interesting dimer sin-
glet ground state and is characterised by a spin gap of quantum mechanical origin,
the latter exhibits a magnetic long range order [Miyahara 1999], where the spins
are aligned antiferromagnetically in the cobalt plane due to the strong easy-plane
anisotropy [Zheludev 2003]. Although Ba2CoGe2O7 seems to be less interesting at
first glance, we will show that due to its non-centrosymmetric crystal structure, the
strong anisotropy and the large spins, peculiar high energy excitations can occur in
this compound. As we will see, the larger Hilbert space of a spin S = 3/2 allows
for quadrupole and octupole degrees of freedom, and as a consequence of the lack
of inversion symmetry the electric polarization can directly couple to quadratic spin
operators (i.e. quadrupoles). It will be shown that the higher order excitations ob-
served in the light absorption spectrum are electromagnons, in other words magnetic
excitations active for the electric component of the exciting light.

In the following sections we give a brief introduction to these materials introduc-
ing, by no means all, the main experimental and theoretical work that has been done
so far. A section will be devoted to the introduction of the magnetic supersolid state
which will be discussed in terms of bipartite lattices with anisotropic interactions in
chapter 5.

Our general strategy is the following: we build the Hamiltonian according to the
symmetry properties as detailed in chapter 2 then we map out the variational phase
diagram and based on the variational ground state using the generalized spin wave
approach of chapter 3 we calculate the dispersion relation and the field dependent
excitation spectrum. When possible we compare our findings with the experimental
results.

1.1 The Shastry-Sutherland model and its physical ana-
logue: SrCu2(BO3)2

Based purely on theoretical interest, the Shastry-Sutherland model was constructed
more than 30 years ago, following the example of the spin-1/2 zig-zag Heisenberg
chain with antiferromagnetic nearest (J) and next nearest (J ′) neighbour inter-
actions [Shastry 1981]. In the zig-zag model at J ′/J ≈ 0.2411 a quantum phase
transition takes place [Okamoto 1992] and above this critical point the ground state
is nonmagnetic, characterized by a spin gap. In particular, when J ′/J = 0.5 the
Hamiltonian can be rewritten as the sum of terms that measure the total spin of
three consecutive sites and the Hamiltonian becomes minimal when every other spin-
pair forms a singlet. This two-fold degenerate dimer singlet ground state is called
the Majumdar-Ghosh state [Majumdar 1969] and is illustrated in Fig. 1.2(a). The
Shastry-Sutherland model is the two dimensional analogue to the spin-half Heisen-
berg chain. Conveniently, one can think about it as a model, built of corner and
edge sharing triangles of S = 1/2 spins, in which the singlet bonds occur along
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the shared edges as shown in Figs. 1.2(d) and 1.3(a,b). The singlet dimers form an
orthogonal network which, as we will see, is responsible for many of the interesting
physical properties of this system.

(a)

B

Cu

O(b) (c)

Cu

J’
J J’

J

Figure 1.3: (a) The original Shastry-Sutherland model which is in fact a square
lattice where one of the diagonal couplings is present on every second square. The
pink arrows along the diagonals represent the shortening of these bonds that leads
to the topologically equivalent orthogonal dimer model of (b). Note that the role of
first and second neighbour interactions is reversed compared to the original model.
(c) The schematic figure of the CuBO3 layer. The different colouring of the Cu2+

ions means only to distinguish between the orthogonal dimers so that it is easier to
associate with the theoretical model shown in panel (b).

The Hamiltonian of the Shastry-Sutherland model has the form

H = J
∑
n.n.

Si·Sj + J ′
∑
n.n.n.

Si·Sj , (1.5)

where J represents the first and J ′ the second nearest neighbour interaction. In the
case of J ′ = 0 the model is reduced to a lattice of independent dimers, where the
ground state is the product of dimer-singlets. Due to the particular geometry of the
lattice, the singlet product state is an exact eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (2.13)
even for finite values of the J ′ [Shastry 1981].
An experimental realization, the quasi two-dimensional antiferromagnetic compound
SrCu2(BO3)2 [Kageyama 1999a], was found almost two decades after the construc-
tion of the Shastry-Sutherland model. This compound has tetragonal unit cell and
is characterized by the alternating layers of CuBO3 molecules and Sr2+ ions. In the
former, the magnetic spin-1/2 Cu2+ ions occupy crystallographically equivalent sites
and form a lattice of orthogonal dimers. These dimers are connected by triangular-
shaped BO3 molecules as shown in Fig. 1.3(c) [Smith 1991, Kageyama 1999a]. Mag-
netic susceptibility measurements, NMR relaxation rate and magnetization measure-
ments indicated the presence of a spin-singlet ground state with a gap of about 30
K. [Kageyama 1999a] as shown in Fig. 1.4(a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: (a) Magnetic susceptibility measurement in Ref. [Kageyama 2000]. At
low temperature we can observe the exponentially vanishing susceptibility that is an
indicator of the spin liquid ground state. From fitting e−∆/kBT one can estimate a
spin gap of 30 K. (b) Momentum dependence of the excitations observed by neutron
scattering at 1.7 K. Form Ref. [Kageyama 2000]. The triplet excitations, shown by
red line and labelled as I, have almost completely flat dispersion.

Miyahara and Ueda showed that the SrCu2(BO3)2 can be satisfyingly described
by the Shastry-Sutherland model.3 Performing variational calculations and exact
numerical diagonalization they determined the quantum critical point (J ′/J)c = 0.7

that separates the singlet dimer phase and the magnetically ordered Néel state. Fur-
thermore, using the experimental findings of Ref. [Kageyama 1999a] they estimated
the Heisenberg couplings to be J = 100 K and J ′ = 68 K which gives J ′/J = 0.68,
placing the SrCu2(BO3)2 in the vicinity of the transition point [Miyahara 1999].

Later works, such as series expansion [Koga 2000] and numerical exact diagonal-
ization [Läuchli 2002a] suggested the presence of a new plaquette-singlet phase be-
tween the singlet and antiferromagnetic phases, furthermore that the transition from
the dimer phase to the plaquette-singlet occurs at (J ′/J)c = 0.68. The coupling con-
stants have also been updated to J = 7.3 meV with J ′/J = 0.635 [Miyahara 2000]
and J = 6.16 meV with J ′/J = 0.603 [Knetter 2000]. A word should be added on
the interlayer coupling J ′′ which is present in the real compound additionally to
the intraplane interactions J and J ′. The distance between the interlayer coppers
is shorter than that of the next nearest neighbour distance in the plane, however,
the super-exchange of J ′ is realized through the molecular orbital of the BO3 trian-
gles (as shown in Fig. 1.3(c)) while the CuBO3 layers are well isolated by the Sr2+

ions which have closed shell. Therefore, we expect the interlayer coupling J ′′ to be
negligible compared to J ′.

3In the following by Shastry-Sutherland model we mean the orthogonal dimer model in Fig.
1.3(b) and not the original model.
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One of the unusual properties of the SrCu2(BO3)2 is the localized nature of
its excitations. Early neutron scattering measurements revealed an essentially dis-
persionless single-triplet branch, indicating that the lowest excitations are almost
completely localized. On the other hand, higher- energy excitations exhibit a disper-
sive character [Kageyama 2000] as shown in Fig. 1.4(b). Perturbational approach,
performed in the dimer-singlet state, suggested that the hopping of triplet excita-
tions occurs only in the sixth order of J ′/J [Miyahara 1999, Miyahara 2003]. The
localized property of the triplet excitations is strongly related to the formation of
plateau states. At certain values of the magnetization the excitations localize into
a superlattice structure to minimize the energy [Miyahara 1999]. Momoi and Tot-
suka [Momoi 2000a, Momoi 2000b] explained the emergence of such states in the
context of Mott-insulator transition where the triplet excitations were regarded as
interacting bosonic particles. In this scenario, at dominant repulsive interaction, the
triplet excitations crystalize into commensurate patterns, into so called superlattices,
developing the plateau states. Experimentally the first plateaus have been observed

Figure 1.5: Magnetization plateaus measured in Ref. [Kageyama 2002]

in high field magnetization measurements at the 1/8th, 1/4th [Kageyama 1999a,
Kageyama 1999b] and later at the 1/3rd [Onizuka 2000, Kageyama 2002] of the sat-
urated magnetization. Uniquely, these plateau states break the translational symme-
try of the lattice. The theoretically expected superlattice structure at the m/msat =

1/8 plateau has been confirmed directly by NMR spectroscopy [Kodama 2002]. More
recent theoretical works suggested the presence of new magnetization plateaus. Non-
perturbative Contractor–Renormalization (CORE) method predicted plateaus at
1/9, 1/6 and 2/9 of the saturation [Abendschein 2008], and perturbative continuous
unitary transformation (PCUT) analysis [Dorier 2008] at m/msat = 2/15.

In the past few years various experiments were carried out aiming at a better
understanding of excitations in SrCu2(BO3)2. Inelastic neutron scattering measure-
ments [Cépas 2001], electron spin resonance (ESR) [Nojiri 1999], and Raman scat-
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tering [Gozar 2005] revealed anisotropic behavior, in contrast with the the Shastry-
Sutherland model (2.13) which is fully isotropic in spin space. The experimen-
tally observed Γ-point splitting of the triplet excitations suggested the presence of
the out-of-plane interdimer Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction [Cépas 2001].
The other, q = (π, 0), splitting observed with higher-resolution neutron scatter-
ing [Gaulin 2004] (see Fig. 1.6(a)) and the anti-level crossing at the critical mag-
netic field4 detected with ESR spectroscopy [Nojiri 2003], posed the relevance of the
in-plane components of the DM interaction (Fig. 1.6(b)). These splittings and the

(a) (b)

Figure 1.6: (a) High resolution neutron spectroscopy measurement form
Ref. [Gaulin 2004]. The triplet excitations split even in zero magnetic field indi-
cating the presence of anisotropy. (b) ESR measurement of Ref. [Nojiri 2003] con-
firmed the zero field splitting of the triplet excitations, furthermore it indicated an
anti-level crossing about the critical field that implies the presence of an in-plane
DM coupling.

anti-level crossing mean that states of different symmetry properties, i.e. singlets
and triplets, are mixed in the ground state and Sz is no longer a good quantum
number. A finite intradimer anisotropy, such as the intradimer DM vector, can
account for such mixing of triplet and singlet states.

An enthusiastic reader may find more detailes on the Shastry-Sutherland model
and SrCu2(BO3)2 in the reviewing articles Ref. [Miyahara 2003] from a theoretical
point of view and in Ref. [Takigawa 2010] regarding the experiments.

4This denotes the point in the magnetic field at which the lowest-lying triplet excitation would
cross the singlet level.
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1.2 The multiferroic Ba2CoGe2O7

Conventionally, in multiferroic materials the ferroelectric and ferromagnetic long-
range order is simultaneously realized [Fiebig 2005, Cheong 2007, Arima 2011]. The
quest to discover materials, in which magnetism and ferroelectricity coexists, is fu-
eled by the idea of spintronic devices, in other words the possibility to control spins
by applied voltages, or electric charges by external magnetic field. Due to the fact
that a ferroelectric order breaks the (space) inversion symmetry but it is invari-
ant under time-reversion while a magnetic order behaves in the opposite way, the
concurrent presence of electric and magnetic order is rather difficult. Additionally,
the coupling between these two order parameters proves to be very weak. After
almost fifty years, the discovery of the giant magnetoelectric response in TbMnO3

[Kimura 2003] has launched a new concept, namely the spin driven ferroelectricity.
The ferroelectricity induced in complicated spin structures is much smaller than a
usual ferroelectric order in ferroelectrics, besides the magnetoelectric interaction is
weak, yet the cross-coupling effects are strong due to the sensibility of the magnetic
order, and subsequently the induced electric polarization, to the applied magnetic
field.

Recently, new theoretical explanations have been suggested as the source of such
phenomena. Electric polarization induced by noncollinear chiral spin configura-
tion was explained through ‘spin chirality’ [Katsura 2005] or inverse Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya mechanism [Sergienko 2006], alongside with the experimental realizations
such as TbMnO3 [Kimura 2003], Ni3V2O8 [Lawes 2005], CuFeO2 [Kimura 2006],
MnWO4 [Taniguchi 2006], CoCr2O4 [Yamasaki 2006], LiCu2O2 [Park 2007] and
CuO [Kimura 2008]. Exchange striction was shown to be the origin of electric po-
larization in the case of the perovskite RMnO3 materials [Mochizuki 2010], with R
being a rare earth ion. This and spin chirality may induce polarization jointly, as pre-
dicted in the case of RMn2O5 materials [Chapon 2006, Noda 2008, Fukunaga 2009].
The aforementioned mechanisms all involve a pair of spins, however, in mate-
rials that are non-centrosymmetric, the spin dependent metal-ligand hybridiza-
tion [Jia 2006, Jia 2007] has been proposed to induce polarization involving a single
spin. Murakawa and collaborators suggested that this mechanism explains the in-
duced ferroelectric polarization in Ba2CoGe2O7 [Murakawa 2010].

The reviewing articles Refs. [Cheong 2007] and [Arima 2011] provide a commit-
ted reader with additional information on multiferroics.

Ba2CoGe2O7 is a quasi two-dimensional material, characterized by layers of
square lattices formed by the magnetic Co2+ ions [Zheludev 2003, Sato 2003,
Yi 2008]. As the neighboring cobalts are positioned in differently oriented tetra-
hedral environments of four oxygen atoms, the unit cell contains two of them. A
schematic view of the cobalt layer in Ba2CoGe2O7 is shown in Fig. 1.7. The magne-
tization measurements performed in fields applied parallel and perpendicular to the
cobalt layers indicated the presence of anisotropy. The magnetization curves, shown
in Fig. 1.8, reveal that for a field setting parallel to the plane, the magnetization is
twice as big as in the perpendicular field direction [Sato 2003].
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Figure 1.7: The crystal structure of Ba2CoGe2O7. The cobalt ions are surrounded by
the tetrahedra of four oxygens thus violating the inversion symmetry and allowing
for a direct coupling between the spin and polarization of the CoO4 complexes.
(The crystal structure was constructed with VESTA using the lattice and structure
parameters of Ref. [Hutanu 2011])

Figure 1.8: The temperature dependence of magnetization measured in
Ref [Sato 2003]. Below 6.7 K there is a phase transition to the planar antiferro-
magnetic phase, in which the multiferroic behaviour is realized.

As a result of strong easy-plane anisotropy, below TN = 6.7 K the S = 3/2

moments order into a canted antiferromagnetic pattern that is confined in the
Co–plane [Zheludev 2003]. This canted planar antiferromagnetic phase is in
fact a multiferroic phase, in which magnetoelectric behavior has been observed.
Ascribed to the symmetry properties of Ba2CoGe2O7 the sum over the vector
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spin chirality Si × Sj vanishes and the exchange interaction Si · Sj is uniform
for all the bonds. Therefore the induced polarization cannot be explained by
the concept of spin chirality or exchange striction as it was the case in the
previously listed frustrated spin systems with complex magnetic order. The spin
dependent hybridization mechanism, however, recovers the sinusoidal response of
electric polarization to the rotating magnetic field and describes the nature of
induced polarization in magnetic field qualitatively well [Murakawa 2010]. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 1.9. In this scenario, due to the spin-orbit
coupling, the spin state of the cobalts determine the hybridization between the
O2− and Co2+ ions. The local polarization takes the form of P ∝

∑4
i=1(S · ei)2ei,

where ei vectors point from the Co2+ ions toward the surrounding four O2− ions.
On the other hand, the spin-dependent hybridization model does not capture

Figure 1.9: Panels (a)-(c) illustrate the canted AFM states for a rotating field about
the [001] direction as shown in (d). (e) and (f) reveals the modulation of the in-plane
component of the magnetization and polarization, respectively. (h) and (i) displays
the angular dependence of the in-plane magnetization and polarization when the
external field is rotating about the [100] axis as indicated in (g). (j) represents the
hysteresis of Pa in the vicinity of h||[001], finally a schematic figure of the canted
AFM spin state and the induced polarization is shown in (k) and (j) under out-of-
plane field setting. (From Ref. [Murakawa 2010])

the curious field and temperature dependence of the magnetization and induced
polarization measured in Ref. [Murakawa 2010]. In external magnetic field applied
parallel to the [110] axis, the magnetization hardly changes with the tempera-
ture (Fig. 1.10(b)), while the induced polarization drastically does so (Fig. 1.10(c)).

The zero field dispersion relation has been measured by means of inelastic
neutron scattering and explained through an effective model which, based on the
strong easy-plane anisotropy, introduces effective spin-1/2 objects corresponding to
the lowest-energy Kramers doublets of the Co2+ ions [Zheludev 2003]. The neu-
tron spectrum and the calculated low energy excitations are shown in Fig. 1.11.
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Figure 1.10: (a) The illustration of spin configuration and induced polarization for
increasing h||[110]. (b) and (c) reveals the field dependence of the magnetization and
electric polarization for various temperature values. (From Ref. [Murakawa 2010])

Although the low-energy physics, that is the excitations at 0 and ≈2 meV, can

Figure 1.11: The zero field dispersion along the (100) and (110) reciprocal-space
direction at T = 2 K. The solid and dashed lines indicate the two modes obtained
from spin wave calculation starting from the effective model (Ref. [Zheludev 2003])

be satisfyingly described via the anisotropic effective spin-1/2 model proposed in
Ref. [Zheludev 2003], as well as the spin-dependent hybridization can account for
the periodic modulation of induced electric polarization under a rotating external
field, there are properties yet to understand. As it turns out, there are higher en-
ergy excitation that cannot be described by the magnons of a conventional spin
wave theory. Recent optical spectroscopy measurements suggested that the excita-
tion observed at about 4 meV is in fact a so called electromagnon [Kézsmárki 2011],
i.e. a magnetic excitation active for the electric component of the exciting elec-
tromagnetic field. A systematic measurement for different sets of electromagnetic
polarisations (Eω, Hω) revealed the selection rules for the different modes. At zero
external field, two distinct absorption bands, at about 0.5 and 1 THz, can be ob-
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served. The strength of the 0.5 THz mode is independent of the orientation of the
exciting electric polarization, the 1 THz mode, however, is sensitive to both the
magnetic and electric components of the exciting light, as indicated in Fig. 1.12.
This tells us that the lower mode has a dominant magnetic character, while the 1
THz mode is excited by the electric and magnetic components of the light at the
same time. Therefore we can say that this higher energy magnetic excitation, being
electrically active, corresponds to an electromagnon.

Figure 1.12: (a) Electromagnetic polarization dependence of the absorption spec-
trum in zero external magnetic field from Ref. [Kézsmárki 2011]. The 0.5 THz mode
is excited by the magnetic Hω component of the exciting light and is insensitive to
the electric component Eω, while the 1 THz mode is affected by both components,
Hω and Eω. (b) The temperature dependence of the modes. The purely magnetic
excitation disappears above the Néel temperature TN = 6.7 K. The electromagnon,
however survives even at about 20 K.

In chapter 6 we will discuss the properties of induced polarization in the multi-
ferroic phase, with distinct heed to the effect of Dzyaloshinky-Moriya interaction, re-
producing quantitatively the findings of Ref. [Murakawa 2010]. Based on variational
approach and generalized spin wave technique, which will be introduced in chapter 3,
we will study the nature of the excitations and quantitatively reproduce the disper-
sion relation measured by inelastic neutron scattering in Ref. [Zheludev 2003] as well
as the field dependent spectrum observed by optical spectroscopy in Ref. [Penc 2012].

1.3 A very brief introduction to magnetic supersolids

Quantum phenomena manifesting at macroscopical scale attracted the interest in
the scientific community for almost a century. Superconductors, superfluid helium,
semiconductor lasers and quasi-one-dimensional conductors that undergo a Peierls
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transition, all exhibit unusual macroscopic properties governed by quantum me-
chanics. What is common in these systems is the macroscopic occupation of a
single quantum state.5 As a remarkable example, the concept of Bose-Einstein con-
densation was introduced in 1924 revealing that below a critical temperature an
ideal Bose gas undergoes a phase transition and the lowest energy single-paricle
state will be occupied by a macroscopic number of particles [Einstein 1924]. How-
ever, this concept was believed to have little physical relevance and was consid-
ered purely as a mathematical accomplishment, until the discovery of superfluidity
in liquid 4He [Kapitza 1938, Allen 1938]. The analogy between liquid helium of
isotopic mass 4 and Bose-Einstein condensate was pointed out by London in the
same year [London 1938]. As the superfluid 4He is a strongly interacting system
and the theory of Bose-Einstein condensate involved ideal non-interacting bosons,
it was necessary to formulate a microscopic theory of interacting bosonic parti-
cles [Bogoliubov 1947]. In the theoretical understanding of superfluid phase, the
concept of broken symmetry, the idea that the phase transitions occur by way of
symmetry reduction, played an important role. The unsymmetrical, or less sym-
metric, phase can be characterised by an order parameter. Generally speaking,
the order parameter is simply a parameter that is zero in the symmetric state and
nonzero when the symmetry is broken. Penrose, Onsager and Yang proposed that
the superfluid state can be characterised by a two-particle density matrix which can
be factorized as:

ρ(r, r′) = 〈ψ̂†(r)ψ̂ (r′)〉 = ψ∗(r)ψ(r) + small terms , (1.6)

where ψ̂†(r) is a field operator. The parameter ψ(r) = 〈ψ̂(r)〉 is the complex order
parameter of the superfluid phase [Penrose 1951, Penrose 1956, Yang 1962]. In a
normal, non-superfluid system the gauge symmetry ensures that the superfluid order
parameter ψ(r) is zero, but when this symmetry is broken we reach the superfluid
phase with a finite value of ψ(r):

ψ(r) =
√
ρse

iφ = 〈N − 1|ψ̂(r)|N〉 , (1.7)

where ρs is the density of the superfluid and φ the phase of the condensate. When
ψ(r) is finite, we say that off-diagonal long-range order (ODLRO) is present. Later,
the concept of ODLRO became generalized to fermionic systems in the framework
of the BCS theory of superconductivity where the off-diagonal orderparameter cor-
responds to the wave function of the Cooper pair [Bardeen 1957].

In other words, we can say that in the superfluid (or superconducting) state
there is a correlation between the particles even infinitely far from each other. In a
normal state the two-particle correlation function approaches zero as the distance of
the particles goes to infinity, however, in the superfluid (or superconducting) state
the 〈ψ̂†(r)ψ̂ (r′)〉 ≈ ψ∗(r)ψ(r) converges to a finite value, namely the superfluid
density ρs (see Eq. 1.7), even at infinite distances.

5In superfluid helium the zero momentum state, in supersolid materials a given momentum state
of the electron pairs, in lasers a mode of the electromagnetic radiation, while in one-dimensional
metals under the Peierls transition point it is a phonon mode that is macroscopically occupied.
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Next to superfluidity and superconductivity, a new exotic phase was theoretically
proposed, namely the supersolid state. As quantum crystals can be characterized by
diagonal long-range order (DLRO) and superfluids by ODLRO, it is straightforward
to think about the supersolid as a state in which ODLRO and DLRO coexists.

Apparently various bosonic lattice models are of good use in the understanding
of supersolid phases [Batrouni 2000, Sengupta 2005, Yamamoto 2009].

Matsuda and Tsuneto, and independently Liu and Fisher showed that the quan-
tum lattice picture of supersolid state can be mapped onto a model of magnetic
supersolid where the magnetic order breaks the spin rotational symmetry and the
translational invariance at the same time [Matsuda 1970, Liu 1973]. They consid-
ered the following model of bosonic particles

H =
∑
ij

vijninj +
1

2

∑
ij

uij(a
†
iaj + aia

†
j) (1.8)

where a†i and ai are the creation and annihilation operators of a boson—satisfying
the bosonic commutation relations—and ni = a†iai represents the boson number at
the lattice point i. The real parameters vij and uij denote the potential and the
hopping between a pair of bosons, respectively. They showed that this model is
isomorphic to a model of localized spins of S = 1/2 through the following transfor-
mation:

aj = Sxj + iSyj , (1.9a)

a†j = Sxj − iS
y
j , (1.9b)

nj = a†jaj =
1

2
− Szj . (1.9c)

The spin model then has the form of

Hspin =
∑
i<j

[
vijS

z
iS

z
j + uij(S

x
i S

x
j + SyiS

y
j )
]
. (1.10)

The diagonal long-range order (DLRO) in the spin system can be rephrased as
Tr(ρa†iai ) = 〈Szi 〉. Therefore, there is no DLRO in the paramagnetic and fer-
romagnetic phases, where 〈Szi 〉 does not depend on i. However the antiferro-
magnetic state exhibits DLRO. The definition of ODLRO can be given similarly:
Tr(ρa†iaj) = 〈Sxi Sxj + SyiS

y
j 〉, that is, we can speak of ODLRO only if the order

parameter 〈Sxi Sxj + SyiS
y
j 〉 is finite, even when the lattice sites i and j are infinitely

far from each other [Matsuda 1970].
Such magnetic analogs of supersolid state were observed in triangular lat-
tice via Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations [Wessel 2005, Melko 2005,
Heidarian 2005] where frustration and order-by-disorder mechanism is consid-
ered to play an important role in the emergence of supersolid phase. Classi-
cal Monte Carlo simulation on triangular lattice supported by mean-field cal-
culation and Landau theory suggested that strong anisotropy can stabilize su-
persolid phases [Seabra 2011]. Amongst quasi two dimensional systems, strong
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frustration and/or anisotropy were found to stabilize supersolid states on bi-
layer dimer models [Ng 2006, Sengupta 2007a, Laflorencie 2007, Picon 2008] and
orthogonal dimer models [Schmidt 2008]. Supersolid states have also been re-
ported in the spin-1 Heisenberg chain with strong exchange and uniaxial single-ion
anisotropies [Sengupta 2007b, Peters 2009, Peters 2010, Rossini 2011], furthermore
in spin and hard-core Bose-Hubbard model [Ueda 2010] in three dimensions.

In chapter 5 we show that a simple model of bipartite lattices with single-ion and
exchange anisotropies and larger (S = 1 and S = 3/2) spins supports the emergence
of magnetic supersolid phase. Our variational calculations are strengthen with exact
diagonalization and, in the one-dimensional case, Density Matrix Renormalization
Group technique.





Chapter 2

Symmetry

It’s still magic even if you know how it’s done.

– Terry Pratchett, A Hat Full of Sky

The concept of symmetry appears in natural sciences as early as the classical
antiquity. Its meaning, however, was strictly related to harmony, beauty and unity;
and it played little role until the arising of modern physics at the turn of the twenti-
eth century. Although, the unity of various elements was related to symmetry in the
ancient sense as well, in contemporary physics the symmetry of objects, even ab-
stract ones; like mathematical equations, is defined in terms of their invariance under
certain groups of transformations. This definition was widely accepted and used in
physics, yet the fundamental significance of symmetries was not acknowledged until
Einstein’s special relativity. It was not until then, that the way of thinking about
symmetry has essentially changed. While earlier the laws of physics were thought to
exhibit certain symmetries, now the concept is reversed: the laws of nature follow
from the principles of invariance.

Symmetry groups became especially effective in quantum physics. The main
reason of this roots in the possibility of superposing quantum states, and in the ca-
pacity of representation theory to describe the action of a group transformation on
such states. Conventionally, when a physical system is invariant under the transfor-
mations of a given group, then its eigenstates transform into each other according
to the group’s representations. That is, the group transformations can be repre-
sented in the state space by operators corresponding to physical observables. The
operators that represent the action of symmetries commute with the Hamiltonian of
the system, thus are conserved quantities. Additionally, the eigenvalues of invariant
operators are suitable to label the irreducible representations of the symmetry group
of the system. Rotational invariance and the conservation of angular momentum
demonstrate these properties beautifully. The invariance of the Hamiltonian H un-
der the proper rotation R about the axis n through the angle ϕ can be expressed
as

[Rn(ϕ),H] = 0 (2.1)

for any Rn(ϕ). In fact, it means that the equation of motion is rotationally invariant.
Because of the invariance of H, if |Ψ〉 is an eigenvector with the eigenvalue E, then
Rn(ϕ)|Ψ〉 is also an eigenvector with the same eigenvalue.1 The group that contains

1H (Rn(ϕ)|Ψ〉) = Rn(ϕ)H|Ψ〉 = Rn(ϕ)E|Ψ〉 = E (Rn(ϕ)|Ψ〉)
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all proper three dimensional rotations is the group SO(3). It can be shown that its
infinitesimal generators (up to a factor ~) are the angular momentum operators J,
therefore the invariance under rotations can be expressed as the invariance under
infinitesimal rotations:

[J,H] = 0 (2.2)

The components of J are thus conserved quantities, and the operators H, J2 and Jz
commute with each other; meaning that they can be simultaneously diagonalized.
This considerably simplifies the eigenvalue problem of the Hamiltonian. The eigen-
vectors corresponding to the same value of J belong to the (2J + 1)-dimensional
irreducible representation D(J) of SO(3), and can be rotated into each other by the
application of the operators J− or J+.2 Together they span a rotational invariant
irreducible subspace, that is, an orthogonal basis for the (2J + 1)-fold degenerate
eigenvalue EJ of H.
Studying the symmetry properties of a system we inevitably encounter mechanisms
that are governed by approximate, hidden or broken symmetries. In the case of
approximate symmetries the symmetry breaking forces are very small, therefore the
symmetry violation can be treated as a perturbation.3 The breaking of the symme-
try does not mean that there is no symmetry present at all, rather it is characterized
by a lower symmetry, that is a subgroup of the initial symmetry group. Symmetry
breaking can be explicit or spontaneous. When it is explicit the dynamical equa-
tions are not invariant, consequently there are terms in the Hamiltonian that lower
the symmetry of the system. A more interesting phenomenon is the spontaneous
symmetry breaking. We say that the symmetry is spontaneously broken when the
laws are symmetric but not the states of the system. In quantum mechanics, as
a consequence of superposition, the systems with finite degrees of freedom always
have symmetric ground state. Although, when the system is characterized by infi-
nite number of degrees of freedom there are cases when the ground state does not
exhibit the symmetry of the Hamiltonian, but is asymmetric, leading to spontaneous
symmetry breaking [Gross 1995]. Such mechanism is responsible for the existence
of crystals, magnetism, or superconductivity. The prototype example is the fer-
romagnetic Heisenberg model exhibiting rotational invariance, however below the
critical temperature the ground state is magnetically ordered by which a direction
is selected thus breaking the rotational symmetry spontaneously. As a consequence
of spontaneous symmetry breaking; for each violated global symmetry a fluctuation,
characterized by very small energy, appears. This property was formulated in the
celebrated Goldstone theorem, according to which for each broken generator of the
symmetry group – i.e. that does not preserve the ground state – a massless4 bosonic
particle, a so called Goldstone boson occurs.

2J+ can be expressed as Jx + iJy and J− as Jx− iJy providing a usually more convenient basis
than Jx and Jy.

3A good example is the isotopic symmetry of the nuclear forces where the electromagnetic force
is rather weak and the masses of up and down quarks are very small.

4or very light when the symmetry of the system is not exact.
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2.1 Crystal structures and point groups

Although SrCu2(BO3)2 and Ba2CoGe2O7 both serve – for different reasons – as
unique and interesting examples among the strongly correlated materials, they do
not share much of their properties. SrCu2(BO3)2 provide a rare example of the
two dimensional frustrated spin gap antiferromagnets, whereas Ba2CoGe2O7 is a
member of the popular family of multiferroic materials. Nevertheless, this section
attempts to discuss their symmetry properties more or less simultaneously. As
for the common properties, both compounds are quasi two dimensional and have
tetragonal structure. Ba2CoGe2O7 is characterized by the space group P421m, while
regarding SrCu2(BO3)2 we will distinguish the high and low temperature cases. In
the former the space group is I4/mcm, in the latter, though, the loss of the inversion
lowers the symmetry to the subgoup I4̄2m. In this work we shall restrict ourselves
to the physically interesting layers in which the important interactions take place.
Within them, we primarily focus on the translational invariant phases, where the
ordering can be characterized by symmetry breaking inside the unit cell. Therefore,
a symmetry analysis based only on the symmetry groups of the physically important
layers will serve our investigations satisfyingly.

SrCu2(BO3)2 is characterized by alternating layers of CuBO3 molecules and
Sr2+ ions. The strontium layers isolate well the CuBO3 planes from each other;
allowing us to neglect the inter-layer coupling between the copper ions. The mag-
netic Cu2+ ions have a spin S = 1/2 and are coupled to one another via the BO3

molecules of triangular shape. The neighbouring coppers form bonds and together
they build up an orthogonal dimer lattice [Smith 1991, Kageyama 1999a] as shown
in Fig 2.1(a). This type of lattice structure (with the spins S = 1/2) is called the
Shastry-Sutherland model and has a great importance as it is the only exactly solv-
able two dimensional problem.5

At high temperature, when Ts > 395 K, the dimers are all laying in the same plane
preserving the reflection symmetry about it [Smith 1991, Sparta 2001]. However,
below Ts a structural distortion takes place and in the buckled layer the two types
of dimers shift in opposite directions perpendicular to the plane [Sparta 2001]. We
will concentrate mainly on this low symmetry – that is to say low temperature case –
for it has more experimental relevance. Nonetheless, we consider the high symmetry
case shortly too; as we believe that a lot can be learned from paralleling the two of
them.

In Ba2CoGe2O7 the magnetic Co2+ ions have 3/2-spins and are surrounded by
the tetrahedral environment of four oxygen atoms. The alternating orientation of
the neighbouring CoO4 tetrahedra is responsible for many interesting properties of
this material and can be pictured as it follows. The oxygen bonds below the Co-
plane are tilted by the angle ±κ with respect to the [110] crystallographic direction.6

Due to the different environment of the neighbours the unit cell contains two Co2+

5Hereby we mean that the exact ground state is available, though not the excitations.
6Naturally selecting the oxygen bond above the plane would suffice too, as long as we remain

consistent.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic figures of SrCu2(BO3)2 and Ba2CoGe2O7. (a) There are two
site symmetries in the buckled CuBO3 layer: S4 in the middle of four dimer and C2v

acting on the dimers. Copper ions below and above the layer are indicated by open
or closed circles, respectively. This buckled property is emphasized by the different
colouring of the orthogonal dimers. (b) The site symmetries of Ba2CoGe2O7 are
S4 and C2v too, acting on the Co sites and in the middle of four sites, respectively.
The Co2+ ions are located at the center of the tetrahedra and are represented by
magenta circles. The unit cell contains two Co2+ ions that we denote by A and B
(note that the neighbouring tetrahedra are oriented differently)

ions. A schematic figure of the CoO4 structure is shown in Fig. 2.1(b).
The symmetry group of the unit cell for both compounds is isomorphic to D2d.7

In the case of SrCu2(BO3)2 the rotation axis of S4 is pinned to the center of four
sites, while the mirror planes are determined by the directions of the dimers as
illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a). As for Ba2CoGe2O7, the fourfold rotation axis is located
on the Co2+ sites, while C2v acts in the center of the four Co2+ ions, the way it is
indicated in Fig. 2.1(b).

2.2 Construction of Hamiltonian and symmetry classifi-
cation of order parameters

The symmetry properties of the lattices determine the terms that can be included
in the Hamiltonian, i.e. the terms that transform as the fully symmetric irreducible
representation (A1) of the symmetry group. In this part we derive the symmetry-
allowed terms of the Hamiltonian, such as the components of the symmetric and
antisymmetric exchanges and that of the g-tensor anisotropy. A word shall be
added about the order parameters that become important when discussing the phase
diagram of the above models.

7Note that here we mean the low temperature structure of SrCu2(BO3)2.
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Conventionally, when discussing the magnetic properties of a correlated system
one relies on Hamiltonians built of purely spin terms. Depending on the problem this
Hamiltonian can be linear, bilinear, biquadratic and of even higher order in spin op-
erators. The first principle derivation of such models, however, is a rather enormous
task, thus following a pragmatic approach is usually preferred. The restricted length
of this work prevents us from a detailed introduction of the microscopic origins of
the occurring spin terms, nevertheless, once we acknowledge the concept of pure spin
models, we shall build a suitable Hamiltonian based on symmetry considerations.

Generally, we can argue that when the orbital degrees of freedom are unaffected,
we can project onto the subspace of spin configurations leaving out the orbital com-
ponents. Within this subspace the electron-electron interaction can be expressed
using spin operators, usually in the fashion of an effective model. The most prevail-
ing example for this would be the Heisenberg model. This can be derived starting
with a Mott-insulating state, in which the electrons are localized due to the large
Coulomb-repulsion. The Heisenberg model has the following form:

H =
∑
〈i,j〉

JijŜiŜj , (2.3)

with Ŝi denoting the spin operator on site i and Jij the coupling strength between
the sites i and j. Taking relativistic effects, and thereby spin-orbit coupling into
account, additional anisotropic terms appear. Among them, the single-ion and g-
tensor anisotropies as well as the antisymmetric exchange, that is often referred to
as the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction, are the most frequently occurring ones.
Based on symmetry arguments, it was shown that due to the spin-orbit coupling
an anisotropic part is present in the exchange interaction [Dzyaloshinsky 1958], and
that it can be derived microscopically as a linear correction to the standard superex-
change mechanism [Moriya 1960]. At the same time, single-ion anisotropy appears
in the second order of perturbation of the same procedure. The DM interaction and
g-tensor anisotropy have the following form:

HDM =
∑
〈i,j〉

Dij(Ŝi × Ŝj) (2.4)

HZeeman =
∑
i

hgŜi (2.5)

where Ŝi represents the i-th spin operator, Dij is the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya vector
between the sites i and j, h is the magnetic field and g is a tensor with elements
determined by the symmetry properties.
Another way to introduce the symmetric and antisymmetric terms is to think about
the spin-spin interaction as a rank-2 tensor D in

∑
αβ DαβŜ

α
i Ŝ

β
j , that can be decom-

posed into a symmetric and a traceless antisymmetric part. Dividing the symmetric
part further into a diagonal and a traceless symmetric tensor we obtain the usual
forms of the above discussed terms [A. Bencini 1990]. The DM interaction and
the on-site anisotropies break the SU(2) invariance of the symmetric Heisenberg
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exchange, and are responsible for many interesting physical phenomena. On their
account the ground state degeneracy of frustrated systems can be lifted and they
can open a small gap in the excitation spectrum of an otherwise gapless system. Ad-
ditionally, they can lead to the development of a transverse magnetization available
for torque measurements.

2.2.1 Symmetry considerations for SrCu2(BO3)2

We will first consider the symmetry properties of SrCu2(BO3)2, or rather, that of
the CuBO3 layer. The unit cell consists of two orthogonal dimers: dimer A which
is parallel to the x-axis, and dimer B parallel to the y-axis as indicated in Fig.
2.1(a). In the low temperature case, the symmetry group of the unit cell is D2d

consisting of 8 symmetry elements: E, σxz, σyz, C2, S4, S3
4 , σxzS4 and σyzS4. Here

we should point out that for the conjugation class typically denoted by 2C ′2 we use
the notation 2σS4 throughout this work (see the character table 2.1). When the
ground state is ordered, usually a symmetry breaking follows, therefore it is practical
to consider the proper subgroups of D2d, which are S4 = {E,S4, C2, S

3
4}, D2 =

{E,C2, σxzS4, σyzS4}, C2v = {E,C2, σxz, σyz}, C2 = {E,C2}, and Cs = {E, σh}.
Later on these will serve to characterize the symmetry groups of the various ordered
phases. The effects of the symmetry elements on the sites A1, A2, B1 and B2, as
well as on the spin components are given in Table 2.2. It is worth to mention here
that the spin – similarly to the magnetic field – transforms as an axial vector.

E 2S4 C2(z) 2σS4 2σd

A1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 1 -1 -1
B1 1 -1 1 1 -1
B2 1 -1 1 -1 1
E 2 0 -2 0 0

Table 2.1: Character table of the point group D2d. Here we use 2σd = {σxz, σyz}
and 2σS4 = {σxzS4, σyzS4} to denote the conjugation classes.

Discussing symmetry breaking in the presence of magnetic field somewhat adds
to the difficulties. We shall not forget that the magnetic field breaks the time reversal
symmetry, or in other words, the time reversal operation T changes the direction
of the magnetic field. When the field is perpendicular to the CuBO3 plane, that is
h = (0, 0, hz), the reflections σxz and σyz reverse its direction to h = (0, 0,−hz),
just like they reverse the z component of a spin as shown in Table 2.2. Similarly,
the field applied in the x direction is reversed under the action of σxz and is rotated
by the symmetry class S4. Classifying the components of the magnetic field yields
that hz transforms as the irrep A2, whereas the components (hx, hy) belong to the
two-dimensional irreducible representation E of the group D2d.
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E σxz σyz C2 S4 S3
4 σxzS4 σyzS4

Sx −Sx Sx −Sx −Sy Sy −Sy Sy

Sy Sy −Sy −Sy Sx −Sx −Sx Sx

Sz −Sz −Sz Sz Sz Sz −Sz −Sz
A1 A1 A2 A2 B2 B1 B1 B2
A2 A2 A1 A1 B1 B2 B2 B1
B1 B2 B1 B2 A1 A2 A1 A2
B2 B1 B2 B1 A2 A1 A2 A1

Table 2.2: The transformation of axial vector (spin) components and sites under the
symmetry transformations of the point group of the unit cell in the low symmetry
case.

2.2.1.1 Order parameters for magnetic field along the z direction

irrep notation order parameter

A1

mz SzA1 + SzA2 + SzB1 + SzB2

nS4 SxA1 − SxA2 + SyB1 − S
y
B2

A2 ñS4 SyA1 − S
y
A2 − SxB1 + SxB2

B1 ñC4 SyA1 − S
y
A2 + SxB1 − SxB2

B2

nC4 SxA1 − SxA2 − S
y
B1 + SyB2

mz
Néel SzA1 + SzA2 − SzB1 − SzB2

mx SxA1 + SxA2 + SxB1 + SxB2

my SyA1 + SyA2 + SyB1 + SyB2

E
mx

Néel SxA1 + SxA2 − SxB1 − SxB2

my
Néel −SyA1 − S

y
A2 + SyB1 + SyB2

nzA SzA1 − SzA2

nzB SzB1 − SzB2

Table 2.3: Symmetry classification of the order parameters according to the mag-
netic point group D2d(S4) when the field is parallel to the z-axis.

In case of a field parallel to the z-axis, the application of the σxz followed by
the time reversion T leaves the magnetic field invariant. Thus, the actual symmetry
group of the system in magnetic field is correctly taken into account if we consider
the so called magnetic point groups, where the time reversal operation T is included
as well. For finite hz the symmetry group under which the Hamiltonian is invariant
will be the magnetic group S4 + Tσxz × S4. Note that this group is isomorphic
to D2d, and in Schönflies notation it is denoted by D2d(S4). Therefore, we use the
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character table of D2d to classify the order parameters according to the irreducible
representations of the magnetic point group. The classified operators which are
linear in spin, along with their notation, are summarized in Table 2.3. m denotes
the total magnetic moment of the unit cell, the indices Néel, S4 and C4 indicate
that the given operator has a finite expectation value in case of classical Néel order,
or in the case of a spin configuration that is invariant under the operation S4 and
C4, respectively. The notation n stands for the staggered magnetic moment of
a bond when the spin operators are parallel to the dimer, while ñ represent the
perpendicular staggered components.

2.2.1.2 Order parameters for hx

The magnetic field along the x-axis breaks the symmetry S4 =
{
E,S4, C2(z), S3

4

}
and also the time reversal invariance. The remaining symmetry group that leaves the
Hamilton operator unchanged is the magnetic group {E, σyz}+ TC2(z)× {E, σyz}
which is isomorphic to the group C2v and has four one dimensional irreducible rep-
resentations, namely A1, A2, B1 and B2 as shown in Table 2.4. Proceeding with this
group, the x component of the magnetic field, hx is invariant, i.e. it transforms as
the fully symmetric irreducible representation A1 of C2v.

E C2(z) σxz σyz

A1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 -1 -1
B1 1 -1 1 -1
B2 1 -1 -1 1

Table 2.4: Character table of the point group C2v.

irrep order parameter
A1 mx, mx

Néel, n
z
A

A2 my, my
Néel, n

z
B

B1 mz, mz
Néel, nC4 , nS4

B2 ñC4 , ñS4

Table 2.5: The symmetry classification of order parameters for h||x. Here we do
not show the form of the operators only their notations used in Table 2.3.

The order parameters in this case have the same form as in the case of h||z but
now they are labelled with the irreducible representations of the point group C2v.
Table 2.5 summarizes the classified linear operators for the field applied parallel to
the x axis.
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2.2.1.3 The anisotropic terms

Following the symmetry transformations of the spins under the relevant point groups
we can construct the invariant combinations of the spin operators that can be in-
cluded in the Hamiltonian. Thus we can derive the possible components of g-tensor
anisotropy; collecting the invariants we have determined above for the two settings
of magnetic field, we can write

HZeeman = −(gzm
z + gsnS4)hz (2.6)

for h||z, whereas for a field along the x-axis the Zeeman term reads

HZeeman = −
[

1

2
(gx + gy)m

x +
1

2
(gx − gy)mx

Néel − gsnzA
]
hx (2.7)

Introducing the intradimer (D) and interdimer (D′) DM vectors, we can extend
our model with the following terms:

HDM = D
∑
nn

(Si × Sj) + D′
∑
nnn

(Si × Sj) (2.8)

The symmetry properties of the lattice determine the allowed components of the
vectors D and D′ as it was shown in Ref. [Kodama 2005]. For completeness,
here we shortly present the relevant terms and introduce a way to derive them.The
intradimer interaction on the bond type A has the form of DA (SA1 × SA2) that can
be written as a determinant: ∣∣∣∣∣∣

Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

SxA SyA SzA
SxA SyA SzA

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.9)

This determinant has to be invariant under all the symmetry elements of D2d. Ap-
plying C2 for instance, we get:

C2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

SxA1 SyA1 SzA1

SxA2 SyA2 SzA2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

−SxA2 −SyA2 SzA2

−SxA1 −SyA1 SzA1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A −Dz
A

SxA1 SyA1 SzA1

SxA2 SyA2 SzA2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.10)

The original determinant and the one after applying C2 has to be equal, therefore
it follows that Dz

A = 0. Similarly one can consider the application of σxz, σyz, S4,
S3

4 , σxzS4 and σyzS4:

σxz

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

SxA1 SyA1 SzA1

SxA2 SyA2 SzA2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

−SxA1 SyA1 −SzA1

−SxA2 SyA2 −SzA2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
−Dx

A Dy
A −Dz

A

SxA1 SyA1 SzA1

SxA2 SyA2 SzA2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
resulting in Dx

A = 0. The effect of σyz will not give a new condition, however,
applying the rotation S4:

S4

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

SxA1 SyA1 SzA1

SxA2 SyA2 SzA2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

−SyB2 SxB2 SzB2

−SyB1 SxB1 SzB1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
−Dy

A Dx
A −Dz

A

SxB1 SyB1 SzB1

SxB2 SyB2 SzB2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
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provides Dy
A = −Dx

B, D
x
A = Dy

B and Dz
A = Dz

B. For we have already established
that Dx

A = 0 and Dz
A = 0, consequently Dy

B = 0 and Dz
B = 0 must be fulfilled.

Performing the rest of the transformations we will not obtain new equations, thus
we can conclude that the form of the intradimer Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction
per unit cell is:

Hintra
DM = D (SA1 × SA2)y −D (SB1 × SB2)x (2.11)
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Figure 2.2: Symmetry allowed components of the DM vector in the low symmetry
case. (a) The intradimer DM vectors: DA = (0, D, 0) and DB = (−D, 0, 0). (b)
The interdimer DM vector can have any component, once we specify its direction
on a given bond, though, the DM interactions on the remaining bonds in the unit
cell follow from the symmetry properties.

Similar argument leads to the symmetry allowed components of the inter-dimer
DM interaction. While the intradimer DM vector is laying in the plane of the
dimer network in the direction perpendicular to the dimers: DA = (0, D, 0) and
DB = (−D, 0, 0)8, the interdimer DM interaction is a vector with arbitrary direction:
D′ = (D′||ns, D

′
||s, D

′
⊥), although fixing this vector on one bond, the direction of

the rest within the unit cell is determined by the symmetry. The allowed DM
components in the low temperature system are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Note that
the dimers are directed; changing the order of the sites in the DM interaction would
result in a minus sign.

2.2.1.4 High symmetry case

Restricting ourselves to the symmetries of the CuBO3 layer, above Ts, the two
mutually perpendicular sets of dimers lay in the same plane. The CuBO3 plane

8Naturally the choice DA = (0,−D, 0) would be right too, with DB = (D, 0, 0) to preserve the
symmetry.
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E 2C4(z) C2(z) 2σdS4 2Iσd I 2S4 σh 2σdC4 2σd

A1g 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A2g 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1
B1g 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1
B2g 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1
Eg 2 0 -2 0 0 2 0 -2 0 0
A1u 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
A2u 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
B1u 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
B2u 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
Eu 2 0 -2 0 0 -2 0 2 0 0

Table 2.6: Character table of D4h point group. σd = {σxz, σyz}. 2Iσd, 2σdS4 and
2σdC4 correspond to C ′′2 , C ′2 and σv in the conventional notation.

becomes a mirror plane, and the inversion appears among the symmetry elements.
The symmetry group is D4h which has 16 group elements. The combinations σyzS4

and σxzS4, that correspond to the C ′2 two-fold axis in the standard D4h group, are
actually 21 screw axes. Furthermore the combinations σyzC4 and σxzC4 are glide
planes, corresponding to the σv mirror planes in D4h. In the character table 2.6 we
use the notation suitable for the present case.

irrep notation order parameter

A1g mz SzA1 + SzA2 + SzB1 + SzB2

A1u ñC4 SyA1 − S
y
A2 + SxB1 − SxB2

A2u nC4 SxA1 − SxA2 − S
y
B1 + SyB2

B1u nS4 SxA1 − SxA2 + SyB1 − S
y
B2

B2g mz
Néel SzA1 + SzA2 − SzB1 − SzB2

B2u ñS4 SyA1 − S
y
A2 − SxB1 + SxB2

Eg
mx SxA1 + SxA2 + SxB1 + SxB2

my SyA1 + SyA2 + SyB1 + SyB2

Eg
mx

Néel SxA1 + SxA2 − SxB1 − SxB2

my
Néel −SyA1 − S

y
A2 + SyB1 + SyB2

Eu
nzA SzA1 − SzA2

nzB SzB1 − SzB2

Table 2.7: The symmetry classification of order parameters when h||z.

The classified linear operators are collected in Tab. 2.6. In the high symmetry
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Figure 2.3: Symmetry allowed components of the DM vector in the high symme-
try case. The in-plane DM vector components vanish and only the perpendicular
component D′⊥ of the inter-dimer DM interaction survives.

case the only invariant – that is, the only order parameter transforming as the A1g

irrep of D4h – is the total magnetization along the field, in this case along the z–axis:

mz = SzA1 + SzA2 + SzB1 + SzB2 (2.12)

The staggered operators (n) are all odd with respect to the inversion which
is the new symmetry element in the high temperature phase. The allowed DM
components will be considerably simplified too. It is easy to show that for the
dimers have inversion symmetry, all the intradimer DM components vanish. The
inversion changes the sign of a polar vector, whereas it leaves an axial vector (like
the spin and the magnetic filed) unaffected. As for the sites, inversion acts in the
following way: A1↔ A2 and B1↔ B2.

I

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

SxA1 SyA1 SzA1

SxA2 SyA2 SzA2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Dx
A Dy

A Dz
A

SxA2 SyA2 SzA2

SxA1 SyA1 SzA1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
−Dx

A −Dy
A −Dz

A

SxA1 SyA1 SzA1

SxA2 SyA2 SzA2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Thus D = 0. Due to the reflexion plane and the inversion, all the in-plane DM terms
must be zero. Therefore, regarding the interdimer components D′ = (0, 0, D′⊥). The
only DM component in the high symmetry case is the out-of-plane interdimer term
as shown in Fig. 2.3.

Table 2.8 intends to give a short summary on the invariant DM components for
SrCu2(BO3)2.

Based on this analysis, regarding SrCu2(BO3)2, we will consider the usual
Shastry-Sutherland model

H = J
∑
n.n.

Si·Sj + J ′
∑
n.n.n.

Si·Sj . (2.13)

including the DM interactions:

HD =
∑
NN

Dij · (Si × Sj) (2.14)
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high-symmetry low-symmetry
symmetry (unit cell) D4h D2d

DM (intra-dimer) forbidden D ‖ (ab) ∧D ⊥ dimer
DM (inter-dimer) D′ ‖ c arbitrary
spin (h ‖ z) O(2)-sym −
spin (h ‖ x) − −

Table 2.8: Summary of the symmetry analysis. If the g-tensor anisotropy is taken
into account, the spin O(2)-symmetry is lost.

HD′ =
∑
NNN

D′ij · (Si × Sj) (2.15)

and–when we compare our findings with the experiments–also the g-tensor
anisotropy:

Hhz =− gzµBhz (SzA1 + SzA2 + SzB1 + SzB2)

+ gsµBhz
(
SxA1 − SxA2 + SyB1 − S

y
B2
)
,

(2.16a)

and

Hhx = −gxµBhx (SxA1 + SxA2)− gyµBhx (SxB1 + SxB2) + gsµBhx (SzA1 − SzA2) .
(2.16b)

2.2.2 Symmetry properties of Ba2CoGe2O7

In this part we follow a slightly different approach when constructing the Hamilto-
nian; namely we classify the bilinear spin operators as well and select the invariant
terms. We also discuss which of the linear and bilinear operators can couple to the
magnetic and electric field based on symmetry properties. Before we go on, however,
the multipole characteristics of a larger spin deserves a few thoughts.

2.2.2.1 Multipole operators

Generally, when introducing a local basis in the Hilbert space of a spin S, we choose
the eigenstates of the z component of the spin operator: Ŝz. Any operator acting on
this 2S + 1-dimensional space can be written in terms of Hubbard operators |i〉〈j|

Ĉ =
∑
i,i

cij |i〉〈j| , (2.17)

where |i〉 and |j〉 are basis elements of the Hilbert space of S.
For simplicity, let us begin with the story of a spin S = 1/2. Usually, its basis is
selected as |Ŝz = 1

2〉 = |↑〉 and |Ŝz = −1
2〉 = |↓〉 . For this space is two-dimensional,

we have four linearly independent operators: |↑〉〈↑|, |↑〉〈↓|, |↓〉〈↑| and |↓〉〈↓|. Of
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course, these are not hermitian as the operator of a proper physical quantity should
be, therefore we need to take a suitable linear combination, such as: |↑〉〈↑|, |↑〉〈↓|+
|↓〉〈↑|, −i |↑〉〈↓|+ i |↓〉〈↑| and |↓〉〈↓|. Due to the small size of the Hilbert space there
is no other independent operator acting on a spin-half object.

A more elegant way to find the on-site order parameters of a spin S, is to involve
the SU(2) symmetry classification. The |↑〉 , |↓〉 states of a spin-half transform
as the two-dimensional irreducible representation D(1/2) of SU(2). Therefore the
operator space they span must belong to the irrep D(1/2) ⊗ D(1/2). Recalling that
the decomposition of the direct product of two irreps can be given by the Clebsh-
Gordan series:

D(j1) ⊗ D(j2) =

j1+j2∑
|j1−j2|

⊕D(j) (2.18)

we can write D(1/2) ⊗ D(1/2) = D(0) ⊕ D(1), meaning that the four operators will
be decomposed into a one-dimensional scalar operator which is the identity and
a 3-dimensional vector operator corresponding to the components of the spin (see
Table 2.9). The spin operators belong together in the sense that they transform

irrep spin-half operator

D(0) Î = |↑〉〈↑|+ |↓〉〈↓|

Ŝx = 1
2 |↑〉〈↓|+

1
2 |↓〉〈↑|

D(1) Ŝy = − i
2 |↑〉〈↓|+

i
2 |↓〉〈↑|

Ŝz = 1
2 |↑〉〈↑| −

1
2 |↓〉〈↓|

Table 2.9: SU(2) classification of the linearly independent operators acting on a
single S = 1/2 spin.

among each other as the components of a rank-1 tensor. This is true in general; the
operators that belong to the irrep D(j) span a 2j+ 1 dimensional subspace of SU(2)
and transform as a rank-j tensor operator. Had we consider a spin-one, its Hilbert
space would be 3-dimensional, furthermore it would transform as the irreducible
representation D(1). The operator space of a spin-one is then 3×3 = 9 dimensional.
According to (2.18) D(1)⊗D(1) = D(0)⊕D(1)⊕D(2). D(0) stands for a scalar operator,
namely the identity operator, D(1) is a rank-1 tensor operator corresponding to the
spin components Ŝx, Ŝy and Ŝz, and D(2) is a rank-2 tensor with five elements each
of them a quadrupole operator. The quadrupoles can be expressed in quadratic
terms of spin operators and are time reversal-invariant. Conventionally, the 2k + 1

components T̂ (k)
n (n = −k, . . . , k) of a rank-k tensor operator T̂(k) can be rotated

into one another through the following commutation relations:[
Ŝz, T̂ (k)

n

]
= nT̂ (k)

n , (2.19a)[
Ŝ±, T̂ (k)

n

]
=

√
k(k + 1)− n(n± 1)T̂

(k)
n±1 . (2.19b)
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With the help of (2.19) one can systematically construct the components of T̂(k).
Further increasing the spin length, and the Hilbert space along with it, we find
additional multipole operators.

In our case, the Co2+ ions have spin S = 3
2 that displays octupole characteristics

beside the quadrupole and dipole ones. D(3/2) ⊗ D(3/2) can be decoupled as D(0) ⊕
D(1) ⊕ D(2) ⊕ D(3) where the octupole operators define a basis of the 7-dimensional
subspace of D(3). For completeness, the multipole operators, that are suitable on-site
order parameter for a spin S = 3/2 are listed in Table 2.10.

irrep operator T

D(0) Î ∼ (Ŝx)2 + (Ŝy)2 + (Ŝz)2 X

Ŝx

D(1) Ŝy ×
Ŝz

Q̂xy = ŜxŜy

Q̂yz = ŜyŜz

D(2) Q̂zx = ŜzŜx X

Q̂z
2

= 3(Ŝz)2 − S(S + 1)

Q̂x
2−y2 = (Ŝx)2 − (Ŝy)2

T̂ xyz = ŜxŜyŜz

T̂ x = ŜxŜyŜy − ŜzŜzŜx

T̂ y = ŜyŜzŜz − ŜyŜxŜx

D(3) T̂ z = ŜzŜxŜx − ŜyŜyŜz ×

T̂ x
3

= 2(Ŝx)3 − (ŜxŜyŜy + ŜzŜzŜx)

T̂ y
3

= 2(Ŝy)3 − (ŜyŜzŜz + ŜxŜxŜy)

T̂ z
3

= 2(Ŝz)3 − (ŜzŜxŜx + ŜyŜyŜz)

Table 2.10: SU(2) classification of the on-site multipole order parameters up to
cubic order in spin operators. The over-line indicates a symmetric sum: for example
ŜxŜy = ŜxŜy + ŜyŜx, ŜyŜxŜx = ŜyŜxŜx+ ŜxŜyŜx+ ŜxŜxŜy and ŜxŜyŜz consists
of six terms. The last column indicates the transformation under time reversal
transformation.

2.2.2.2 Order parameters of the unit cell in Ba2CoGe2O7

Let us begin our investigations with the linear order parameters. We have 6 spin
components altogether from the sites A and B. Using the character table of D2d
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shown in Table 2.1 and the group actions listed in Table 2.11, this 6 dimensional
representation can be decoupled as Γ = A1 + A2 + 2E. The linear order parameters
are collected in Table 2.12.

E σxz σyz C2 S4 S3
4 σxzS4 σyzS4

x x −x −x −y y −y y

y −y y −y x −x −x x

z z z z −z −z −z −z
Sx −Sx Sx −Sx −Sy Sy Sy −Sy
Sy Sy −Sy −Sy Sx −Sx Sx −Sx
Sz −Sz −Sz Sz Sz Sz −Sz −Sz
A B B A A A B B
B A A B B B A A

Table 2.11: The transformation of polar vectors (polarization), axial vectors (spin)
and sites under the symmetry elements of the unit cell.

irrep linear operators

A1 SzA − SzB
A2 SzA + SzB

E
SxA + SxB
SyA + SyB

E
SyA − S

y
B

−SxA + SxB

Table 2.12: The symmetry classification of linear order parameters.

For the z component of the magnetic field transforms as the irreducible represen-
tation A2 and breaks the time reversal symmetry, just like the total magnetization
SzA + SzB, coupling these two together will provide an invariant term. That is,
the expression hz(S

z
A + SzB) is invariant under the time reversal operator T , and

because A2 ⊗ A2 = A1, it transforms as a fully symmetric representation of D2d.
Similarly, the in-plane components of the magnetic field (hx, hy) violate the time
reversal invariance, and transform as the two-dimensional irrep E of the point group,
in the same way as the spin operators: (SxA + SxB, S

y
A + SyB). Keeping in mind that

E ⊗ E = A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ E; the scalar product of (hx, hy) and (SxA + SxB, S
y
A + SyB) will

belong to the symmetric representation A1. Based on this simple argument we can
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include the following term in our model:9

HZeeman = −hzgzmz − g‖(hxmx + hym
y) (2.20)

Let us continue with the classification of the bilinear spin operators Ŝαi Ŝβj , where
i, j ∈ {A,B} and α, β ∈ {x, y, z}. Of these we have 21 that are different; and the
21-dimensional representation Γ can be reduced as Γ = 5A1 + 2A2 + 3B1 + 3B2 + 4E

according to the irreducible representations of D2d.

irrep bilinear operators

A1

SzAS
z
B

SxAS
x
B + SyAS

y
B

SxAS
y
B − S

y
AS

x
B

(SzA)2 + (SzB)2

(SxA)2 + (SxB)2 + (SyA)2 + (SyB)2

A2

(SzA)2 − (SzB)2

(SxA)2 − (SxB)2 + (SyA)2 − (SyB)2

B1

(SxA)2 − (SxB)2 − (SyA)2 + (SyB)2

SxAS
y
A + SxBS

y
B

SxAS
y
B + SyAS

x
B

B2

(SxA)2 + (SxB)2 − (SyA)2 − (SyB)2

SxAS
y
A − SxBS

y
B

SxAS
x
B − S

y
AS

y
B

E

(
SzAS

x
A + SzBS

x
B

SyAS
z
A + SyBS

z
B

)
(

SyAS
z
A − S

y
BS

z
B

−SzASxA + SzBS
x
B

)
(
SzAS

x
B + SxAS

z
B

SyAS
z
B + SzAS

y
B

)
(

SyAS
z
B − SzAS

y
B

−SzASxB + SxAS
z
B

)
Table 2.13: The symmetry classification of the bilinear order parameters according
to the point group of the lattice.

9Naturally there are other terms that could be included, e.g. the hx(Sy
A−Sy

B) +hy(−Sx
A +Sx

B)

is also an invariant operator. For an exhaustive study one would need to examine the term h ·g · Ŝ
under the symmetry operation and deduce the components of the tensor g.
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We find that there are five terms that transform as the fully symmetric repre-
sentation A1, though one of them corresponds to the identity, thus we are left with
four independent terms that can be included in the Hamiltonian.10 Among these
we find the single-ion easy-plane anisotropy:

Hani = Λ
(
(SzA)2 + (SzB)2

)
, (2.21)

and the z component of ŜA × ŜB resulting in the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya term:

HDM = D
(
SxAS

y
B − S

y
AS

x
B

)
. (2.22)

x
y

A

A A

A

B

[110]

−κ

κ

[110]

[100]

[010]

Figure 2.4: Symmetry allowed components of the DM vector. Note that we only
include the z component in our discussion, because we confine ourselves only to the
translational invariant, i.e. two-sublattice ordering and the in-plane components of
DM vector would cancel out in such cases.

The in-plane components of the DM vector can also be deduced, either from
the product of two E irreps11 like in the case of the in-plane magnetic field above,
or similarly to the investigations in section 2.2.1.3. However, we only consider the
translational invariant states, for which the in-plane DM terms cancel each other.
The allowed components of the DM vector are illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
Furthermore, the fact that the operators SzAS

z
B and SxAS

x
B + SyAS

y
B belong to A1 by

themselves, means that any linear combination of them would transform as A1 too.
This allows us to include exchange anisotropy in the following way:

Hex = J
(
SxAS

x
B + SyAS

y
B

)
+ JzS

z
AS

z
B. (2.23)

Collecting these terms, the Hamiltonian of the unit cell looks as it follows:

Hu.c. = J
(
SxAS

x
B + SyAS

y
B

)
+ JzS

z
AS

z
B + Λ

[
(SzA)2 + (SzB)2

]
+D

(
SxAS

y
B − S

y
AS

x
B

)
−gzhz(ŜzA + ŜzB)− g‖

[
hx(ŜxA + ŜxB) + hy(Ŝ

y
A + ŜyB)

]
. (2.24)

10The sum of (Sx
A)2 + (Sx

B)2 + (Sy
A)2 + (Sy

B)2 and (Sz
A)2 + (Sz

B)2 gives the identity operator.
11The x and y components of the DM vector belongs to the irrep E
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For we would like to discuss the spin order induced electric polarization, it is
useful to shortly discuss the connection between electric polarization and the or-
der parameters introduced above. The polarization vector is a polar vector and is
unchanged by the time reversal operator T . The z component of the polarization
vector pz transforms as the irreducible representation B2 of D2d. Consequently, we
need to find order parameters with the same properties. As a start, we consider
only the quadratic spin terms, for they are invariant under T , then select those that
belong to B2. Although, there are 3 such operators, we restrict ourselves to the
on-site induced polarization, therefore the operators (SxA)2 + (SxB)2− (SyA)2− (SyB)2

and SxAS
y
A−SxBS

y
B will be sufficient. An arbitrary linear combination can be written

as:

P̂ zu.c. = cos(2κ)
(
(SxA)2 + (SxB)2 − (SyA)2 − (SyB)2

)
+ sin(2κ)

(
SxAS

y
A − SxBS

y
B

)
. (2.25)

Collecting the terms according to site indices we get

P̂ zu.c. = cos(2κ)
(
(SxA)2 − (SyA)2

)
+ sin(2κ)SxAS

y
A

+ cos(2κ)
(
(SxB)2 − (SyB)2

)
− sin(2κ)SxBS

y
B (2.26)

and as further simplification the minus sign in the term of site B can be included
in the κ angle as:

P̂ zj = cos(2κj)
(

(Sxj )2 − (Syj )2
)

+ sin(2κj)Sxj S
y
j (2.27)

where j belongs to either sublattice A or B, and the different orientation of the
tetrahedra around the two types of sites can be accounted for by choosing κj∈A = κ

and κj∈B = −κ. Similar logic leads to the form of the operators P̂ x and P̂ y:

P̂ xj ∝ − cos 2κj

(
Ŝxj Ŝ

z
j + Ŝzj Ŝ

x
j

)
− sin 2κjŜ

y
j Ŝ

z
j

P̂ yj ∝ cos 2κj

(
Ŝyj Ŝ

z
j + Ŝzj Ŝ

y
j

)
− sin 2κjŜzj Ŝ

x
j

(2.28)

It is worth to note that the polarization operators defined in (2.27) and (2.28) are
actually quadrupole operators.
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Generalized spin waves

It is at this point that normal language gives up, and goes and has a
drink.

– Terry Pratchett, The Color of Magic

Spin wave theory is recognized as a landmark in the quest to understand the na-
ture of elementary magnetic excitations. It was formulated more than half a century
ago [Holstein 1940, Anderson 1952, Kubo 1952], and remains to be of fundamental
importance. The basic idea of spin wave theory is that the classical ground state is
assumed to exhibit long range magnetic order and the excitations are related to the
dynamical quantum fluctuations about it. We should remark that spin waves can
be considered as an analogue of lattice waves. In solid systems the lattice vibrations
are accounted for the presence of phonons, in other words quantized lattice waves,
and these fluctuations are responsible for the broadening of Bragg peaks. Simi-
larly, quantum fluctuations reduce magnetic ordering, and the excitations can be
described, in the fashion of phonons, as bosonic quasiparticles known as magnons.

Probably the most common quantum mechanical way of treating spin waves
is the Holstein-Primakoff transformation when the creation and annihilation of
magnons are related to the lowering and raising spin operators: Ŝ− and Ŝ+. In
the following we attempt to introduce a more general, yet very similar method to
this, where we allow for multipolar fluctuations and a non-magnetically ordered
ground state as well. Strictly speaking the multipole excitations are not (all) spin
waves, nonetheless we keep this name, and refer to the method as generalized spin
wave approach.

3.1 Mathematical formulation

This section is devoted to the mathematical formulation of the generalized spin
waves method, following mainly Ref. [Shiina 2003] with regards to the construction
of the spin wave Hamiltonian. As for its solution though a subsection is committed
to the generalized Bogoliubov transformation based primarily on private commu-
nications with Totsuka Keisuke. For simplicity we assume a two-sublattice order
to be the ground state and introduce the procedure accordingly. The method for
a ground state with larger (magnetic) unit cell can be derived without much effort
using the two-sublattice approach.
In a general case the Hamiltonian contains interactions between the multipole op-
erators Ĉα, where α denotes one of the 2k + 1 components if Ĉ transforms as a
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rank-k tensor. For example Ĉα might stand for the three spin operators, the five
quadrupoles and the seven octupole operators with k = 1, 2 and 3, respectively,
as introduced earlier. Additionally, terms that couple the multipole operators to
some kind of external field can be present in the Hamiltonian, such as an external
magnetic field or the anisotropy field Λ in the single-ion anisotropy term Λ(Szj )2.

H =
∑
(ij)
i∈A
j∈B

∑
α,β

Jαβij Ĉ
α
i Ĉ

β
j −

∑
i

∑
α

hαi Ĉ
α
i (3.1)

where (i, j) denotes the summation for the neighbouring unit cells. Jαβij stands for
the coupling strength between the α and β components of the multipole operators
Ĉi and Ĉj . Furthermore hαi represents the component of the external field that
couples to Ĉαi .

3.1.1 Variational approach – setting the generalized spin waves
into motion

Let {|φξ,0(l)〉, . . . , |φξ,N (l)〉} be a basis for the local Hilbert space of the site l ∈ ξ on
the sublattice ξ ∈ {A,B}. Conventionally, it is selected to contain the eigenvectors
of the spin operator Ŝz. For we would like to apply the spin wave method to a general
ground state, let us begin with a sublattice-dependent unitary transformation of the
initial basis:

|ψA,n(i)〉 =
∑
m

Umn(A)|φA,m(i)〉, (3.2)

|ψB,n(j)〉 =
∑
m

Umn(B)|φB,m(j)〉 (3.3)

and we assume that the ground state of the system is factorized in the following
way:

|Ψ〉 =
∏
|ψA,0(i)〉|ψB,0(i)〉 (3.4)

where
∏

indicates a product over the unit cells. We can express any multipole
operator in terms of Hubbard operators using the above basis

Ĉαl =
∑
nm

cαnm(ξ)|ψξ,n(l)〉〈ψξ,m(l)| (3.5)

where ξ ∈ {A,B} depending on which sublattice l belongs. The matrix elements
correspond to

cαnn′(ξ) =
∑
mm′

Unm(ξ)〈φξ,m(l)|Cαl |φξ,m′(l)〉Um′n′(ξ). (3.6)

This rotation of the basis is closely related to a variational approach where |Ψ〉 =∏
|ψA,0(i)〉|ψB,0(i)〉 plays the role of the variational wave function. We will choose
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the transformation matrices U(A) and U(B) so that their first column contains
2n − 2 independent variational parameters and the wave functions |ψA,0(i)〉 and
|ψB,0(i)〉 have the form of

|ψA,0(i)〉 ∝ |φA,0(i)〉+ u1e
iϕ1 |φA,1(i)〉+ · · ·+ une

iϕn |φA,n(i)〉 (3.7)

where the parameters um are reals and a similar expression holds for |ψB,0(i)〉 with
different coefficients. (3.7) is the most general linear variational state, where we
reduced the n complex coefficients to 2n− 2 real parameters by the condition that
the new state is normed and by neglecting a general phase factor. One can construct
the other columns of U(A) and U(B) to be orthogonal with the same parameters
um and ϕm where m ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We can determine the variational parameters by minimizing the energy

E =
〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉

. (3.8)

3.1.2 The spin wave Hamiltonian

It becomes useful to introduce the boson operators a†ξ,n(l) and aξ,n(l) for |ψn,ξ(l)〉
and 〈ψξ,n(l)| so that the Hubbard operators |ψξ,n(l)〉〈ψξ,m(l)| take the form of
a†ξ,n(l)aξ,m(l). Since the bosonic occupation number can be arbitrarily large, but
the Hilbert space of a site on sublattice ξ is only N + 1 dimensional, the following
constraint needs to be fulfilled:

N∑
n=0

a†ξ,n(l)aξ,n(l) = M. (3.9)

Note that in the physical systemM = 1, however, we shall forget about this for now
and perform the 1/M -expansion as if M would be a large parameter. This corre-
sponds to the usual Holstein-Primakoff transformation where the number of bosons
is restricted by the fact that a spin-S can be rotated only 2S times, and the expan-
sion is performed in the parameter 1

2S . Apparently, this works fine for large spins,
although when the spin is small, especially when S = 1/2, the approximation seems
to break down. Fortunately, this is not the case. For example, in the ferromagnetic
spin wave theory, the excitation energy of a single-magnon calculated for a spin-1/2
system via Holstein-Primakoff transformation is in fact exact. To verify this state-
ment one needs only to check that the one-magnon state is an eigenstate and that
its eigenvalue corresponds to that of given by the spin wave approach.[Fazekas 1999]
Using the constraint (3.9) we can eliminate the diagonal term a†ξ,0(l)aξ,0(l) replacing

a†ξ,0(l)aξ,0(l) = M −
N∑
n=1

a†ξ,n(l)aξ,n(l) (3.10)

and we can rid ourselves of the off-diagonal Hubbard operators: a†ξ,n(l)aξ,0(l) and
a†ξ,0(l)aξ,n(l) by introducing the following transformation similar to the Holstein-
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Primakoff approach:

a†ξ,n(l)aξ,0(l) → a†ξ,n(l) ·

√√√√M −
N∑
m=1

a†ξ,m(l)aξ,m(l), (3.11)

a†ξ,0(l)aξ,n(l) →

√√√√M −
N∑
m=1

a†ξ,m(l)aξ,m(l) · aξ,n(l). (3.12)

Now we can express the operators in terms of a†ξ,n(l)aξ,m(l) where n,m ∈ {1, . . . , N}:

Ĉαl = Mcα00(ξ)− cα00(ξ)

N∑
n=1

a†ξ,n(l)aξ,n(l) +

N∑
n=1

N∑
n′=1

cαnn′(ξ)a
†
ξ,n(l)aξ,n′(l)

+

N∑
n=1

cα0n(ξ)

√√√√M −
N∑
m=1

a†ξ,m(l)aξ,m(l) · aξ,n(l)

+
N∑
n=1

cαn0(ξ)a†ξ,n(l) ·

√√√√M −
N∑
m=1

a†ξ,m(l)aξ,m(l) (3.13)

We shall emphasize that this transformation is exact in the sense that expressing the
spin operators following (3.13), they will fulfill the usual spin commutation relations:
[Ŝα, Ŝβ ]= iεαβγŜ

γ .
Performing the 1

M expansion:√√√√M −
N∑
n=1

a†ξ,naξ,n ≈
√
M − 1

2
√
M

N∑
n=1

a†ξ,naξ,n + . . . (3.14)

and collecting the terms according to the order in boson operators we can write the
Hamiltonian (3.1) as

H = M2H(0) +M3/2H(1) +MH(2) +O(
√
M) (3.15)

The lowest order term H(0) is a scalar and it is equal to the mean-field energy:
〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉/〈Ψ|Ψ〉, where the ground state |Ψ〉 has been defined in (3.4)

H(0) =
∑
αβ

∑
(i,j)
i∈A
j∈B

Jαβij c
α
00(A)cβ00(B)−

∑
α

∑
i∈A
j∈B

(hαi c
α
00(A) + hαj c

α
00(B)). (3.16)

For simplicity we consider only first neighbour coupling thus we can replace Jαβij
with Jαβ and we assume that the field h depends only on the sublattices, so that
we can write hA and hB instead of hi and hj . The zeroth order term then takes the
form of

H(0) =
zL

2

∑
αβ

Jαβcα00(A)cβ00(B)− L

2

∑
α

(hαAc
α
00(A) + hαBc

α
00(B)) (3.17)
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where L denotes the system size and z stands for the coordination number. Mini-
mizing the ground state energy (3.17) we obtain cα00(ξ), in other words the ground
state wave function, as cα00(ξ) is the function of the 2n − 2 variational parameters.
The first order term H(1) has the following form

H(1) =
∑
i∈A
j∈B

∑
αβ

N∑
n=1

[
(Jαβcβ00(B)− hαA)cαn0(A) · a†A,n(i) + h.c.

+(Jαβcβ00(A)− hαB)cαn0(B) · a†B,n(j) + h.c.
]

(3.18)

Note that the conjugate of a coefficient cαn0(ξ) would be cα0n(ξ) as a consequence of
its definition. H(1) is identically zero when H(0) is minimal and the first quantum
corrections appear in H(2).

H(2) =
∑
αβ

∑
(ij)

N∑
n=1
m=1

Jαβ
[
cβ00(B) (cαnm(A)− δnmcα00(A)) · a†A,n(i)aA,m(i)

+cα00(A)
(
cβnm(B)− δnmcβ00(B)

)
· a†B,n(j)aB,m(j)

+cαn0(A)cβ0m(B) · a†A,n(i)aB,m(j) + h.c.

+ cαn0(A)cβm0(B) · a†A,n(i)a†B,m(j) + h.c.
]

−
∑
α

∑
i∈A

N∑
n=1
m=1

hαA(cαnm(A)− δnmcα00(A)) · a†A,n(i)aA,m(i)

−
∑
α

∑
j∈B

N∑
n=1
m=1

hαB(cαnm(B)− δnmcα00(B)) · a†B,n(j)aB,m(j).

(3.19)

As the next step we perform a Fourier transformation according to

a†ξ,n(k) =
1√
L

∑
i

a†ξ,n(i)eikri

aξ,n(k) =
1√
L

∑
i

aξ,n(i)e−ikri (3.20)

and introduce the geometrical factor γk

γk =
1

z

∑
δ

eikδ (3.21)

with δ denoting the translation vectors and z being the coordination number so that
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the second order Hamiltonian H(2) becomes:

H(2) =
∑
k

N∑
n=1
m=1

∑
αβ

(zJαβcβ00(B)− hαA) (cαnm(A)− δnmcα00(A)) · a†A,n(k)aA,m(k)

+(zJαβcα00(A)− hαB)(cβnm(B)− δnmcβ00(B)) · a†B,n(k)aB,m(k)

+Jαβzγkc
α
n0(A)cβ0m(B) · a†A,n(k)aB,m(k) + h.c.

+Jαβzγkc
α
n0(A)cβm0(B) · a†A,n(k)a†B,m(−k) + h.c

(3.22)

In order to obtain a mathematically tractable form we introduce
the vector notations a†ξ(±k) =

{
a†ξ,1(±k), . . . , a†ξ,N (±k)

}
and aξ(±k) ={

aξ,1(±k), . . . , aξ,N (±k)
}
, furthermore we symmetrize the terms

γka
†
ξ,n(k)aζ,m(k) → γk

2
a†ξ,n(k)aζ,m(k) +

γ−k
2
aζ,m(−k)a†ξ,n(−k)

γka
†
ξ,n(k)a†ζ,m(−k) → γk

2
a†ξ,n(k)a†ζ,m(−k) +

γ−k
2
a†ζ,m(−k)a†ξ,n(k)

γkaξ,n(k)aζ,m(−k) → γk
2
aξ,n(k)aζ,m(−k) +

γ−k
2
aζ,m(−k)aξ,n(k). (3.23)

so that, aside from a constant, we can write (3.22) in the form of

H(2)(k) =


a†A(k)

a†B(k)

aB(−k)

aA(−k)


T 

H11(k) H12(k) H13(k) H14(k)

H21(k) H22(k) H23(k) H24(k)

H31(k) H32(k) H33(k) H34(k)

H41(k) H42(k) H43(k) H44(k)




aA(k)

aB(k)

a†B(−k)

a†A(−k)


(3.24)

where Hij(k) are N×N dimensional matrices. Due to the hermiticity of the Hamil-
tonian H(2)(k) the matrices Hij(k) are not independent. In appendix A we show
that following some simple arguments the Hamiltonian can be brought to the fol-
lowing form

H(2)(k) =


a†A(k)

a†B(k)

aB(−k)

aA(−k)


T 

H11(k) H12(k) H13(k) H14(k)

H†12(k) H22(k) H23(k) HT
13(−k)

H†13(k) H†23(k) HT
22(−k) HT

12(−k)

H†14(k) H∗13(−k) H∗12(−k) HT
11(−k)




aA(k)

aB(k)

a†B(−k)

a†A(−k)


(3.25)

The hermiticity of H(2)(k) requires conditions related to the form of H11(k), H22(k),
H14(k) and H23(k) as well. The first two must be hermitian for they are in the
diagonal part of H(2)(k): Hii(k) = H†ii(k), the other two on the other hand has
to fulfill the following equations: H14(k) = HT

14(−k) and H23(k) = HT
23(−k). The

proof of these relationships is given in appendix A.
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In our simple model there are no such terms as Ĉαξ Ĉ
β
ξ , in other words terms

that couple sites belonging to the same sublattice. Therefore the coefficients
of a†A,n(k)a†A,m(−k) and a†B,n(k)a†B,m(−k), equivalently the matrices H14(k) and
H23(k), are zero. The six independent matrices in (3.25) can be given as

[H11(k)]nm =
1

2

∑
αβ

(zJαβcβ00(B)− hαA)(cαnm(A)− δnmcα00(A))

[H22(k)]nm =
1

2

∑
αβ

(zJαβcα00(A)− hβB)(cβnm(B)− δnmcβ00(B))

[H12(k)]nm =
1

2

∑
αβ

Jαβzγkc
α
n0(A)cβ0m(B) (3.26)

[H13(k)]nm =
1

2

∑
αβ

Jαβzγkc
α
n0(A)cβm0(B) (3.27)

[H14(k)]nm = 0 (3.28)

[H23(k)]nm = 0 (3.29)

Nonetheless, in the following subsection we present the solution for (3.25) regardless
the shape of the independent matrices H11(k), H12(k), H13(k), H14(k), H22(k)

and H23(k).

3.1.3 Generalized Bogoliubov transformation

In order to obtain the excitation spectrum we need to bring (3.25) into the diagonal
form:

H(2) =
∑
k

ã†(k)Ω(k)ã (k) (3.30)

where the components of ã(†)(k) are new field operators in the vector notation:
ã(†)(k) =

{
ã

(†)
1 (k), . . . , ã

(†)
2N (k)

}
and Ω is a diagonal matrix with the excitation

energies. The new operators satisfy the usual boson commutation relations[
ã(†)
n (k), ã

(†)
n′ (k′)

]
= 0 and[

ãn(k), ã†n′(k
′)
]

= δnn′δkk′ , (3.31)

furthermore they are constructed so that they are eigenmodes with energy ωl(k):

i ˙̃an(k) =
[
ãn(k),H(k)

]
= ωl(k)ãn(k) (3.32)

(3.32) is equivalent to the requirement that the new operators ã(†)
n (k) diagonalize

the Hamiltonian. Let us write the equation of motion for the operators aA,n(k),
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aB,n(k), a†B,n(−k) and a†A,n(−k) in the vectorial form of

ȧ
(†)
ξ (±k) = i

[
H(2),a

(†)
ξ (±k)

]
=


ȧ

(†)
ξ,1(±k)

...
ȧ

(†)
ξ,N (±k)

 = i


[
H(2), a

(†)
ξ,1(±k)

]
...[

H(2), a
(†)
ξ,N (±k)

]


(3.33)

where ξ ∈ {A,B}. In the following we show in detail how the equation of motion
for a selected component of ȧA(k) can be given, and omit the derivation for the rest
of the operators which can be done in the same way.

ȧA,n(k) = i

[∑
k

H(2)(k), aA,n(k)

]

= i
∑
k

N∑
j=1

{[
[H11(k)]nj · a

†
A,n(k)aA,j(k), aA,n(k′)

]
+
[
[H12(k)]nj · a

†
A,n(k)aB,j(k), aA,n(k′)

]
+
[
[H13(k)]nj · a

†
A,n(k)a†B,j(−k), aA,n(k′)

]
+
[
[H14(k)]nj · a

†
A,n(k)a†A,j(−k), aA,n(k′)

]
+
[
[H14(k)]jn · a

†
A,j(k)a†A,n(−k), aA,n(k′)

]
+
[[

HT
13(−k)

]
jn
· a†B,j(k)a†A,n(−k), aA,n(k′)

]
+
[[

HT
12(−k)

]
jn
· aB,j(−k)a†A,n(−k), aA,n(k′)

]
+
[[

HT
11(−k)

]
jn
· aA,j(−k)a†A,n(−k), aA,n(k′)

]}
(3.34)

the rest of the terms are zero due to the bosonic commutation relations

[a
(†)
ξ,n(k), a

(†)
ζ,m(k)] = 0 and

[aξ,n(k), a†ζ,m(k′)] = δnmδξζδkk′ . (3.35)
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Relying on these and the relation [ab, c]= a[b, c]+[a, c]b we can write

ȧA,n(k) = −i
N∑
j=1

{
[H11(k)]nj · aA,j(k) + [H12(k)]nj · aB,j(k)

+ [H13(k)]nj · a
†
B,j(−k) + [H14(k)]nj · a

†
A,j(−k)

+ [H14(−k)]jn · a
†
A,j(−k) +

[
HT

13(k)
]
jn
· a†B,j(−k)

+
[
HT

12(k)
]
jn
· aB,j(k) +

[
HT

11(k)
]
jn
· aA,j(k)

}
= −2i

N∑
j=1

{
[H11(k)]nj · aA,j(k) + [H12(k)]nj · aB,j(k)

+ [H13(k)]nj · a
†
B,j(−k) + [H14(k)]nj · a

†
A,j(−k)

}
(3.36)

where we used that
[
HT
ab(k)

]
jn

= [Hab(k)]nj and H14(k) = HT
14(−k). For simplicity

let us use the vectorial form:

ȧA(k) = −2iH11(k)aA,j(k)− 2iH12(k)aB,j(k)

−2iH13(k)a†B,j(−k)− 2iH14(k)a†A,j(−k). (3.37)

The equation of motion for the other three types of operators can be derived similarly
and they read as follows

ȧB(k) = −2iH†12(k)aA,j(k)− 2iH22(k)aB,j(k)

−2iH23(k)a†B,j(−k)− 2iHT
13(−k)a†A,j(−k), (3.38)

ȧ†B(−k) = 2iH†13(k)aA,j(k) + 2iH†23(k)aB,j(k)

+2iHT
22(−k)a†B,j(−k) + 2iHT

12(−k)a†A,j(−k), (3.39)

ȧ†A(−k) = 2iH†14(k)aA,j(k) + 2iH∗13(−k)aB,j(k)

+2iH∗12(−k)a†B,j(−k) + 2iHT
11(−k)a†A,j(−k). (3.40)

Collecting (3.37)-(3.40) in a matrix form we obtain
ȧA(k)

ȧB(k)

ȧ†B(−k)

ȧ†A(−k)

 = −2i


H11(k) H12(k) H13(k) H14(k)

H†12(k) H22(k) H23(k) HT
13(−k)

−H†13(k) −H†23(k) −HT
22(−k) −HT

12(−k)

−H†14(k) −H∗13(−k) −H∗12(−k) −HT
11(−k)




aA(k)

aB(k)

a†B(−k)

a†A(−k)


(3.41)

In order to gain a simpler form of the equation of motion we introduce the matrix

J =

(
I 0

0 −I

)
(3.42)
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where 0 is a 2N × 2N dimensional nullmatrix and I is the 2N × 2N dimensional
identity matrix. With this we can write (3.41) as

ȧ = −2iJHa (3.43)

where H corresponds to the original Hamiltonian matrix of (3.25) and
a := (aA(k),aB(k),a†B(−k),a†A(−k)). Recalling that the diagonalization of the
original Hamiltonian H(2)(k) is equivalent to the problem of finding a rotated basis
ã for which (3.32) is realized, that is ˙̃aj = −iωj ãj . From (3.43) it follows that
we need only to diagonalize the matrix 2JH. Let V be the unitary transformation
that brings 2JH into a diagonal form, the rotated basis then is ã = V†a and
multiplying (3.43) by V† from the left hand side

V†ȧ = ˙̃a = −iV†(2JH)a (3.44)

then inserting a = Vã we get

˙̃a = −iV†(2JH)Vã = −iDã (3.45)

where D is a diagonal matrix containing the excitation energies. We shall note
that the unitary transformation V is 4N × 4N dimensional and so is the matrix D,
however we only have 2N excitations. D can be written as

D =

(
Ω/2

−Ω/2

)
(3.46)

where the eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix Ω, that is the values [Ω]ii = ωi are
all positive. Naturally the negative values in the lower half cannot correspond to
excitation energies thus are not physical eigenvalues and we obtain the desired form:

H(2) =
∑
k

ã†(k)Ω(k)ã (k) (3.47)



Chapter 4

From the Shastry-Sutherland
model to SrCu2(BO3)2

Fantasy is an exercise bicycle for the mind. It might not take you
anywhere, but it tones up the muscles that can.

– Terry Pratchett, Eric

Spin gap systems, among them the antiferromagnetic ones with gap of purely
quantum mechanical origins, have long been the subject of interest in the field
of condensed matter physics. The study of the high-temperature-superconducting
cuprates led to the discovery of many low-dimensional systems with (magnetically)
disordered singlet ground states. Well known examples are the spin-Peierls materials
like CuGeO3 [Hase 1993b] and α’-NaV2O5 [Ueda 1998], the Haldane chains such as
Y2BaNiO5 [Ramirez 1994, Alet 2000] or PbNi2V2O8 [Masuda 2002, Smirnov 2002],
the two-leg spin ladders with dimer singlet ground state like SrCu2O3 [Ishida 1994]
and CaV2O5 [Ueda 1998] furthermore the spin plaquette systems such as CaV4O9

which was the first among the two-dimensional spin gap materials [Taniguchi 1995].
In low dimensions the role of frustration is enhanced, resulting in the formation
of disordered ground state which is usually referred to as a quantum spin liq-
uid [Misguich 2005, Balents 2010].
This phenomenon is well illustrated in the two-dimensional spin-1/2 quantum an-
tiferromagntes exhibiting spontaneously dimerized phases [Gelfand 1989]. Among
the two-dimensional frustrated systems the Shastry-Sutherland model serves as a
unique example.

The aim of this chapter is to present a simple theoretical framework to inves-
tigate the ground-state phases and the magnetic excitations above them. We will
use the Shastry-Sutherland model extended with anisotropy terms such as the an-
tisymmetric exchange (DM) and g-tensor anisotropy as introduced on the basis of
symmetry consideration in chapter 2. When calculating the excitation spectrum we
will rely upon the general spin wave method discussed in chapter 3. In the form of a
suitable bond-wave approximation we examine the momentum and field dependent
excitation spectrum of SrCu2(BO3)2 below the plateaus and compare our results
with the observation of neutron-scattering and the ESR spectroscopy. As already
revealed in chapter 2 we shall distinguish between the high and low temperature
cases. The relevancy of this differentiation is that in the high symmetry case, due
to the inversion symmetry of the dimers (and the presence of the reflection plane)
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the in-plane components of DM vector vanish, while in the low symmetry case we
need to include those components as well (see chapter 2). We shall start our in-
vestigations with the introduction of the variational approach and the definition of
the bond basis. We shortly summarize the crucial steps in the bond wave approach
and attempt to point out its relation to the generalized spin wave theory of chapter
3. Then we discuss the low and high symmetry phase diagrams as the function
of magnetic field and DM anisotropy. A separate section will be devoted to the
zero-field momentum dependent spectrum as well as to the cases when the field is
applied perpendicular and parallel to the CuBO3-plane.

4.1 The variational approach and the bond–wave theory

Based on the symmetry analysis presented in chapter 2 the Hamiltonian has the
following form

H = J
∑
n.n.

Si·Sj + J ′
∑
n.n.n.

Si·Sj +
∑
n.n.

Dij · (Si × Sj) +
∑
n.n.n.

D′ij · (Si × Sj)

−hz
∑
u.c.

[
gz (SzA1 + SzA2 + SzB1 + SzB2)− gs

(
SxA1 − SxA2 + SyB1 − S

y
B2
)]

−hx
∑
u.c.

[gx (SxA1 + SxA2) + gy (SxB1 + SxB2)− gs (SzA1 − SzA2)] (4.1)

Due to the geometry and the known dimer-sinlet ground state of the Shastry-
Sutherland model, instead of the conventional basis defined on the sites, we will use
a more convenient dimer basis. That is, we will think about the orthogonal bonds
as the elementary building units of the lattice, therby allowing for the quantum
mechanical entanglement on them.
In the spirit of Sachdev and Bhatt [Sachdev 1990], we introduce the singlet and the
triplet states on each bond as it follows

|s〉 =
1√
2

(| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉) (4.2a)

|tx〉 =
i√
2

(| ↑↑〉 − | ↓↓〉) (4.2b)

|ty〉 =
1√
2

(| ↑↑〉+ | ↓↓〉) (4.2c)

|tz〉 = − i√
2

(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉) . (4.2d)

This definition of |tx〉, |ty〉, and |tz〉 is different from that in Ref. [Sachdev 1990] by
an additional phase factor (−i), ensuring the time-reversal invariance of (4.2).1 In
fact, the triplets with the above definition are quadrupole states.

1The action of the antiunitary time-reversal operator on spin-1/2 states flips the spin and adds
minus sign only to | ↓〉-state, thus leaves the states |s〉, |tx〉, |ty〉, and |tz〉 invariant.
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In the presence of magnetic field along the z-axis, it will be more convenient to
use the usual triplet states that are the eigenstates of the z component of the spin
operator:

|t1〉 = | ↑↑〉 (4.3a)

|t0〉 = i|tz〉 (4.3b)

|t1̄〉 = | ↓↓〉 . (4.3c)

In this way we introduced the four dimensional local Hilbert space defined on a
dimer of two S = 1/2 spins. In the introductory chapter 3, we considered a the gen-
eral form of the local basis: {|φξ,0(l)〉, . . . , |φξ,N (l)〉}, where l denoted the site index
on sublattice ξ. This basis corresponds now to {|sξ(l)〉, |tα,ξ(l)〉, |tβ,ξ(l)〉, |tγ,ξ(l)〉}
with ξ ∈ {A,B}.

4.1.1 Variational wave function

Using the above basis, below the critical value (J ′/J)c = 0.68, the ground state of
the pure Shastry-Sutherland model (2.13) can be written as a product of singlets
|s〉 over the dimer bonds, |Ψ〉 =

∏
dimers |s〉. However, in the presence of the DM

interactions and/or finite magnetic fields, we need to allow for a linear combination
of the singlet and triplet states on each dimer, still keeping the dimer wave function
entangled, while retaining the product form over the dimer bonds:

|Ψ〉 =
∏

A dimers

|ψA,0〉
∏

B dimers

|ψB,0〉 , (4.4)

where

|ψA,0〉 = U00(A)|s〉+
3∑

α=1

Uα0(A)|tα〉 , (4.5a)

|ψB,0〉 = U00(B)|s〉+
3∑

α=1

Uα0(B)|tα〉 , (4.5b)

with |tα〉 denoting the three components of the triplets in the basis (4.2) or (4.3).
This wave function can describe the phases that do not break the translational
symmetry. Since we have two (i.e. A and B) dimers in the unit cell, the entire wave
function |Ψ〉 is translationally invariant even when the wave functions of the two
dimers are different. Certainly, this wave function cannot describe the plateau states,
except for the translationally invariant 1/2-plateu. To consider the other plateaus
as well one needs to take a larger unit cell. The complex variational parameters
Uα0(A) and Uα0(B) (α = 1, 2, 3) are to be determined by minimizing the energy

E =
〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉

. (4.6)

We perform the minimization numerically, except for some simple cases when the
analytical solution is available.
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4.1.2 Auxiliary boson formalism for the Hamiltonian

In order to find the excitation spectrum, we introduce the auxiliary bosons which
create the singlet and the triplet states on each bond. The operator s†|0〉 = |s〉
creates the singlet state, while the operators t†α, t†β , and t

†
γ create the triplets |tα〉,

|tβ〉, and |tγ〉, respectively. In order to faithfully represent the four states, the
number of bosons per dimer needs to be constrained:

s†s +
∑
α

t†αtα = 1 . (4.7)

In the basis (4.2) the components of the spin operators on bond j can be given as

Sαj,1 =
i

2

(
t†α,jsj − s

†
jtα,j

)
− i

2
εα,β,γt

†
β,jtγ,j , (4.8a)

Sαj,2 = − i
2

(
t†α,jsj − s

†
jtα,j

)
− i

2
εα,β,γt

†
β,jtγ,j . (4.8b)

The indices 1 and 2 correspond to the two sites belonging to the dimer j.
The intradimer Heisenberg exchange of the Hamiltonian (2.13) in this bond repre-
sentation reads

HJ = −3J

4

∑
j

s†jsj +
J

4

∑
j

∑
α=x,y,z

t†α,jtα,j , (4.9)

while the intradimer DM-interaction has the form of

HD =
D

2

∑
j∈A

(
t†y,jsj + s†jty,j

)
− D

2

∑
j∈B

(
t†x,jsj + s†jtx,j

)
. (4.10)

The rest of the terms in the Hamiltonian can be expressed similarly in the bond
basis.

In the presence of magnetic field along the z axis we use the triplet states defined
in (4.3) which leads to the following form of the spin operators:

S+
j,l =

t†1,jt0,j + t†0,jt1̄,j√
2

±
s†jt1̄,j − t

†
1,jsj√

2
, (4.11a)

S−j,l =
t†
1̄,j
t0,j + t†0,jt1,j√

2
∓
s†jt1,j − t

†
1̄,j
sj√

2
, (4.11b)

Szj,l =
t†1,jt1,j − t

†
1̄,j
t
1̄,j

2
±
s†jt0,j + t†0,jsj

2
. (4.11c)

The upper sign belongs to the site l = 1 and the lower to the site 2 on the dimer j.

4.1.3 Bond wave method

After rewriting the Hamiltonian (4.1) in terms of the bond operators using Eq. (4.8)
or (4.11), we perform a bond wave approximation on the basis of the general spin
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wave theory introduced in chapter 3. As the first step, we extend the number of
bosons per dimer from 1 to M , so that the constraint (4.7) reads

s†s +
∑

α=x,y,z

t†αtα = M . (4.12)

The variational approach introduced in Sec. 4.1.1 is equivalent to finding the classical
(S → ∞) ground state. M → ∞ corresponds to the classical solution where the
quantum fluctuations between the dimers are neglected. To understand this, let us
rotate the ‘quantization axis’ on both dimers through the unitary transformations
U(A) and U(B). This is in accordance with writing the ground state wave function
in the variational form of (4.5a) and (6.3). Now, the variational solution |ψA,0〉 can
be expressed in terms of the ‘rotated’ bosons as |ψA,0〉 = a†A,0|0〉, where according
to (4.5a) a†A,0 = U00(A)s† +

∑3
α=1 Uα0(A)t†α and similarly, |ψB,0〉 = a†B,0|0〉 with

a†B,0 = U00(B)s† +
∑3

α=1 Uα0(B)t†α.
When M is arbitrary, we promote |ψA,0〉 = a†A,0|0〉 and |ψB,0〉 = a†B,0|0〉 to |ψA,0〉 =

(a†A,0)M |0〉 and |ψB,0〉 = (a†B,0)M |0〉, which are directly connected to the Bloch
coherent states of an S = M/2 spin system. In the classical limit M → ∞ and
we can think about the coherent states |ψA,0〉 and |ψB,0〉 as the condensate of the
bosons aA,0 and aB,0.

Naturally, the unitary transformations U(A) and U(B) rotate the triplet bosons
into aA,α and aB,α (α = 1, 2, 3) so that they fulfil the usual commutation relations
and the local constraint Eq. (4.12) remains true as

a†ξ,0aξ,0 +
3∑

α=1

a†ξ,αaξ,α = M . (4.13)

with ξ ∈ {A,B}. Correspondingly, we need to express the spin operators (4.8) or
(4.11) in the rotated basis as defined in (3.5) and (3.6).

To consider the small ‘transverse’ fluctuations around the classical solution, we
solve the constraint (4.13) explicitly for aξ,0 and treat aξ,1, aξ,2 and aξ,3 as the
Holstein-Primakoff bosons. Replacing

a†ξ,0 →
√
M −

∑
α

a†ξ,αaξ,α ≈
√
M − 1

2
√
M

∑
α

a†ξ,αaξ,α + · · · and

aξ,0 →
√
M −

∑
α

a†ξ,αaξ,α ≈
√
M − 1

2
√
M

∑
α

a†ξ,αaξ,α + · · · (4.14)

we perform the 1/M -expansion in the spin operators and subsequently in the Hamil-
tonian. Then, performing a Fourier transformation, the Hamilton operator can be
written as

H = H(0) +H(1) +H(2) + · · · (4.15)

where H(0) = E0 corresponds to the variational energy (4.6) and H(1) consists of
the terms linear in

ak =
(
aA,1(k), aA,2(k), aA,3(k), aB,1(k), aB,2(k), aB,3(k)

)
(4.16)
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as well as in a†k defined similarly. Furthermore, H(1) is identically zero at the
variational solution and the first correction appears in the quadratic order:

H(2) =
1

2

∑
k∈BZ

(
a†k
a−k

)T (
M N

N∗ M

)(
ak

a†−k

)
. (4.17)

H(2) can be diagonalized by the generalized Bogoliubov transformation introduced
in chapter 3, and we obtain three excitations, one for each aξ,α(k) boson, per dimer.

4.2 Phase diagram in a field parallel to z axis

In this section we will consider the variational ground state phase diagram in the
presence of an external field along the z-axis. For clarity, we will investigate the
high-symmetry case, where D = 0 and the low-symmetry case, where the in-plane
DM component is allowed, separately. In the whole discussion we neglect the effect
of the g-tensor anisotropy: gs = 0.

4.2.1 High symmetry case

At temperatures higher than Ts = 395 K, the symmetry group of the two–dimer
unit cell is D4h and only the out-of-plane inter-dimer D′⊥ term is allowed. With
this type of anisotropy the z component of the spin is a conserved quantity which
greatly simplifies the form of the variational ground states and that of the bond
wave Hamiltonian.

Numerically minimizing the variational energy (4.6) in the presence of a magnetic
field along the z direction, we have found three gapped phases: the dimer–singlet
(DS), the one–half magnetization plateau, and the fully polarized phase. Further-
more, there are four gapless phases associated with the rotational (O(2)) symmetry
breaking, namely the Néel, the O(2)[C4], the O(2)[S4], and the O(2) × Z2 phases.
In these O(2)-type phases, the rotational symmetry in the plane perpendicular to
the field hz is spontaneously broken. We show the phase digrams as the function
of magnetic field and D′⊥, and as of the field and the ratio J ′/J in Fig. 4.1 (a) and
(b), respectively. A separate section will be devoted to the more important phases,
and an interested reader may find the rest of them in appendix B.1.

4.2.1.1 Dimer–singlet phase

As we mentioned earlier, the exact ground state of the SU(2) symmetric Shastry–
Sutherland model is the product of singlets: |ψA,0〉 = |ψB,0〉 = |s〉 for 0 ≤ J ′ .
0.68J , as shown in Ref. [Koga 2000]. In the variational approach this ground state
turns out to be stable for finite values of D′⊥ and for magnetic fields h < hc, where
the critical field can be given as

hc =
√
J2 − 4|D′⊥|J . (4.18)
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Figure 4.1: (a) Phase diagram in the hz–D′⊥ plane for D = 0 and J ′/J = 0.6. DS
denotes the dimer singlet phase that remains a variational ground state even for
finite values of D′⊥. ‘m=1/2 plat.’ denotes the half–magnetization plateau phase,
with a singlet and a magnetized triplet in each unit cell. (b) The magnetization
curves for different values of |D′⊥|/J as a function of the magnetic field. (c) Phase
diagram as the function of the field and interdimer exchange J ′. The white dimers
represent the singlet, the black the Sz = 1 triplet state. (d) The spin configurations
in the O(2) symmetry breaking phases. For Sz is a conserved quantity, the spins
can be arbitrarily rotated by a global O(2) rotation in the plane. The blue and red
arrows represent spins with unequal length.

The ground state energy is coming purely from the exchange within a dimer:

EDS = −3J

2
, (4.19)

and the bond energies between the dimers are identically zero.

4.2.1.2 The rotational symmetry breaking phases

Between the dimer singlet and the one-half magnetization plateau the O(2) symme-
try breaking phases emerge as indicated in Fig. 4.1(a). In them the magnetization
increases continuously between 0 and 1/2 per dimer, or equivalently between 0 and
1 per unit cell (see Fig. 4.1(b)). Sz being a conserved quantity, the Hamiltonian
does not break the rotational symmetry about the z-axis. This symmetry is spon-
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taneously broken in the O(2) phases. From numerical minimization we found that
the wave functions can be written as

|ψA,0〉 ∝ |s〉+ ueiϕ|t1〉+ de−iϕ|t1̄〉 , (4.20a)

|ψB,0〉 ∝ |s〉 ± iueiϕ|t1〉 ∓ ide−iϕ|t1̄〉 , (4.20b)

where the upper sign belongs to the case D′⊥ > 0 and the lower sign to D′⊥ < 0.
This wave function is continuously connected to the dimer–singlet phase: as the
(real) parameters u and d become 0, the singlet-product state is recovered. In these
phases the Sz expectation values are equal for all the spins

〈Sz〉 ∝ |u|2 − |d|2 (4.21)

and the spin components in the xy plane along the dimers are perpendicular to
each other, so that going around on a square of sites belonging to different dimers,
the spins make a full turn too, as shown in Fig. 4.1(d). In other words, the spin
configurations are invariant with respect to either the rotation C4 or the S4. The
sign of D′⊥ will select between the two types of rotations and thus between the two
phases. To make a clear distinction, we use the symmetry group that leaves the
given variational ground state invariant to label the phases. O(2)[C4] and O(2)[S4]

are realized for positive and negative values of D′⊥, respectively. The ground state
energy of the states (4.20a) and (4.20b) reads

EO(2) =
u2 + d2 − 3

u2 + d2 + 1

J

2
+

2(u2 − d2)2

(u2 + d2 + 1)2J
′

− 4(u− d)2

(u2 + d2 + 1)2 |D
′
⊥| −

2(u2 − d2)

u2 + d2 + 1
hz , (4.22)

and the minimization gives a set of polynomial equations that can be solved numeri-
cally. Close to the phase boundary (4.18) of the dimer singlet phase, we can perform
a series expansion in the parameter δh = hz − hc. The variational parameters then,
in the lowest order of δh, can be expressed as:

u = − (J + hc)
√

2hc

2
√

4JJ ′h2
c + J4 − h4

c

√
δh , (4.23a)

d =
(J − hc)

√
2hc

2
√

4JJ ′h2
c + J4 − h4

c

√
δh . (4.23b)

The magnetization below the critical field hc is 0, and above it increases as

mz =
(J − 4|D′⊥|)δh

2J |D′⊥| − 4D′⊥
2 + J ′(J − 4|D′⊥|)

+O
(
δh2
)
. (4.24)

In the absence of the magnetic field the absolute values of the parameters u and
d – that is the contribution of the two triplet components to the ground state –
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become equal and using the notation v/
√

2 = u = −d, the wave function can be
written as

|ψA,0〉 ∝ |s〉+
v√
2

(
eiϕ|t1〉 − e−iϕ|t1̄〉

)
, (4.25a)

|ψB,0〉 ∝ |s〉 ± v√
2
i
(
eiϕ|t1〉+ e−iϕ|t1̄〉

)
. (4.25b)

Again, the lower and upper sign is determined by that of D′⊥. The minimum of the
energy (4.22) in this case is achieved for

v =

√
4|D′⊥| − J
4|D′⊥|+ J

, (4.26)

and has the form of

E = −J
2
− 2|D′⊥| −

J2

8|D′⊥|
. (4.27)

We can conclude that in zero field the O(2) phases are realized for |D′⊥| > J/4 which
is consistent with the instability of the dimer singlet phase given in (4.18).

phase 2Θσ C2(z) 2S4 2ΘσS4 I GH
DS X X X X X D4h

O(2)[C4] − X − − − C4

O(2)[S4] − X X − − S4

O(2)× Z2 − X − − − C2

plateau X X − − X D2h

Néel − − − − X Ci

Table 4.1: A summary of symmetry properties of the high–symmetry phases when
the field is perpendicular to the xy-plane. A checkmark indicates the symmetry
class under which the given state is invariant. The last column shows the subgroup
of D4h that characterises the phases.

The O(2)[S4] and similarly the O(2)[C4] phases are separated by two continuous
phase transitions from the one–half magnetization plateau phase. The intermedi-
ate phase exhibits both the Z2-symmetry breaking of the plateau phase – that is,
the different z-component of the magnetization on the dimers A and the B – and
the rotational symmetry breaking of O(2)[S4] and O(2)[C4]. The variational wave
function of this phase can be written as

|ψA,0〉 ∝ |s〉+ (u± v)eiϕ|t1〉+ (d± e)e−iϕ|t1̄〉 , (4.28a)

|ψB,0〉 ∝ |s〉 − i(u∓ v)eiϕ|t1〉+ i(d∓ e)e−iϕ|t1̄〉 (4.28b)

and a schematic figure of the in-plane spin configuration is shown in Fig. 4.1(d).
As we approach the boundary of the one-half magnetization plateau the in-plane
components of the spins decrease, and eventually vanish at the phase boundary.
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Though the translational symmetry is not broken in this phase, the fact that the
magnetization along the field is not equal on the two types of dimers means that
some kind of discrete symmetry is violated. At the same time, due to the O(2)

characteristics, a continuous symmetry is broken as well, therefore we may call this
phase a (magnetic) supersolid [Matsuda 1970, Liu 1973].

4.2.2 Low–symmetry case

At low temperatures, specifically at T < Ts = 395 K, the symmetry of two–dimer
unit cell is reduced to D2d as the CuBO3 layer becomes buckled and the inversion
symmetry vanishes. The loss of inversion symmetry allows for a finite value of the
in-plane DM interactions of which there are three components: one intradimer term
D, and two interdimer DM components: D′||,ns and D

′
||,s. As D is much larger than

D′||,ns and D
′
||,s we consider only the effect of the intradimer DM component D and

that of the out-of-plane interdimer component D′⊥.

4.2.2.1 The symmetric phase

Numerical minimization indicated that in low field and within the experimentally
relevant parameter region the ground state does not break any of the symmetries
of the Hamiltonian, therefore we shall refer to this phase as Z1[D2d]. In addition to
this symmetric phase, two-fold degenerate Z2 phases appear in the low symmetry
phase diagram which will be discussed in appendix B.2. The schematic figures of
the spin configurations and the phase diagrams as the function of magnetic field and
exchange couplings are shown in Fig. 4.2. As the in-plane DM vector becomes finite,
Sz ceases to be a good quantum number and the continuous symmetry of the O(2)

phases reduces to discrete symmetries. Due to the absence of continuous symmetry
all the phases become gapped. This symmetry reduction shows in the expectation
values of the energy; the inclusion of the intra-dimer DM component D introduces
an additional anisotropy term to Eq. (4.22)

EZ1[D2d] = EO(2) +
√

2D
u+ d

u2 + d2 + 1
cosϕ . (4.29)

This extra term determines the preferred direction of the xy components. Assuming
D > 0 and positive u and v, the DM energy on the dimers, that is the second term in
(4.29) is minimal when ϕ = π. The variational wave function in the phase Z1[D2d]

can be given as

|ψA,0〉 ∝ |s〉 − u |t1〉 − d |t1̄〉 , (4.30a)

|ψB,0〉 ∝ |s〉+ iu |t1〉 − id |t1̄〉 . (4.30b)

This phase is adiabatically connected to the dimer-singlet product phase as u → 0

and d→ 0, and in general the intra-dimer DM interaction D mixes the triplet com-
ponents to the singlet, as expected from Eq. (4.10). Recalling the (4.20) expression
of the O(2)[S4] wave function (with the lower sign) we can say that locking the phase
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Figure 4.2: (a) Phase diagram in hz–D′⊥ plane the for J ′/J = 0.6 and D/J = 0.1.
In comparison to the D = 0 case in Fig. 4.1, in a large region of the phase space
the dimer-singlet and the O(2)[S4] essentially merged to create the Z1[D2d] phase,
a small part of the O(2)[S4] phase become a twofold degenerate Z2[S4], and the
O(2)[C4] merged with the m = 1/2 magnetization plateau phase into the Z2[C2v]

phase. (b) Magnetization curves for a few selected values of D′⊥. (c) Phase diagram
for J ′/J = 0.3 and D/J = 0.1. (d) Schematic figure of the spin configurations.

to ϕ = 0 corresponds to the wave function of Z1[D2d]. In other words, when D′ < 0,
an infinitesimal value of D removes the phase boundary between the dimer-singlet
phase and the O(2)[S4] phase. For D′ > 0, the O(2)[C4] phase becomes frustrated
with respect to D, and will give rise to a Z2-symmetry breaking.

The conditions ∂EZ1[D2d]/∂u = 0 and ∂EZ1[D2d]/∂d = 0 lead to a set of poly-
nomial equations of high degree that one can solve only numerically. However, for
small values of D, a series expansion in the parameter D/J is possible. When
hz < hc (hc was defined in Eq. (4.18)) we can expand the energy as

EZ1[D2d] = −3J

2
+ 2J(d2 + u2) + 4D′⊥(u− d)2 − 2hz(u

2 − d2)−
√

2D(u+ d)

(4.31)
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and in the lowest order in D the minimum is achieved when

u =
1

2
√

2

D(J + 4D′⊥ + hz)

J2 + 4JD′⊥ − h2
z

, (4.32a)

d =
1

2
√

2

D(J + 4D′⊥ − hz)
J2 + 4JD′⊥ − h2

z

. (4.32b)

To be more precise, the expansion is actually performed in D/(J2 + 4JD′⊥ − h2
z) =

D/(h2
c − h2

z), and the denominator becomes 0 at the D = 0 boundary between the
dimer–singlet and the O(2)[S4] phase. The magnetization per dimer in this limit
grows quadratically with the anisotropy

mz =
hz
J

h2
c

(h2
c − h2

z)
2 (D − 2g̃sJ)2 +O

(
D4
)
, (4.33)

Finally, we shall note that J ′ enters only in the next order in the expansion.

Table 4.2: Symmetry properties of the low–symmetry phases when h||z. Similarly
to the high symmetry case, we show the symmetry classes which leave the given
phase unaffected, as well as the subgroup GL characterizing them.

phase 2Θσ C2(z) 2S4 2ΘσS4 GL
Z1[D2d] X X X X D2d

Z2[D2] − X − X D2

Z2[S4] − X X − S4

Z2[C2v] X X − − C2v

4.3 Bond wave spectrum in zero field, in the low sym-
metry case

Early neutron scattering results [Kageyama 2000] indicated that the lowest ex-
citation spectrum is essentially dispersionless as the consequence of the orthog-
onal dimer structure. More recent higher-resolution neutron scattering experi-
ments [Gaulin 2004], however, revealed that the first triplet excitations split into
3 subbands with well-defined dispersions indicating the importance of anisotropies.
In the following, we will calculate the zero field momentum dependent spectrum
based on the bond-wave theory. As the zero field splitting will be related to the
different components of the DM vector we carry out our investigations in the low
symmetry case, and we shall include the interdimer in-plane components (D′||,s and
D′||,ns) of DM interaction as well.

Based on our preceding numerical findings, we search for the variational solution
in zero magnetic field in the following form:

|ψA,0〉 ∝ |s〉+ w|ty〉 , (4.34a)

|ψB,0〉 ∝ |s〉 − w|tx〉 , (4.34b)
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assuming that the singlet dimer ground state in only modified by the intradimer DM
couplin D. On dimer A which is parallel to the x-axis, the intradimer DM vector
has the form (0, D, 0) while on dimer B it is (−D, 0, 0), thus always perpendicular
to the dimers as it was introduced in chapter 2. For simplicity the different DM
components are repeated here in Fig. 4.3. Choosing the basis (4.2), the intradimer
DM term has the form of (4.10) and it is plausible that a finite D mixes the singlet
state with a |ty〉 triplet on dimer A and with a |tx〉 triplet on dimer B. Minimizing
the variational energy for the parameter w, we obtain

w = − D

J +
√
J2 +D2

= − D
2J

+O(D3/J3) (4.35)

and the ground state energy can be given as

EZ1[D2d] = −J
2
−
√
D2 + J2 . (4.36)

We shall note that the wave function (4.34) is directly related to that of Z1[D2d]

defined in (4.30) with the parameters (4.32) when h → 0. Furthermore, (4.34) is
time-reversal invariant and does not break any of the symmetries of the point group
D2d, as it was pointed out in the discussion of the symmetric phase in section 4.2.2.1.

To obtain the excitation spectrum, following the recipe outlined in section 4.1.3
and in chapter 3, we rotate the states on each bond of type A as


a†A,0
a†A,1
a†A,2
a†A,3

 =


1√

1+w2
0 w√

1+w2
0

0 1 0 0

− w√
1+w2

0 1√
1+w2

0

0 0 0 1




s†A
t†x,A
t†y,A
t†z,A

 , (4.37)

and similarly on bonds B according to:


a†B,0
a†B,1
a†B,2
a†B,3

 =


1√

1+w2
− w√

1+w2
0 0

w√
1+w2

1√
1+w2

0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1




s†B
t†x,B
t†y,B
t†z,B

 (4.38)

so that the variational wave functions in Eqs. (4.34) can be written as |ψA,0〉 =

a†A,0|0〉 and |ψB,0〉 = a†B,0|0〉. The expression of the bond-wave Hamiltonian is
complicated at an arbitrary point in the Brillouin-zone, however at the Γ point it
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has the form of:

H(2) =
Ω

2

(
a†A,3aA,3 + a†B,3aB,3 + aA,3a

†
A,3 + aB,3a

†
B,3

)

+
1

2


a†B,2
a†A,1
aA,1
aB,2


T 

Ω Λ Λ 0

Λ Ω 0 Λ

Λ 0 Ω Λ

0 Λ Λ Ω




aB,2
aA,1
a†A,1
a†B,2



−


a†B,1
a†A,2
aA,2
aB,1


T 

J
2 − Ω D′⊥ D′⊥ 0

D′⊥
J
2 − Ω 0 D′⊥

D′⊥ 0 J
2 − Ω D′⊥

0 D′⊥ D′⊥
J
2 − Ω




aB,1
aA,2
a†A,2
a†B,1

(4.39)
with

Λ =
2(D′⊥ + wD′|| + J ′w2)

1 + w2
, (4.40)

Ω =
J +
√
J2 +D2

2
. (4.41)

For simplicity, we have introduced the quantity

D′|| = D′||,ns −D
′
||,s , (4.42)

which includes the in-plane components of the interdimer DM interaction.2

After diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (4.39) we obtain the excitation energies:

ω1,2 = Ω , (4.43a)

ω±3 =
√

Ω(Ω± 2Λ) , (4.43b)

ω±4 =

√
J2 +D2 ± 4D′⊥

√
J2 +D2 . (4.43c)

For small values of D′⊥/J : ω
±
3 ≈ J ±2D′⊥ and ω±4 ≈ J ±2D′⊥. Thus the excitations

ω3 and ω4 are essentially indistinguishable. Furthermore, the splitting between the
plus-minus branches of ω3 and ω4 at the Γ point is 4D′⊥ + O(D′⊥

2/J), which is in
good agreement with the findings of Ref. [Cheng 2007] and Fig. 1.6.

Let us note that for larger values of |D′⊥| the dispersion becomes compara-
ble to the gap, and new phases appear. The branches ω±3 become gapless when√
J2 +D2 = ∓4(D′⊥+wD′||+J ′w2), while ω±4 = 0 for 4D′⊥ = ∓

√
J2 +D2. Assum-

ing that D′‖ is absent and keeping only the leading term in D/J , we find that the
phase Z1[D2d] is stable for

− J

4
− D2

8J
< D′⊥ <

J

4
− D2

8J2

(
2J ′ − J

)
. (4.44)

2Actually, the matrices in the Hamiltonian (4.39) can be reduced to 2 × 2 ones by using the
symmetries of the S4 point group.
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Figure 4.3: (a)Dispersion of the quasi–triplet excitations in zero magnetic field with
D = D′⊥ = 0.1J , D′‖ = 0.05J and J ′ = 0.6J . ω−3,4 (bottom), ω1,2 (middle), and ω+

3,4

(top).(b) The different components of the inter- and intradimer DM vector.

in the zero field. Beyond these boundaries, the twofold degenerate (Z2) phases
emerge, with the symmetry group C2v, when ω−3 → 0 for D′⊥ > 0 and S4, when
ω+

4 → 0 for D′⊥ < 0, as it was introduced in section 4.2.2 and represented in
Fig. 4.2.

After a first order expansion with respect to the parametersD/J , D′⊥/J , D
′
||,s/J ,

and D′||,ns/J , it is possible to solve the eigenvalue problem analytically. In this limit
we get three two-fold degenerate branches: a dispersionless one with the eigenvalue
ω1,2 = J and two branches with

ω+
3,4(k) =

√
J2 + JΩq ≈ J +

1

2
Ωk (4.45a)

ω−3,4(k) =
√
J2 − JΩq ≈ J −

1

2
Ωk , (4.45b)

where

Ωk =

[(
J ′D

J
− 2D′‖,s

)2

(1− cos qa cos qb) + 16D′2⊥ cos2 qa
2

cos2 qb
2

]1/2

. (4.46)

and the splitting between the + and − branches is just Ωk. At the Γ point Ω(0,0) =

4|D′⊥|, while at k = (π, π) and (π, 0) the splitting is 0 and
√

2|J ′DJ − 2D′‖,s| in
agreement with Ref. [Cheng 2007].

We shall note that a more precise calculation at the point (π, π) leads to the
dispersion relations J2

√
J2+D2

and J
2 + J2

2
√
J2+D2

with a splitting quadratic in DM
J
2 −

J2

2
√
J2+D2

≈ D2

4J2 . The numerically calculated dispersion of the quasi triplet
excitations is shown in Fig. 4.3(a).
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4.4 Bond–wave spectrum in magnetic field h||z

In this section, we calculate the bond-wave excitation spectrum in the presence of
an external magnetic field applied perpendicular to the CuBO3 layer, that is h ‖ z,
and examine the effect of the intra- and interdimer DM interactions in detail.

4.4.1 High symmetry case

As earlier, we start our investigations with the high symmetry case where the in-
plane DM vectors are all vanishing. In the dimer–singlet product phase, the singlet
state is condensed on both dimers, and there is no need to rotate the quantization
axis along with the triplet bosons: a†α = t†α. Up tho a constant term the energy can
be written as

H = EDS +
∑
q∈BZ

H2(k) , (4.47)

Although the rotation is not necessary for the condensation of the right ground
state, introducing the following linear combinations

t̃†1,±(k) =
1√
2

(
t†1,A(k)∓ it†1,B(k)

)
(4.48a)

t̃†
1̄,±(k) =

1√
2

(
t†
1̄,A

(k)± it†
1̄,B

(k)
)

(4.48b)

together with the corresponding annihilation operators, will decompose the other-
wise 4 by 4 block in H2(k) into two 2 by 2 blocks. The Hamiltonians of these blocks
then have the form of

H(2)
± (k) = (J − hz ±D′⊥) · t̃†1,±(k)t̃1,±(k) + (J + hz ±D′⊥) · t̃†

1̄,±(k)t̃
1̄,±(k)

±2D′⊥γ
(
t̃†1,±(k)t̃†

1̄,±(k) + t̃1,±(k)t̃
1̄,±(k)

)
, (4.49)

with the geometrical factor

γ = cos
ka
2

cos
kb
2
. (4.50)

The Hamiltonian matrix can be diagonalized following the procedure outlined in
chapter 3. We find that bond wave spectrum consists of six modes, namely a twofold
degenerate non-dispersive excitation with ω(k) = J which we denote by T e,o

0 and
four dispersive modes:

ωe,± =
√
J2 + 4JD′⊥γ ± hz (4.51a)

ωo,± =
√
J2 − 4JD′⊥γ ± hz (4.51b)

which come from H(2)
+ (k) and H(2)

− (k) and will be referred to as T e
±1 and T o

±1,
respectively. To emphasise the even-odd parity of the lines we indicate T e

±1 by a
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blue and T o
±1 by a red line in Fig. 4.4. Let us mention that for hz = 0 we recover

the excitation spectrum (4.45) when the in-plane DM terms D and D′|| are zero.
The dispersions have a finite gap in the dimer-singlet phase which closes at k = 0

when the magnetic field reaches hc defined by Eq. (4.18) and we enter into the O(2)

phases. Due to the complicated form of the bond-wave Hamiltonians H2(k) in the
O(2) phases, we discuss only the numerical solution. When D′⊥ > 0, the closing
of the gap leads to the emergence of a Goldstone mode as the consequence of the
continuous symmetry breaking. The Goldstone mode appears as a continuation of
the ωo,− excitation, furthermore the condensation of a linear combination of the
t̃†1,−(k = 0) and t̃†

1̄,−(k = 0) bosons results in the O(2)[C4] phase described by the
wave function (4.20) with the upper sign (see also Fig. 4.1). For D′⊥ < 0, on the
other hand, the Goldstone mode evolves from the ωe,− mode, and the O(2)[S4] phase
is realized (Fig. 4.1). As we can see in Fig. 4.4, the lowest gapped mode for k = 0 in
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Figure 4.4: Bond wave spectrum at the Γ point in the high temperature case. The
magnetic field is parallel to z-axis, J ′ = 0.6J , and D′⊥ = 0.1J . The transition into
the O(2) phase happens at hz ≈ 0.77J , and into the plateau phase at hz ≈ 1.1J .
For 0.77 . hz/J . 1.03 and 1.03 . hz/J . 1.1 a Goldstone mode is present in the
excitation spectrum of the O(2)[S4] phase and O(2) × Z2 phase, respectively. The
2–dimer variational solution is unstable in the shaded region - the dispersion goes to
0 at some wave vector away from the Γ-point at hz = 0.96 and 1.08. The filled area
above the dispersion line shows the strength of the spin structure factor Sxx + Syy.
The dashed line represents the approximation from Ref. [Miyahara 2005].

the dimer–singlet phase remains gapless while the O(2) symmetry is broken which
is the case until we reach the half magnetization plateau.
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Also, from the k-dependent excitation spectrum we learn that the spectrum
may become gapless not only at the k = 0, but also at some other k values in the
Brillouin zone, thus announcing a helical instability of the O(2) phases. In Fig. 4.4
a shaded area indicates the boundary of this instability obtained from the numerical
calculations of the spectra.

The strength of the magnetic probe response is closely related to the structure
factor Sαα(k, ω). In particular, the Sxx(k = 0, ω) and Syy(k=0, ω) determines the
strength of the ESR lines in first approximation, when the static magnetic field is
along the z axes. The structure factor is given by

Sαα(k, ω) ∝
∑
|〈f |Sαk |0〉|

2 δ(ω − Ef + E0) , (4.52)

where |0〉 stands for the ground state (in our case the variational wave function |Ψ〉),
|f〉 represents the excited states, and E0 and Ef are the energies corresponding to
them.

As a first step, it is instructive to look at the ω-integrated, in other words static,
structure factor, Sαα(k) =

∫
dωSαα(k, ω), which is actually the sum of the (positive)

matrix elements, and is equal to 〈Ψ|Sα−kSαk |Ψ〉. In the pure dimer-singlet ground
state, limk→0 S

α
k |0〉 → 0, so we expect no response in ESR experiments, unless there

are anisotropies which mix the triplet components with the singlet.
In the O(2) phase (discussed in Sec. 4.2.1.2), the static structure factor has the

following form

Sαα(k = 0) =
u2 + d2

1 + u2 + v2
≈ (J2 + h2

c)hc
4JJ ′h2

c + J4 − h4
c
δh (4.53)

for α = x, y, and z. As it turns out, the matrix elements for the Sxx and Syy are
all vanishing except for the T e

0 line. On the other hand, the matrix elements for Szz

are nonzero for T e
1 and T e

−1. Since the ESR line width is proportional to Sxx and
Syy when the field is along the z-direction, we expect a strong signal for the T e

0 line.
The intensity of the excitations is indicated by a filled curve above the given lines
in Fig. 4.4.

4.4.2 Low symmetry case

As it has been stressed in earlier sections, in the low symmetry case the in-plane DM
components are allowed as well. For simplicity however, we shall regard only the
most important components of the DM coupling: the out-of-plane interdimer DM
term D′⊥ and the in-plane intradimer component D. In order to study the effect of
these on the excitation spectrum, we shall distinguish between two cases: D′⊥ = 0

and D 6= 0 and when both D′⊥ and D are finite. The case when D′⊥ 6= 0 and D = 0

corresponds to the high symmetry case and was discussed in section 4.4.1.
Let us start with the case D′⊥ = 0. At low fields, the spectrum, shown in Fig.

4.5, looks like the usual single-triplet excitations, Zeeman-splitted by the magnetic
field.
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Figure 4.5: Excitation spectrum in magnetic field parallel to z-axis when D′⊥ = 0,
J ′/J = 0.6. The instabilities toward helical states are at hz/J = 0.9421 and 1.1002,
while the k = 0 instability into the Z2 phase is at 0.9515. The dashed line represents
the approximation from Ref. [Miyahara 2005].

Without any kind of anisotropies, these excitations would correspond to the
pure single-triplet excitations. However, the finite intradimer DM coupling D mixes
the singlets with these excitations. From the zero-field equations Eqs. (4.43) we
obtained that the splitting is of the order of D2 for small values of D/J , which
is much smaller than the linear splitting caused by D′⊥. On the other hand, the
effect of D is much more pronounced at higher fields, where the gap becomes small
and the singlet-triplet mixing is enhanced. Instead of the Goldstone mode, the
anisotropy induces a level repulsion, and we can observe a finite gap that is roughly
proportional to

√
D/J , consistently with the usual form of the anisotropy gaps.

We note that the level repulsion happens only to one of the two almost degenerate
branches descending with the applied field, and it depends crucially on the symmetry
of those state. Considering the dispersion of a single-triplet bond moving in the
singlet background by the standard perturbation theory, this property has been
suggested by Miyahara and Mila [Miyahara 2005]. As we increase the field, the gap
closes for the T o

1 level at the phase boundary of the Z2[C2v] phase (see Fig. 4.2).

For finite inter- and intradimer DM interactions, we perceive both the zero-field
splitting observed for D′⊥ 6= 0 and D = 0 in section 4.4.1 and the anti level-crossing
characteristic for finite D around the critical field. In section 4.3, we presented a
detailed calculation for the zero-field dispersion and estimated the h = 0 splitting
in the first order of DM interactions to be 4D′⊥. This is in excellent agreement
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with the findings of Cheng et al [Cheng 2007]. The two descending modes in
Fig. 4.6(a) and (b) curve differently in the O(2) phases: only one of them crosses
the ground state, while the other is gapped. This can be explained by that only
one low lying excitation, namely T e1 is coupled to D which is proportional to the
gap [Miyahara 2005]. Due to the effect of quantum fluctuations, in the case of
the bond wave aproximation, the gap opens as

√
D. This property is discussed in

Appendix C.1 in more detail. Flipping the sign of the inter-dimer DM coupling D′⊥
changes the lowest-lying mode (compare Fig. 4.6(a) and (b)). The singlet-triplet
mixing is different according to the symmetry of the lowest-lying mode and the anti
level-crossing occurs only for D′⊥ < 0.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Excitation spectrum in magnetic field parallel to z-axis for D′⊥ < 0

and (b) for D′⊥ > 0. In both cases D/J = 0.1, J ′ = 0.6J and the notations
are the same as in Fig. 4.4. The dashed lines represent the approximation from
Ref. [Miyahara 2005].

The (4.53) expression of the static structure factor is valid also for finite D
values if the variational parameters u and v are those of the wave function (4.30)
and take values that minimize the (4.29) energy of Z1[D2d]. In the limit of small
D/J , we can use the values that are given by Eqs. (4.32), and at q = 0 we get

Sxx = Syy =
D2

4

(J + 4D′⊥)2 + h2
z

(J2 + 4JD′⊥ − h2
z)

2
(4.54)

in lowest order in D/J and for small values of the field.3 Similarly to the D = 0

case, the weight of the spin correlation function Sxx(q = 0, ω) in the Z1[D2d]-phase
is concentrated on the T e

0 line. As we enter the Z2[C2v] phase, Sxx(q = 0, ω) is
3The apparent singularity at the critical field hz = hc =

√
J2 − 4|D′⊥|J is an artifact of the

expansion
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distributed among the T e
0 and T o

0 lines. The strengths of the modes are represented
in Figs. 4.5, 4.6(a), and 4.6(b) by the filled area above the T e

0 and T o
0 lines.

4.5 Phase diagram and excitation spectrum for h||x

In this shorter section we intend to discuss the effect of a magnetic field applied
in the CuBO3 plane, parallel to the bond A, i.e. parallel to the x-axis. With
this field setting the equivalency of the two dimers is violated and so is the ro-
tational symmetry S4. Consequently, the symmetry is reduced to the magnetic
group {E, σyz} + TC2(z)× {E, σyz} which is isomorphic to the point group C2v as
introduced in chapter 2. Unlike the h||z case, the finite value of intradimer DM in-
teraction does not lower the symmetry any further. The operator Sx (or any other
dipole operator) ceases to commute with the Hamiltonian.

In the following, we map out the phase diagram as the function of D′⊥ and hx
and give a short discussion on the appearing phases. We also study the excitation
spectrum at the end of this section.

4.5.1 Phase diagram

In the absence of DM interaction (and other anisotropies) the spin and real space
are not coupled and the situation for h||z and h||x is basically the same. At low
field the dimer singlet covering is the ground state and at h = J a first order phase
transition occurs to the 1/2 plateau phase (see Fig. 4.7(a)). The introduction of
a non-zero interdimer DM coupling (D′⊥) leads to the emergence of a coexisting
Z2[C(y)

s ] and Z2[C(x)
s ] phase between the dimer singlet and the 1/2 magnetization

plateau. The schematic phase diagram for D = 0 is shown in Fig. 4.7(a).
The ground state wave functions in the Z2[C(y)

s ] phase reads

|ψA,0〉 = |s〉 ∓ iuy|ty〉 ± vz|tz〉,
|ψB,0〉 = |s〉 ± iux|tx〉. (4.55)

Note that now we use the quadrupole basis defined in 4.2. The energy, as the
function of variational parameters, has the form of

E0 = −J
[

1− u2
x

2(1 + u2
x)2

+
1

(1 + u2
y + v2

z)
2

]
− 2hx

uyvz
(1 + u2

y + v2
z)

2

+8D′⊥
uxuy

(1 + u2
x)2(1 + u2

y + v2
z)

2
. (4.56)

The ground state wave function of the phase Z2[C(x)
s ] is the same as (4.55) with the

indices A and B interchanged. The spin components that characterize the phases
Z2[C(y)

s ] and Z2[C(x)
s ] are shown in Fig. 4.7(c), only here the Sz components are all

zero. Let us briefly refer to the invariance of the phases Z2[C(y)
s ] and Z2[C(x)

s ] under
the reflexions σyz and Tσxz, respectively which is why we chose these notations of
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the phases. In the dimer singlet phase the variational solution becomes unstable
when

hx =

√
J2 − 16D′⊥

2 . (4.57)

This is the second-order phase boundary between the dimer-singlet and the co-
existing Z2[C(y)

s ] and Z2[C(x)
s ] phases, as shown in Fig. 4.7(a). Similarly, the

boundary of the plateau phase according to the variational calculation is given by
hx = J + 8D′z

2/J . The finite intradimer coupling D destroys the singlet state of the
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Figure 4.7: (a) Phase diagram for D = 0 and J ′/J = 0.6 as the function of magnetic
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DM coupling: D/J = 0.1. (c) Schematic figure of the spin configurations in the
phases Z1[C2v], Z2[C(x)

s ] and Z2[C(y)
s ]. The darker and lighter arrow represent the

two degenerate states of the Z2 phases.

dimers by mixing triplets to them. From numerical minimization we learn that the
dimer-singlet ground state evolves into:

|ψA,0〉 ∝ |s〉 − vy|ty〉 − iuz|tz〉 , (4.58a)

|ψB,0〉 ∝ |s〉+ vx|tx〉 , (4.58b)
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when D is finite and the energy expectation value has the form of

EZ1[C2v ] = −J(1− v2
x) + 2Dvx

2(1 + v2
x)

− J + 2hxuzvy +Duz
1 + u2

z + v2
y

. (4.59)

The ground state (4.58) exhibits the full C2v symmetry of the unit cell thus we
denote this phase by Z1[C2v].

In general, the DM interaction D(Si × Sj) prefers states with dipole expecta-
tion values perpendicular to the vector D. The in-plane intradimer DM vector is
parallel to the axis y on dimer A and to the axis x on dimer B, therefore a mag-
netic field along x will select a momentum orientation on dimer A and introduces
frustration on dimer B. More precisely, on dimer A, both the DM vector and hx
supports the development of a finite magnetization mx

A = SxA,1 + SxA,2 as well as
the emergence of a staggered magnetization nzA = SzA,1 − SzA,2. The y component
of the momentum, either staggered or uniform, is suppressed by the DM vector.
On the other hand, in the case of dimer B, the finite field results in a compe-
tition with the DM interaction D which here is parallele to the field hx. As a
consequence, the arising state is non-magnetic: 〈S1,2〉 = 0 and time reversal invari-
ant. However, |ψB〉 breaks the rotational symmetry, as the vector chirality is finite:
〈S1 × S2〉 = −vx/(1 + v2

x). In the literature this state is often referred to as p-type
nematic state [Andreev 1984, Läuchli 2005]. The parameter vx does not depend on
the magnetic filed, and minimizing the energy (4.59) we find that vx = D/2J .

The finite D splits the degeneracy of the phases Z2[C(y)
s ] and Z2[C(x)

s ] as shown
in the phase diagram 4.7(b). For sufficiently large negative values of D′⊥, the phase
Z2[C(y)

s ] is realized with the wave function

|ψA,0〉 ∝ |s〉 − (vy ± iuy)|ty〉 − (iuz ∓ vz)|tz〉 , (4.60a)

|ψB,0〉 ∝ |s〉+ (vx ± iux)|tx〉 . (4.60b)

Note that when the parameters vy, uz and vx are approaching zero, we continuously
recover Eq. (4.55), although, the symmetry remains the same as it was for D =

0. Furthermore, as the other three parameters, uy, vz and ux approach zero, we
adiabatically reach the symmetric phase Z1[C2v] (see Eq. 4.58). The magnetization
on dimer A consist of a uniform part mx

A = SxA,1 + SxA,2 as well as the staggered
components nyA = SyA,1 − SyA2

and nzA = SzA,1 − SzA,2, as shown in Fig. 4.7(b).
While in the phase Z1[C2v] there were no dipole components on dimer B, here the
expectation value of the staggered magnetization nxB = SxB,1 − SxB,2 becomes finite.
The magnetization pattern is invariant under the reflexion σyz, as it was for D = 0.

At large enough positive D′⊥, we reach the phase Z2[C(x)
s ] where the ground state

has the following form

|ψA,0〉 ∝ |s〉 ± iux|tx〉 − vy|ty〉 − iuz|tz〉 , (4.61a)

|ψB,0〉 ∝ |s〉+ vx|tx〉 ∓ iuy|ty〉 ± vz|tz〉 . (4.61b)

When the parameters vy, uz and vx are zero we recover the Z2[C(x)
s ] wave function

of D = 0 (see Eq. 4.55 with the interchange of A and B). Similarly to the case
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D = 0, the spin expectation values are invariant under the reflexion Tσxz in this
phase. We note that in the limit D → 0 the symmetric Z1[C2v]-phase is continuously
connected to the dimer-singlet phase. This phase is also adiabatically connected to
one of the ground states of the twofold-degenerate m = 1/2 plateau phase, namely
where the singlets are located on the bonds B. The symmetry properties of the
occurring phase are collected in table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Symmetry properties of the different phases in the case of h||x.

TC2(z) Tσxz σyz GL
DS, plateau X X X C2v

Z2[C(y)
s ] − − X C(y)

s

Z2[C(x)
s ] − X − C(x)

s

4.5.2 ESR spectrum

We continue our investigations with the discussion of the excitation spectrum in
magnetic filed h||x. Let us recall that in the absence of the DM interactions the
dimer singlet is the ground state for fields hx < J and the excitations are the pure,
Zeeman-split triplets with the energies J −hx, J , and J +hx. Each of the triplets is
twofold degenerate corresponding to the two dimers in the unit cell. The exclusion of
DM components is the reason why the triplet excitations are not mixed with singlets.
Introducing the intradimer DM interaction D, the two-fold degeneracy of the triplet
branches splits and the spectrum consists of three pairs of almost degenerate levels4

and the modes split only at higher fields, near to the transition point. This can
be explained by the mixing of triplet and singlet states. As discussed previously
for finite D, but D′⊥ = 0 the Z1[C2v] phase is realized, as indicated in the phase
diagram 4.7(b). Increasing the field from zero, the value of parameter uz in the
wave function (4.58) increases continuously, developing a finite magnetization mx

at dimer A. The magnetization of dimer B however remains zero. The singlet-triplet
mixing varies on the two type of dimers causing the small splitting of the originally
degenerate branches and the different behavior of the two low lying excitations
around the critical field. The excitation spectrum for D′⊥ = 0 and finite D is shown
in Fig. 4.8(a).

When the interdimer DM interaction D′⊥ is finite, we observe the zero field split-
ting 4D′⊥ discussed in section 4.3 and 4.4. The ground state is the pure singlet for
magnetic field values hx < J and the triplet excitations are two fold degenerate
corresponding to the two-dimer unit cell. At hx = J a first order phase transition
occurs to the coexisting phase of Z2[C(x)

s ] and Z2[C(x)
s ] and the magnetization in-

creases linearly with the field. With further increase of the magnetic field we reach

4Note that in the absence of D each pair is exactly degenerate in the dimer singlet phase
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Figure 4.8: Excitation spectrum in magnetic field parallel to x-axis. (J ′ = 0.6J)

the 1/2 plateau. The excitation spectrum and the magnetization for D = 0 and
finite D′⊥ is plotted in Fig. 4.8(b).

We can conclude from the above two cases that the zero field splitting is due
to D′⊥ while the anti-level crossing around the critical field is caused by D. The
excitation spectrum is shown for two cases: D′⊥/J = −0.1 and D′⊥/J = 0.1 in
Figs. 4.8(c) and 4.8(d), respectively.

4.6 Comparison with the experimental spectrum

The ESR spectrum has been considered earlier by perturbation theory [Cépas 2001]
for D = 0 and by exact diagonalization [El Shawish 2005]. Our approach makes
it straightforward to take all the experimentally relevant anisotropies into account.
Therefore, in the following, we consider the ESR spectrum in a more realistic setting
to test our theoretical framework.
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There have been various attempts to determine the values of the different cou-
plings in the Hamiltonian. Among the most important estimates on the strength
of the DM components we shall remark D′⊥/J = −0.02 from perturbational ap-
proach [Cépas 2001], D/J = 0.034 from exact diagonalization [Kodama 2005],
D′⊥ = 0.18 meV and D′||,s + J ′D/2J = 0.07 meV [Cheng 2007] from fitting the
zero field neutron scattering data of [Gaulin 2004], furthermore D = 0.35 meV,
D′⊥ = 0.1 meV, D′||,s = 0.06 meV and D′||,ns = 0.04 meV from LSDA+U calcula-
tion [Mazurenko 2008].

The values of the g-tensor anisotropies were estimated by ESR and NMR mea-
surements with the results: gx = gy = 2.05 and gz = 2.28 in Ref. [Nojiri 1999], and
gs = 0.023 in Ref. [Kodama 2005].

Although Raman scattering is also a powerful method to investigate the exci-
tation spectrum, we will mainly compare our results with the ESR [Nojiri 1999,
Nojiri 2003], far-infrared (FIR) [Rõõm 2000, Rõõm 2004] and neutron-scattering
measurements [Kageyama 2000, Cépas 2001, Gaulin 2004].5

4.6.1 Quantitative comparison to experiments at zero field

More specifically, two triplet excitations were observed with ESR measure-
ment at 679 ± 2GHz and 764 ± 2GHz [Nojiri 2003], furthermore FIR spec-
troscopy [Rõõm 2004] indicated three triplet modes at 22.72 ± 0.05 cm−1 (≈
681GHz), 24.11± 0.05cm−1 (≈723GHz), and at 25.51±0.05cm−1 (≈765GHz). The
origin of the middle signal at 24.11cm−1 is the ∆Sz = 0 triplet excitation that does
not appear in the zero field ESR spectrum. From Eq. (4.46) we can deduce that the
splitting between the ∆Sz = 1 and ∆Sz = −1 triplet lines gives 4D′⊥ ≈ 85 GHz,
that is D′⊥ ≈ 21 GHz.

High resolution inelastic neutron scattering measurements carried out in zero
field [Gaulin 2004] revealed that the dispersion above the gap consist of three distinct
branches of triplet excitations. The exact diagonalization to fit the observed split-
ting [Cheng 2007] provided a result which is identical to our Eq. (4.46). From these
dispersions, the splitting between the triplets at k = 0 is Ω(0,0) = 4D′⊥ ≈ 0.4meV
(that is ≈95 GHz, close to the above result 85 GHz), while at k = (π, 0) it is
Ω(π,0) =

√
2
(

2D′||,s −
DJ ′

J

)
= 0.2meV.

We need to mention here that in our approach the dispersion of the triplets
originating from the interdimer coupling J ′ is altogether missing; this is why in the
estimate of D′⊥ we used the ‘bare’ value J as the single-triplet gap, instead of using
the renormalized value which is actually observed in ESR measurements.6

5For clarity, our mode denoted by T o
±1 corresponds to T0p(±) in the FIR spectrum in

Ref. [Rõõm 2004] and to O1 in the ESR spectrum in Ref. [Nojiri 2003], the lines T e
±1 correspond

to T0m(±) in Ref. [Rõõm 2004] and to O2 in Ref. [Nojiri 2003], while T e
0 and T o

0 are T0p,m(0) in
Ref. [Rõõm 2004].

6This value may be renormalized if we go beyond the linear bond-wave approximation. Al-
though, numerical diagonalization of Ref. [Cheng 2007] indicated that the splittings remain inde-
pendent of the J ′.
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4.6.2 Quantitative comparison of the spectra at finite magnetic
field
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Figure 4.9: Qualitative comparison of excitation spectrum with the h‖z ESR
spectrum shown in Fig. 1.6(b) from Ref. [Nojiri 2003]. The solid lines represent
our theoretical results. In the inset (b) the dimanonds indicate the far-infrared
data from Ref. [Rõõm 2004], while the squares correspond to the ESR data from
Ref. [Nojiri 2003].

At last we fit the ESR spectrum of Ref. [Nojiri 2003] by using the bond wave
method starting with the variational ground state. To obtain a quantitatively good
fit, we need to include the DM interactions as well as the g-tensor anisotropies.
By the fitting, we use the values of the anisotropy constants gz = 2.28 estimated
in Ref. [Nojiri 1999], and gs = 0.023 in Ref. [Kodama 2005]. The value of the
intra-dimer DM coupling D = 0.034J ≈ 60 GHz is obtained in Ref. [Kodama 2005],
assuming that J = 85K [Miyahara 1999, Miyahara 2000].7 The inter-dimer coupling
constant is given by D′⊥ = 21 GHz, as determined previously. For the reason
described above, we choose J to be equal to 722 GHz, the value of the experimentally
observed gap[Nojiri 1999]. Furthermore, we find that the spectrum is essentially
independent of the value of J ′ as long as we are in the Z1[D2d] phase, thus we
selected J ′/J = 0.6 for internal consistency of the calculation. The calculated bond
wave spectrum with the parameters mentioned above is shown in Fig. 4.9. We
find a surprisingly good quantitative agreement with the high field ESR and FIR
spectroscopy results of Ref. [Nojiri 2003] and Ref. [Rõõm 2004], respectively. Our
spectrum reproduces the value of the high-field gap in the T e

1 -excitation above 20 T,
furthermore the behavior of the T e

0 mode which follows nicely the main (i.e. largest-
intensity) peak in the ESR spectrum, thus clearly identifying the modes originating
from triplet excitations (see Fig. 4.9(b)).

7A similar value, D = 1.8 cm−1 = 54 GHz is reported in Ref. [Rõõm 2004].





Chapter 5

Magnetic supersolid

Everyone may be right, all at the same time. That’s the thing about
quantum.

– Terry Pratchett, Lords and Ladies

Supersolid phases were first predicted in the context of strongly interacting
bosons of 4He [Chester 1970, Leggett 1970, Andreev 1971] that can simultaneously
Bose condense and order in crystalline solid. An experimental indication, however,
was found only fifty years later [Kim 2004, Rittner 2006, Kondo 2007, Aoki 2007],
suggesting that theoretical interpretation might be more difficult than the first
ideas [Leggett 2004, Anderson 2007, Anderson 2008, Anderson 2009].
In the early study of supersolidity, it was believed that perfect crystals cannot exhibit
supersolid phases [Penrose 1956] and that defects, like atomic delocalization could
lead to long range phase correlation in solids [Yang 1962]. The exchange process has
also been considered as the origin of superflow [Leggett 1970, Leggett 2004], along
with the idea, that the Bose-Einstein condensation of vacancies might play an im-
portant role in the superfluidity of solids [Andreev 1971]. As opposed to these works,
Anderson suggested that supersolidity is an intrinsic property of quantum crystals
which is only enhanced by disorder [Anderson 2007, Anderson 2008, Anderson 2009].
Although a general agreement in the theory of supersolidity is yet wanting, this in-
triguing subject evolves quickly.

In this chapter we investigate the spin-1 and spin-3/2 quantum antiferromag-
netic models on bipartite lattices, including both easy-plane, Λ(Ŝzi )2, and exchange
anisotropies. By the exchange anisotropy we mean that the off-diagonal coupling J
in the term J

2 (Ŝ+
i Ŝ
−
j + Ŝ−i Ŝ

+
j ) can differ from the diagonal coupling Jz of JzŜzi Ŝ

z
j .

Our model is inspired by the quasi two-dimensional compound, Ba2CoGe2O7, where
the magnetic spin-3/2 Co2+ ions form layers of strongly anisotropic square lat-
tices [Zheludev 2003, Yi 2008, Murakawa 2010, Miyahara 2011].
The case of Ba2CoGe2O7, however is a bit different: due to the crystal structure the
unit cell contains two cobalt ions, while here the neighbouring cobalts are equiva-
lent. This difference is important when we talk about the translational symmetry
of a given state. Let us consider the following Hamiltonian based on the symmetry
analysis of chapter 2:

H = J
∑
〈i,j〉

(
Ŝxi Ŝ

x
j + Ŝyi Ŝ

y
j

)
+ Jz

∑
〈i,j〉

Ŝzi Ŝ
z
j + Λ

∑
i

(
Ŝzi

)2
− h

∑
i

Ŝzi (5.1)
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where 〈i, j〉 indicates nearest neighbor sites. Note that in this chapter we neglect
the effect of the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction, although it is allowed by the
symmetries.

In the following sections we determine the phase diagram in the Ising limit,
when the off-diagonal exchange J is zero, furthermore we discuss the instabilities
of the plateaus using perturbation theory. We will map out the variational phase
diagram for a finite but smaller J , namely when J/Jz = 0.2 as well as in the
Heisenberg limit which we associate with the case of isotropic exchange interaction
J = Jz.1 In order to check the reliability of the variational method, we calculate
the phase diagram of the spin-1 model and compare it to the known results in the
literature. The variational results will be supported by a variant of the Density
Matrix Renormalization Group in one-dimension as well as by exact diagonalization
on a square lattice.

5.1 The Ising limit

The existence of the gapped phases in our model is due to the anisotropic terms,
thus turning off the off-diagonal Heisenberg term, Ŝxi Ŝ

x
j + Ŝyi Ŝ

y
j , what remains are

the plateau states. For brevity, we call this J → 0 limit the Ising limit as indicated
previously.

5.1.1 The Ising limit and the degeneracy of the phase boundaries

Since we consider lattices that are bipartite and we only include nearest neighbor
interactions, the spins are not frustrated and all the ground states are either uni-
form or exhibit two-sublattice order. The wave functions and the properties of the
emerging phase in the Ising limit are listed in Table 5.1. The phase diagram as the
function of magnetic field and single-ion anisotropy is mapped out in Figure 5.1.
We find two uniform phases in finite magnetic field: the fully polarized state with
Sz = 3/2 (⇑) and the partially polarized state with Sz = 1/2 (↑) on each site. The
latter state is in fact a plateau with m/msat = 1/3. We denote these axial ferro-
magnetic states with F3 and F1, respectively. In addition there are two-sublattice
states which include the two axial antiferromagnetic states A3 and A1 and two
plateau states P1 and P2. The staggered magnetization is finite in all four states,
furthermore the plateaus exhibit finite uniform magnetization too, that is the 1/3rd
and 2/3rd of the saturation value.

In this simple case, the phase boundaries can be determined by comparing the
ground state energies. The phases A1 and A3 are separated by a first order phase
boundary at Λ = ζJz/2, where the lowest lying energy levels cross. We should note
that ζ denotes the coordination number of the bipartite lattice. Since the other
states are separated by a gap, we expect that the level crossing will persist even for
finite values of J . The states A1 and A3 both are two-fold degenerate, therefore

1Note that the single-ion anisotropy is still finite.
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|SzASzB〉 E0/N mz mst
z mz/msat notation

| ↓↑〉 1
4Λ− 1

8ζJz 0 1/2 0 A1
| ⇓⇑〉 9

4Λ− 9
8ζJz 0 3/2 0 A3

| ↑↑〉 1
4Λ + 1

8ζJz −
1
2h 1/2 0 1/3 F1

| ↓⇑〉 5
4Λ− 3

8ζJz −
1
2h 1/2 1 1/3 P1

| ↑⇑〉 5
4Λ + 3

8ζJz − h 1 1/2 2/3 P2
| ⇑⇑〉 9

4Λ + 9
8ζJz −

3
2h 3/2 0 1 F3

Table 5.1: Summary of ground states in the Ising limit. We denote the fully and
partially polarized antiferromagnetic states by A3 and A1, the fully and partially
polarized ferromagnetic phases by F3 and F1, and finally the plateau states by
P2 and P1 corresponding to the 2/3 and 1/3 plateaus respectively. Although, the
partially polarized ferromagnetic state F1 is actually a plateau with m/msat = 1/3,
we prefer to call it ferromagnetic state and refer to the plateaus as states that exhibit
both finite mz and mst

z . ζ is the coordination number of the (bipartite) lattice.

at the phase boundary, where they coexist, the degeneracy will be 4-fold.The phase
transition between the phases P1 and F1 is of similar kind.
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The second order phase boundary between the two-sublattice states A3 and P1 is,
on the other hand, macroscopically degenerate. As we cross the boundary from the
phase A3 by increasing the field, the spin state of the sublattice with Sz = 3/2

will not change, but the Sz = −3/2 spin state of the other sublattice becomes
Sz = −1/2 in the P1 phase. At the boundary, however the spin states Sz = −1/2

and Sz = −3/2 are equally good, creating a 2N/2 fold degenerate manifold, if N/2 is
the number of sublattice sites. For this can occur on either sublattice A or B, there
is an additional factor 2. The degeneracy at the phase boundary then is 2 × 2N/2.
Turning on J , this degeneracy will immediately be lifted, and a gapless phase ap-
pears. The same scenario holds for the phase boundary between the phases P1 and
P2. These phase boundaries are shown by thick red line in Fig. 5.1.
Lastly, we examine the phase boundary between the uniform and two–sublattice
states. These phase boundaries are shown by thick blue lines in Fig. 5.1 and have
a ground state degeneracy WN . Let us concentrate on the boundary that separates
P2 and F3. The allowed (SzA, S

z
B) configurations are (3/2, 3/2), (3/2, 1/2) and

(1/2, 3/2), the configuration (1/2, 1/2) is not allowed, though. In the one dimen-
sional chain this rule gives a degeneracy WN = FN−1 +FN+1, where FN is the N -th
Fibonacci number (W2 = 3, W4 = 7, W6 = 18, W8 = 47, and so on). [Feiguin 2007]
In the case of square lattice, we cannot give an explicit formula forWN , numerically
we find W8 = 31 for the 8–site cluster with D4 symmetry and W10 = 68 for the
10–site cluster with C4 symmetry. We shall mention that the degeneracy depends
on the shape of the cluster.

5.2 A perturbation about the Ising limit

In this section, starting from the Ising phase diagram, we study the effect of the
off-diagonal exchange J , using perturbation theory. We distinguish among three
cases according to the three different types of phase boundaries, discussed above.

5.2.1 Estimating the first order phase transitions

In the Ising limit, we learned that the boundary between A1 and A3 is of first
order, corresponding to the lowest laying level-crossing in the energy spectrum that is
otherwise gapped. We assume that for small values of J the first order transition will
hold, so that we can estimate the corrections to the phase boundary by comparing
the ground state energies now expanded in powers of J . The lowest order corrections
appear in the second order:

EA1

N
=

Λ

4
− ζJz

8
− 2ζJ2

(ζ − 1)Jz
− 9ζJ2

32Λ− 8(ζ + 1)Jz
, (5.2)

EA3

N
=

9Λ

4
− 9ζJz

8
− 9ζJ2

(24ζ − 8)Jz − 32Λ
. (5.3)

Comparing these energies, we get that the first order phase transition between
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A1 and A3 in the square lattice happens when

Λ = 2Jz −
4J2

3Jz
+O(J4) (5.4)

for small J . In the case of the one–dimensional chain we get

Λ = Jz −
2J2

Jz
+O(J4). (5.5)

Similarly, from the second order corrections given in the appendix D, Eqs. (D.4)
and (D.3), the boundary between the phases P1 and F1 is

Λ = 2Jz −
2J2

Jz
+O(J4), (5.6)

for a square lattice and

Λ = Jz −
3J2

Jz
+O(J4), (5.7)

for a chain.

5.2.2 Field induced instability of uniform phases

We can think about the field induced instability of Ising phases as a softening of
magnetic excitations. The simplest magnetic excitations corresponds to lowering or
raising the spins on a site, S+

j → aj and S−j → a†j , or the other way around. This
excitations become delocalized due to the off-diagonal term J and are gapped in the
Ising phases. The size of the gap changes with the value of interaction parameters
and that of the magnetic field. When the energy gap vanishes, the excitations can
be created in arbitrary number and an off-diagonal long-range order develops. For
small values of J we can use perturbation expansion to obtain the dispersion of
these excitations. In the case of a uniform order the spins on the two sublattices are
equal, and the expansion of the excitation energy is simple. Let us pick one of the
uniform phases as an illustration, e.g. the fully polarized phase F3 and examine its
instability towards the plateau P2. In the phase F3 the ground state is

∏
j | ⇑j〉.

A spin excitation in this case corresponds to lowering the ⇑ spin to a ↑ on a given
site, with a diagonal energy cost

∆E = h− 2Λ− 3

2
ζJz. (5.8)

The off-diagonal terms can hop the excitations onto the neighboring sites, as shown
in Fig. 5.2(a), with a hopping amplitude

〈↑i⇑j |H| ⇑i↑j〉 =
3J

2
. (5.9)

This results in the following dispersion:

ωk = h− 2Λ +
3

2
ζ (Jγk − Jz) (5.10)
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic figure for the first order hopping process that occurs
during the instability of uniform phases F1 and F3, where the dispersion is ∝ 4γk.
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through a virtual state on the B-site.

with γk = 1
ζ

∑
δ e

ik·δ. The summation is over the vectors δ pointing toward the
ζ nearest neighbor sites. In the one-dimensional model γk = cos kx, while in two-
dimensions it is γk = 1

2 (cos kx + cos ky). The (5.10) excitation is gapped with a
minimum at k = π. Lowering the magnetic field the gap closes when

hsat =
3

2
ζ (Jz + J) + 2Λ. (5.11)

Instabilities of this kind, that is the instability of the phase F1 towards the phases
P2 and A1 are summarized in the appendix D in equations (D.7)-(D.9). The corre-
sponding critical fields are collected in Table 5.2, and are plotted in Fig. 5.3 for the
parameter value J/Jz = 0.2. We note that in the case of the F3 phase Eqs. (5.10) and
(5.11) are exact, while for F1 higher order terms in J/Jz appear in the dispersion.

Table 5.2: (color online) Summary of instabilities of uniform phases.

∆E hopping amplitudes hc

F3→ P2 h− 2Λ− 6Jz 3J/2 2Λ + 6Jz + 6J

F1→ P2 2Jz − h+ 2Λ 6J 2Λ + 2Jz − 6J

F1→ A1 −2Jz + h 2J 2Jz + 8J

5.2.3 Dispersion of spin–excitations in translational symmetry
breaking states on the square lattice

The softening of the excitations in the two-sublattice gapped phases, (A1, A3, P1,
and P2) which break the translational symmetry, occur in the second order of the
exchange coupling J .As an example, we discuss the lower instability of the 2/3-
plateau phase P2.
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The wave function of the phase P2 in the Ising limit is given by

|ΨP2〉 =
∏
j∈A

∏
j′∈B
| ↑j〉| ⇑j′〉. (5.12)

Applying the lowering operator S−j on the sublattices A and B, we obtain

|ΦA
i 〉 = | ↓i〉

∏
j∈A
j 6=i

∏
j′∈B
| ↑j〉| ⇑j′〉, (5.13)

|ΦB
i 〉 = | ↑i〉

∏
j∈A

∏
j′∈B
j′ 6=i

| ↑j〉| ⇑j′〉, (5.14)

with diagonal excitation energies

∆EA = h− 6Jz, (5.15)

∆EB = h− 2Λ− 2Jz, (5.16)

respectively. This corresponds to adding an excitation to the system. The two
energies are equal when Λ = 2Jz which is actually the phase boundary between the
phases P1 and F1 in the Ising limit (see Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.3: Instabilities (thick lines) of the gapped phases in the square lattice as
obtained from the perturbation theory for the parameter value J/Jz = 0.2. For
comparison we show the J = 0 Ising phase boundaries of Fig. 5.1 with thin blue,
red, and dashed lines.

In this case, the second order perturbation theory fails, as the hopping ampli-
tudes diverge (see appendix D Eqs. (D.15) and (D.16)). Therefore, we shall include
both |ΦA

i 〉 and |ΦB
i 〉 states into the ground state manifold.
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Then we need to diagonalize the following 2× 2 problem in k space:

H′P2 =

(
h− 6Jz 4

√
3Jγk

4
√

3Jγk h− 2Jz − 2Λ

)
. (5.17)

The 2× 2 matrix can be easily diagonalized, leading to the dispersion

ωk = h− 4Jz − Λ±
√

(Λ− 2Jz)
2 + 48J2γ2

k . (5.18)

We notice that for Λ = 2Jz the dispersion becomes linear in J , while for J � |Λ−Jz|
we can perform an expansion in J and obtain

ωk = h− 4Jz − Λ± (Λ− 2Jz)±
24J2γ2

k

Λ− 2Jz
. (5.19)

which corresponds to the result of the second order perturbation shown in the ap-
pendix in Eq. (D.10). Consistently, we shall take into account all the second order
processes that contribute to the dispersion. This can be done systematically, and
the full expression is given in Eq. (D.20). The critical field at which the gap vanishes
can then be determined without difficulty, and the instabilities of this type, given
by Eqs. (D.18), (D.19), and (D.20) are shown in Fig. 5.3 for J/Jz = 0.2.

5.3 Variational Phase Diagram

In this section we construct the phase diagram variationally, assuming either uniform
or two–sublattice ordering. We search for the ground state in the following site–
factorized variational form:

|Ψ〉 =
∏
i∈A

∏
j∈B
|ψA〉i|ψB〉j , (5.20)

where
|ψA〉 ∝ | ⇑〉+ eiξ1u1| ↑〉+ eiξ2u2| ↓〉+ eiξ2u3| ⇓〉 (5.21)

and we consider a similar expression for |ψB〉. In the general case, there are 6
independent variational parameters for each sublattice which can be determined by
minimizing the ground state energy

E =
〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉

. (5.22)

Recalling that the Hamiltonian has O(2) symmetry and commutes with the operator
Ŝz =

∑
i S

z
i , the state rotated through the angle ϕ about the z-axis, exp(−ϕŜz)|Ψ〉,

has the same energy as the state |Ψ〉. We can therefore reduce the number of
independent parameters, say on site A, from 6 to 5, so in total we have 11 variational
parameters to determine. It appears, however, that all the phases are coplanar, and
after a suitable rotation of the states, the amplitudes in the wave function can all
be chosen to be real.
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The site–factorized variational wave function (5.20) does not depend on the
connectivity of the lattice, only the number of the neighbours, ζ, appears in the
energy expression. For simplicity, we discuss the case of the square lattice, however
the results can be easily generalized to any bipartite lattice by replacing J → ζJ/4

and Jz → ζJz/4 in equations to come.
It is useful to note that in the gapped phases the variational wave function is

the same as it is in the Ising-limit, when the off-diagonal term is absent. The off-
diagonal term Ŝxi Ŝ

x
j + Ŝyi Ŝ

y
j contributes only if we tilt the spins from the z axis.

Consequently, the expressions for the ground state energies of the gapped phases
are also equal to those of the Ising limit.

Furthermore, the boundary of the gapped phases, assuming a continuous phase
transition, can be determined by studying the stability of the gapped variational
wave function |Ψ0〉: the 0 eigenvalue of the ∂2E/∂uα∂uβ indicates a second order
phases transition, where uα and uβ are coefficients of the wave functions orthogonal
to |Ψ0〉.

5.3.1 Heisenberg exchange with on-site anisotropy

This section is devoted to the phase diagram, as the function of magnetic field
and single-ion anisotropy, when the exchange interaction is SU(2) symmetric, i.e.
J = Jz. The phase diagram outlined in Fig. 5.4(a) was calculated by the variational
method introduced above.

On the hz = 0 line the ground state is the planar superfluid phase (SF0) which
will be discussed in chapter 6 in detail. In this phase the spin are confined in the
lattice plane, with opposite directions. However, only their relative direction is
restricted, and they can freely rotate (together) in the plane as long as their in-
plana uniform magnetization remains zero. As the magnetic field becomes finite,
the spins tilt out of the plane continuously, and the superfluid ground state SFF
exhibits finite magnetization mst

z = 1
2 |S

z
A− SzB| alongside the finite superfluid order

parameter OU(1) = 1
2 |S
⊥
A − S⊥B|, with S⊥j = (Sxj , S

y
j ). OU(1) is in fact the staggered

in-plane order parameter. We show the values of the relevant order parameters in
Fig. 5.4(b). A schematic figure of the conical phase SFF is shown in Fig. 5.4(a) and
the ground state wave function can be given as:

|ΨA〉 ∝ e−iϕŜ
z
A (| ⇑〉+ u| ↑〉+ v| ↓〉+ w| ⇓〉) (5.23)

|ΨB〉 ∝ e−i(ϕ+π)Ŝz
B (| ⇑〉+ u| ↑〉+ v| ↓〉+ w| ⇓〉) (5.24)

where u, v, and w are all real parametrs.
The ground state energies of the axial ferromagnetic phases and the fully polar-

ized ferromagnetic state are given in Table 5.1,
An analytical expression for the ground state energy of SFF is beyond our reach,

however, the phase boundary with the neighboring F3 phase can be given by cal-
culating the critical field for the polarized phase F3. By this we recover the exact
result of Eq. (5.11). Above the saturation field the fully polarized ferromagnetic
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fully and partially polarized ferromagnets F3 and F1 exhibit finite magnetization
mz, while in the conical ferromagnetic phase SFF the expectation values of both
mz and OU(1) are finite.

phase is stabilized as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). For large enough values of Λ the spins
become shorter and the partially polarized axial phase F1 emerges. Calculating the
instability of F1, the phase boundary turns out be

h = J + 2Jz + Λ±
√
J2 − 14JΛ + Λ2. (5.25)

In the Heisenberg limit, there is no evidence for gapped phases that break the
translational symmetry.

5.3.2 The effect of exchange anisotropy and the emergence of su-
persolid phase.

Let us now examine the simultaneous effect of exchange and single-ion anisotropies
in finite magnetic field. So far we learned that only the ferro-aligned spins in F1 and
F3 are present as gapped phases in the case of the Heisenberg exchange (Jz = J),
with a superfluid phase (canted antiferromagnet) between them. As the value of
J/Jz is lowered, islands of plateaus and antiferromagnetic phases emerge in the sea
of the superfluid phase. We chose a relatively large anisotropy J/Jz = 0.2, as in
that case we learned from the perturbational expressions that the 2-fold degenerate
gapped phases might be stable, as shown in Fig. 5.3. Indeed, the variational phase
diagram, shown in Fig. 5.5(a), displays all the phases we were looking for: The
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superfluid phase takes place around the axial ferromagnets, and between the plateaus
and axial antiferromagnetic phases, i.e. the gapped phases that exhibit staggered
diagonal magnetic order, a supersolid phase arises.

The extension of the supersolid around the phases A1 and P2 is the broadest at
their tips, when Λ is not too large. As we increase Λ, the supersolid region decreases,
and eventually vanishes for Λ → +∞. Since in this limit the mapping to the XXZ
model becomes exact, our finding is also consistent with numerical works on the
XXZ model on the square lattice that do not seem to find supersolid.[Kohno 1997,
Yunoki 2002, Batrouni 2000]
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The solid dot ending the first order transition represent a tricritical point. (b) Ex-
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transition from the completely polarized A3 phase to the superfluid phase. All the
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exhibits finite magnetization mz and finite staggered in-plane magnetization OU(1).
The ferromagnetically ordered phases F3 and F1 are characterized by finite mag-
netization mz, while the plateaus (P1 and P2) have an additional finite staggered
magnetization mst

z . In the supersolid phase all four order parameters have finite
expectation values.
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Based on variational calculation we find all the phase boundaries to be of second
order, except a single first order one around Λ ≈ 2Jz indicated by dashed line in
Fig. 5.5(a). This phase bounday is inherited from the J = 0 phase diagram, Fig. 5.1.

The expression of the phase boundaries of the axial ferromagnetic phases are the
same as in the Heisenberg limit (see Eqs. (5.11) and (5.25)). We determined the
phase boundaries of the plateaus and axial antiferromagnetic states by calculating
spin wave instability. The boundary for the 2/3-plateau can be given as

Λ =
h

2
−Θ±

√
(Θ− 3Jz)2 − 9J2, (5.26)

with Θ = 2Jz + 6J2

h/2−3Jz
. Similar calculations give

h =
√

2(J2
z − J2) + 2(Jz − Λ)2 − 2Σ,

Σ =
√

(J2 − Λ(Λ− 2Jz))2 + 32J2Λ(2Λ− Jz), (5.27)

for the phase boundary of the partially polarized axial antiferromagnetic phase A1.

Λ = Θ− h

2
±
√

(Θ− 3Jz)2 − 9J2 (5.28)

with Θ = 2Jz + h
2 + 6J2

h/2−3Jz
is the phase boundary of the plateau P1. While

Λ = 3Jz −
√
h2

4
+ 9J2 (5.29)

corresponds to the boundary of the axial antiferromagnetic phase A3. When J = 0

Eq. (5.28) and (5.29) recover the h = 6Jz − 2Λ phase boundary that separates
A3 and P1 in the Ising limit. The ground state energies and phase boundaries for
the superfluid and supersolid phases can only be obtained numerically. The ground
state wave function of the conical superfluid is given by Eq. (5.24), while that of
the supersolid can be expressed as

|ΨA〉 ∝ e−iϕŜ
z
A (| ⇑〉+ u| ↑〉+ v| ↓〉+ w| ⇓〉) (5.30)

|ΨB〉 ∝ e−i(ϕ+π)Ŝz
B
(
| ⇑〉+ u′| ↑〉+ v′| ↓〉+ w′| ⇓〉

)
, (5.31)

where u, u′, v, v′, w, and w′ are all real. Fig. 5.5(b) shows the evolution of the order
parameters which can be used to study the nature of the phases as we increase the
magnetic field for a few selected values of Λ/Jz.

5.4 Exact Diagonalization studies

In order to gain further insight, we compare the variational results with numerically
diagonalized small (8- and 10-site) clusters of spin S = 3/2 arranged on the square
lattice with periodic boundary condition. The exact diagonalization introduced in
this section were carried out by Karlo Penc.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The first few lowest lying energy levels of a 10 site cluster for (a)
Sz = 0 and (b) Sz = 1 as a function of Λ/Jz. We set J = 0.2Jz. The inset shows
the available k–points in the Brillouin zone. (b) Magnetization as a function of
magnetic field, as obtained from variational calculation and exact diagonalisation.
Here J = 0.2Jz, and Λ/Jz =0, 1.5, and 4.5. hsat is the saturation field [Eq. (5.11)].

In the two-sublattice phases the ground states with momentum k = (0, 0) and
(π, π) are degenerate in the thermodynamic limit. In the gapped phases this two-fold
degenerate level is well separated from the rest of the states, while in the supersolid
state, which is also a translational symmetry breaking two-sublattice state, the
rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken and we expect a gapless excitation, a
Goldstone-mode. Unfortunately, the large spin makes the finite size scaling difficult,
and without a finite size scaling we cannot be sure about the exact nature of the
ground state. Nevertheless, even our small cluster gives important support for the
variational phase diagram. In Fig. 5.6(a) we show the energy spectrum for the C4

symmetric 10 site cluster with the choice J = 0.2Jz, in the vicinity of Λ = 2Jz,
where we expect the first order transition the supersolid. In zero field the ground
state has Sz = 0, and in the lower panel of Fig. 5.6(a) we see that the energy
levels of lowest lying states corresponding to k = (0, 0) and (π, π) are essentially
indistinguishable and well separated from the higher levels for Λ < 1.88Jz. This
indicates the presence of a gapped, two–sublattice state that we can associate with
the A3 phase. The sharp level anti-crossing at Λ ≈ 1.88Jz indicates a first order
transition.
In the Sz = 1 sector, for Λ < 1.88Jz, the k = (0, 0) and (π, π) levels are equally close
and reversed in order compared to the Sz = 0 case, as shown in the upper panel
of Fig. 5.6(a). This behaviour indicates the rotational (U(1)) symmetry breaking,
possibly alongside the translational symmetry breaking which is the case in the
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supersolid phase.
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Figure 5.7: The gap ∆ = E(π,π) − E(0,0) as a function of Λ/Jz and h/Jz for the
10–site cluster. The solid curves separate the different Sz sectors.

In Fig. 5.7 we map out the energy gap between the ground states with mo-
menta k = (0, 0) and (π, π) in the different Sz sectors, as a function of Λ/Jz and
magnetic field. This plot can serve as an indicator of the translational symmetry
breaking. Aside from A1, we can identify the gapped phases whose extensions are
even quantitatively in good agreement with the variational phase diagram, shown
in Fig. 5.5(a). The consistency between the variational and exact diagonalization
result is also supported in Fig. 5.6(a)(lower), where we compare the magnetization
calculated by these two methods.

5.5 Supersolid in the one-dimensional model – DMRG

In one-dimension our variational approach can be tested by comparing it with the
results of Density Matrix Renormalization Group [White 1992] (DMRG) method.
The DMRG calculations shown in this section were carried out by Frank Pollmann.

Quantum Monte Carlo study suggested the presence of a supersolid phase in the
anisotropic S = 1 spin chain [Sengupta 2007b], which was later confirmed by DMRG
calculations. [Peters 2009, Peters 2010, Rossini 2011]. It seems natural, therefore, to
expect a supersolid phase to occur in the anisotropic spin-3/2 chain as well. Fig. 5.8
shows the phase diagram in the present finite magnetic field. We can clearly identify
the gapped antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic uniaxial phases with finite values
of the staggered (mst

z ) and uniform magnetizations (mz) and small entanglement
entropy. The extension of the gapped phases essentially follows the variational
phase diagram plotted in Fig. 5.5(a). However, the supersolid phase is more fragile
in the one–dimensional case due to strong quantum fluctuations. Consequently, the
gapless phase in the phase diagram is predominantly a simple Luttinger liquid with
correlations decaying algebraically.
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Figure 5.8: Phase diagram as the function of Λ/Jz and h/Jz for (a-c) J/Jz = 0.1

and (d-f) J/Jz = 0.2. We show the uniform and the staggered magnetization along
the z axes, where the plateau phases can be identified. The large increase of the
entanglement entropy indicates gapless phases. These results are in good agreement
with the variational phase diagram shown in Fig. 5.5(a).
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non-vaninshing off-diagonal order parameter mst

x shows the extension of the gapless
phases. The finite value of the mst

z and mx indicate a robust supersolid phases,
as seen in the lower panel. (Compare with Fig. 5.5(b).) (b) and (c) The mag-
netization has a square root singularity at the lower hc,1/Jz = 1.8579, and upper
hc,2/Jz = 2.0195 critical field. The solid lines show the m2

z ≈ 2.68(h − hc,1)/Jz +

16.9(h−hc,1)2/J2
z and (1−mz)

2 ≈ 1.27(hc,2−h)/Jz + 13.2(hc,2−h)2/J2
z fits to the

magnetization curves.
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It appears that the supersolid is stable only in a small region, between the
gapped phase A3 and P1. Both the magnetization and the staggered magnetiza-
tion in the supersolid show a square root like character at the lower and upper
critical fields, similarly to the magnetization in the XXZ model, see for example in
Ref. [Klanjšek 2008]. This behaviour can be understood by associating the spinons
with free fermions, then recalling that the density of states of free fermions shows
van Hove singularity at the band edges which manifests as a square root singularity
in the magnetization curve of the XXZ model.
This singularity is also inherited for the staggered magnetization at the critical fields.
This square root behaviour is shown in Fig. 5.9, where we plotted m2

z and (1−mz)
2

in panel (b) and (c) around the critical fields.
From variational calculations, we expect a continuos phase transitions into the

supersolid also at the upper edge of the P1 phase. Numerically, however, we find a
first order transition into the LL phase.

5.5.1 The case of S=1

As the spin-1 anisotropic Heisenberg model has been studied earlier, it is useful to
perform our variational calculation for the S = 1 case and compare our results to the
numerical quantum Monte Carlo findings of Ref. [Sengupta 2007a] The variational
phase diagrams, for J = 0 and J = 0.2Jz are shown in Fig. 5.10(a) and (b), respec-
tively. In the Ising limit, we find two uniform phases, denoted by 00 and 11, where
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Figure 5.10: The phase diagram of the anisotropic S=1 model in the (a) Ising–limit
for a bipartite lattice with coordination number ζ and (b) for the square lattice
(ζ = 4) when J = 0.2Jz, obtained from the variational calculation.

the numbers 0 and 1 correspond to the expectation value of the Sz. In addition,
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there are two translational symmetry breaking phases: 11̄ with zero magnetization
and 10 which is the 1/2 magnetization plateau. The saturation field is given by
hsat = Λ + ζJz + ζJ , and from the stability analysis of the gapped phases, 11̄, 00,
and 10, we obtain the following phase boundaries

h2 = (ζJz − Λ− ζJ)(ζJz − Λ + ζJ), (5.32)

h2 = Λ(Λ− 2ζJ), (5.33)

(h− Λ)(ζJz + Λ− h)(h− ζJz + Λ) = 2ζ2J2Λ, (5.34)

respectively.
The XXZ–like physics can be identified for the transition between the phases

11,10, and 00, where the supersolid is fragile. The region between the 10 and 11̄ is
of different nature, and we expect the supersolid phase to be robust in this part of
the phase diagram. This is exactly the region where the supersolid phase was found
in Ref. [Sengupta 2007a] . The nature of the phase transitions, is also in qualitative
agreement with the numerical results; we recover the first order transition between
the upper boundary of the 10 and the superfluid phases.





Chapter 6

Electromagnons and
Ba2CoGe2O7

They say a little knowledge is a dangerous thing, but it is not one half
so bad as a lot of ignorance.

– Terry Pratchett, Equal Rites

As we learned in the introductory chapter 2, spin systems of S > 1/2 sup-
port tensor interactions and may exhibit unconventional, often non-magnetic or-
ders, such as multipolar or nematic order. When one is interested in the dynam-
ical properties of such systems, the conventional quasi particle approaches, such
as the Holstein-Primakoff representation, fail and one needs to introduce general-
ized bosonic operators related not only to the spin but also to higher order op-
erators [Onufrieva 1985]. The idea of the extended spin wave approach is not
entirely new; it has been introduced to study magnetic systems with single-ion
anisotropy and/or higher order exchange terms [Onufrieva 1985, Papanicolaou 1984,
Papanicolaou 1988, Shiina 2003], as well as for spin systems with orbital degeneracy
in terms of flavor waves [Joshi 1999].

In this chapter we investigate the momentum and magnetic field dependent spin
excitations in the multiferroic compound Ba2CoGe2O7 based on the generalized
spin wave method, introduced in chapter 3. We will show that this approach is
sufficient to describe the higher excitations observed in the far infrared absorption
spectra, but would be beyond the reach of the conventional spin wave theory. A
word will be added on the spin-induced polarization at zero and finite temperatures,
with the aim to reproduce the experimentally observed peculiar behavior of the
induced polarization in magnetic field in Ref. [Murakawa 2010] (see Fig. 1.10 in the
introductory chapter 1).

Starting from the symmetry analysis in section 2.2.2 we consider the following
Hamiltonian

H = J
∑
〈i,j〉

(
Sxi S

x
j + Syi S

y
j

)
+ Jz

∑
〈i,j〉

Szi S
z
j +

∑
i

[
Λ (Szi )2 + gzzhzS

z
i + gxx(hxS

x
i + hyS

y
i )
]
, (6.1)

where 〈i, j〉 indicates nearest neighbor pairs, and the x, y, and z axes are parallel
to the [110], [11̄0], and [001] crystallographic directions, respectively (See Fig. 1.7).
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gxx = gyy and gzz are the principal values of the g tensor, and hα = µBBdc,α are
the components of the magnetic field.

6.1 Zero field phase diagram

In this part we give a detailed study on the zero-field excitations of Ba2CoGe2O7,
considering the effect of single-ion anisotropy, although, for simplicity we neglect the
DM interaction which is in fact very small compared to the exchange interaction.
On the other hand, we introduce the exchange anisotropy which has a significant
effect on the ground state, and subsequently on the excitations, as we have seen in
the previous chapter.

We start our investigations with a short discussion of the variational phase dia-
gram as the function of easy-plane and exchange anisotropies. Then, based on these
variational findings, we introduce a suitable boson basis and perform the generalized
spin wave approach to study the momentum dependent excitation spectrum. We
examine the isotropic case (Λ = 0, Jz = J) separately and consider the limit Λ→∞
in detail. The latter case will be compared the effective spin-1/2 model, discussed
in Ref. [Zheludev 2003]. Furthermore, we calculate the dynamical structure factor
for the excitation modes so that we can compare our results qualitatively with that
of neutron spectroscopy of Ref. [Zheludev 2003].

We search for the ground state in the site-factorized variational form introduced
in 5.3:

|Ψ〉 =
∏
i∈A

∏
j∈B
|ψA〉i|ψB〉j , (6.2)

where
|ψA〉 ∝ |3/2〉+ eiξ1u1|1/2〉+ eiξ2u2| − 1/2〉+ eiξ2u3| − 3/2〉 (6.3)

and with a similar expression for |ψB〉. The variational parameters, as usually, can
be determined by minimizing the ground state energy E = 〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉

〈Ψ|Ψ〉 .
The phase diagram exhibits two, the completely and the partially aligned, axial

antiferromagnetic states, A3 and A1, already familiar from section 5.1. In addition,
a superfluid (U(1)) phase emerges between them; this is referred to as a planar state
in Ref. [Sólyom 1984], for the spins are aligned in the lattice plane. However, one can
call this phase superfluid for the spin-rotation symmetry breaking phases exhibit off-
diagonal long-range order, or equivalently finite spin stiffness [Seabra 2011], that is
the property of such phases. In the following we refer to this phase as SF0. Between
the planar superfluid SF0 and the two axial antiferromagnets A1 and A3 an other
superfluid phase appears. The in-plane components of this conical antiferromagnet
have the same properties as the planar superfluid but it exhibits finite staggered
magnetization too, inheriting the property of the antiferromagnetic phases, A1 and
A3, as well. Therefore we call this phase SFA.1 A schematic figure of the various
phases is shown in the phase diagram in Fig. 6.1.

1As in a superfluid, or conical phase with finite staggered (antiferro) magnetization.
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Figure 6.1: Variational phase diagram for h = 0 as the function of Λ/J and Jz/J .
Solid lines stand for continuous (second order) phase boundaries, while the dashed
lines denote the first order phase transition. The black dot represents the SU(2)
symmetric isotropic Heisenberg model.

Comparing the ground state energies of A1 and A3 we find that the first order
phase boundary between them is Λ = 2Jz. The ground state wave functions of sites
A and B in the planar superfluid phase SF0 can be expressed as

|ΨA〉 = e−iϕAŜ
z
A |ΨSF〉, (6.4)

|ΨB〉 = e−iϕB Ŝ
z
B |ΨSF〉, (6.5)

where in the absence of in-plane magnetic field the spins are antiparallel, that is
ϕA = ϕ, ϕB = ϕ+ π, and the energy depends only on the variational parameter η:

|ΨSF〉 =
|32〉 − i

√
3η|12〉 −

√
3η| − 1

2〉+ i| − 3
2〉√

6η2 + 2
. (6.6)

The ground state energy as the function of parameter η reads

ESF0
0 (η)

N
=

3

4

η2 + 3

3η2 + 1
Λ− 18η2 (η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1)2 J . (6.7)

In the energy expression the Jz-term is missing, as this wave function has spin
components only in the xy plane. The energy in this phase is minimal when the
following equation is satisfied:

Λ

J
=

3(η2 − 1)(3η + 1)

3η2 + 1
. (6.8)
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For small values of Λ the ground state energy can be approximated as:

ESF0
0 = −9

2
J +

3

4
Λ− Λ2

16J
+O(Λ3) (6.9)

giving the phase boundary toward the antiferromagnetic phase A3

J = Jz −
Λ

3
− Λ2

72Jz
+O(Λ3) (6.10)

as plotted in Fig. 6.1. The parameter ϕ can take arbitrary value, carrying the U(1)
symmetry breaking property of the ground state (we recall that the Hamiltonian
commutes with the Ŝz operator), furthermore it determines the angle between the
spins and the axis y:

〈ΨA|Ŝ|ΨA〉 =
3η(η + 1)

3η2 + 1
(sinϕA,− cosϕA, 0) (6.11)

〈ΨB|Ŝ|ΨB〉 =
3η(η + 1)

3η2 + 1
(− sinϕB, cosϕB, 0) (6.12)

When Λ→ 0, that is the single-ion anisotropy is absent, η → 1 and the Hamil-
tonian (6.1) has SU(2) symmetry and consequently the ground state corresponds to
the spin-3/2 Néel-state. For Λ > 0 the Sz = ±3/2 components in the wave function
are suppressed. In the large Λ limit η →∞, and the length of the spin is equal to 1.
Let us recall that starting from a more general wave function than (6.6), when Λ > 0

the Sz = ±3/2 components are suppressed and the wave function is composed of
the Sz = ±1/2 components. Then the tip of the spin can move within an ellipsoid
and the length of the spin is maximal (equal to 1) when it lays in the xy-plane
and minimal (equal to 1/2) along the z-axis. Therefore a finite antiferromagnetic
exchange supports the planar ordering. When the exchange interaction becomes
anisotropic, and the Ŝzi Ŝ

z
j term becomes strong, this energy can compensate the

directional length dependence of the spin, and can choose a spin configuration with
a finite z and xy component. This happens in the conical superfluid phase, denoted
by SFA in Fig. 6.1. The parameter η can be expressed in the two limits as it follows:

η =

{
1 + Λ

6J +O
(

Λ2

J2

)
Λ� J

Λ
3J −

1
3 +O

(
J
Λ

)
Λ� J

(6.13)

The phase boundary of the conical superfluid phase (SFA) towards the planar
phase (SF0) and fully polarized AFM phase (A3) are beyond analytical reach, how-
ever, the numerically obtained boundaries are shown in Fig. 6.1. Starting from
phase A1 at a given Λ value, a second order phase transition takes place to the
superfluid phase, SFA. When the exchange coupling J is large enough, in-plane
spin components appear continuously as we reach SFA. The ground state of this
conical superfluid phase can be expressed as it follows:

|ΨA〉 ∝ e−iϕŜ
z
A (|3/2〉+ u|1/2〉+ v| − 1/2〉+ w| − 3/2〉) (6.14)

|ΨB〉 ∝ e−i(ϕ+π)Ŝz
B (w|3/2〉+ v|1/2〉+ u| − 1/2〉+ | − 3/2〉) (6.15)
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where the variational parameters u, v and w are all real values.
The instability of the partially aligned AFM phase A1 against canting gives the

phase boundary between the phases A1 and SFA

J =
Jz(Jz − Λ)

Jz − 4Λ
. (6.16)

The same model for one dimension has been treated by mean field calculations in
Ref. [Sólyom 1984] for quantum spins 1/2, 1 and 3/2. The phase diagram for the
case S = 3/2 is similar to ours, however the conical superfluid phase SFA is missing
due to a less general variational wave function.

6.2 Induced polarization in Ba2CoGe2O7

In this section we investigate how the induced electric polarization depends on the
applied in-plane magnetic field in Ba2CoGe2O7. We examine two field settings:
h||[010] and h[110]. We shall discuss in detail the effect of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction on the polarization. In particular, to explain the low field behavior of
the polarization observed in Ref. [Murakawa 2010], we introduce an antiferroelectric
term in the Hamiltonian that couples the electric polarizations on the neighboring
sites. For simplicity we assume that there is no exchange anisotropy: J = Jz, as
assumed in Ref. [Miyahara 2011] but we consider the out-of plane DM term:

H = J
∑
〈i,j〉

(
Sxi S

x
j + Syi S

y
j + Szi S

z
j

)
+
∑
i

[
Λ (Szi )2 + hSi

]
+Dz

∑
i∈A
j∈B

(Sxi S
y
j − S

y
i S

x
j ) . (6.17)

Again, we consider two-sublattice order and write the variational wave function in
the product form of (6.2) and (6.3).

Let us begin our investigations with the familiar case of Dz = 0. When the
external magnetic field is zero, the variational ground state of (6.17) is the planar
antiferromagnetic (or superfluid) phase, SF0, that breaks rotational symmetry U(1).
The planarity is the consequence of the easy-plane single ion anisotropy and the U(1)
symmetry breaking is related to the fact that in the absence of an in-plane magnetic
field the Hamiltonian commutes with total Sz. ϕA and ϕB determine the angles of
the spins with respect to the [110] direction, that is with respect to the y-axis. As
shown in the previous section, in zero field ϕA = ϕ and ϕB = ϕ + π, i.e. the spins
are antiparallel and the U(1) symmetry breaking is manifested in the fact that ϕ
can take arbitrary value.

However, in a finite in-plane magnetic field, ϕ is not arbitrary any longer and the
canted spins turn so that the total magnetization points into the direction of the field.
This two sublattice canted order is twofold degenerate because, the Hamiltonian is
invariant under the exchange of sites A and B when Dz = 0. Increasing the field,
the relative angle of the sublattices, δϕ = ϕA − ϕB, decreases from δϕ = π to
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Figure 6.2: (a) The in-plane field dependence of the relative angle δϕ of the spins
belonging to the two sublattices. (b) and (c) the field dependence of the parameter
η and that of the magnetization.

δϕ = 0, while the length of the spins is unchanged, that is, η remains constant
in the canted antiferromagnetic phase as indicated in Fig. 6.2(a) and (b). The
magnetization increases linearly with the field and its value is independent of the
single-ion anisotropy (see Fig. 6.2(c)).It is important to note that the length of the
spin is not equal to 3/2, and as we will see in the followings, this implies that there
might be an excitation mode corresponding to the longitudinal stretching of the spin
length. In the usual spin wave approach, the excitations correspond to tilting the
spin away from the quantization axis, that is, they are transversal excitations. The
possibility of a spin-stretching mode is the consequence of the single-ion anisotropy
(Λ), the exchange anisotropy by itself would not be enough.

At a critical value (hc) the two spins become aligned and in the place of the two-
sublattice order a uniform phase appears. The critical field, however, is not equal
to the saturation field, the spins are not fully magnetized yet. With the further
increase of the field the magnetization increases slowly as the spins reach their full
length, i.e. η decreases to η = 1 as shown in Fig. 6.2.

The polarization and magnetization for Dz = 0 in magnetic fields along the axes
[110] and [010] are plotted with black solid lines in Fig. 6.3(c) and (f), respectively.
The spin configurations of the twofold degenerate canted order are shown in panel
(a),(b) and (d),(e) for the two field settings. In both cases we indicate the canting
angle of the spins with respect to the applied field. Conveniently, in the case of
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Figure 6.3: (a),(b) Schematic figure of ground states in canted antiferromagnetic
phase when h||[110]. For Dz = 0 (a) and (b) are degenerate. A finite DM coupling
lifts the twofold degeneracy, the ground state configuration for Dz > 0 is shown in
(a) while (b) is selected when Dz < 0. (c) The polarization Pz, the magnetization
m[110] and the staggered magnetization mst

[110]
is shown. Black line indicates the

twofold degeneracy of the Dz = 0 case below the partially magnetized phase. The
colored lines correspond to the Dz > 0 and Dz < 0 cases in accordance with the
coloring of spin states in (a) and (b). (d),(e) the canted antiferromagnetic ground
state for h||[100]. Similarly to the case of h||[110] (d) and (e) are degenerate when
Dz = 0. Whereas a finite Dz lifts this degeneracy, and Dz > 0 selects the canted
state (d) while Dz < 0 prefers the configuration of (e). (f) When h||[100] the
uniform polarization vanishes (Pz = PAz + PBz = 0) and the staggered polarization
P st
z = PBz − PAz takes a finite value. The coloring of the cases Dz > 0 and Dz < 0

follows that of the spin states used in (d) and (e).

h||[110] this canting angle is ϕA and ϕB – following from the definition of the ground
state (6.5). However, when h||[010] we need to introduce the canting angles ϕ̃A and
ϕ̃B, to measure the angle from the [010]-axis.

Regarding the magnetization it is natural to consider m[110] and its rotated
counterpart m[010] as the relevant magnetic order parameters for the two selected
field settings h||[110] and h||[010]. It is not that easily perceived, however, which
component of the polarization will characterize the electric order in the two cases.
To get to the bottom of this, we will shortly discuss the connection between h||[110]

and h||[010] through a π/4-rotation of the local basis. In the original basis the spin
component Sy is parallel to the y-axis, which corresponds to the [110] direction. Let
us choose the new rotated basis so that the component S̃y becomes parallel to the
crystallographic axis [010]: The effect of the local basis transformation is sketched
in Fig. 6.4. As it was pointed out in Ref. [Murakawa 2010], the induced polarization
has extremum when the spin is aligned with either the upper or the lower edge of
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Figure 6.4: The connection between the cases h||[110] and h||[010]. In our notation
P zj takes maximum value for a spin aligned parallel to the lower edge (dashed line)
and minimum value along the upper (solid) edge. (a) Schematic spin configuration
for h||[110]. The two types of vectors indicate the two-fold degeneracy. The spin
induced polarization is the same on the two sublattices for the spins are canted by
the same angle from either the lower or the upper edge, of the tetrahedra. (b) Spin
configuration for h||[010] after rotating the basis by the angle π/4. Note that due to
the rotation of the tetrahedral environment the induced polarization changes. The
spins of the two subblatices are now canted from the different edges, consequently
the induced polarization on them have different sign.

the surrounding tetrahedra.2 If P zj is maximal for a given spin orientation, then
a π/2-rotation of the spin changes the sign of the polarization, as illustrated by
the angular dependence of polarization in Fig. 1.9(e). When the spin lays halfway
between these two positions, the polarization is zero. Applying the field in the
direction [110], the spins on the two sublattices are tilted by the same angle from
the same symmetry plane of the tetrahedra, therefore the induced polarization on
A and B has the same sign (and magnitude). However a π/4 rotation of the local
basis rotates the tetrahedral environment in a way that the spins on A and B are
now tilted from the different edges, and as a result the induced polarizations have
different sign on the two sublattices, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4.

According to this argument, when the field is parallel to [110] the relevant order
parameter is the total polarization P z = P zA+P zB, whereas for h||[010] the staggered
component P st

z = P zA − P zB will give a finite expectation value. We shall note,
that the difference between the two cases is related to the lattice symmetries as
well. While along the [110] direction the symmetry operation that connects site
A with site B is the mirror plane σ[110], along the [010]-direction the sites can be
transformed into each-other by a 21 screw axis. The lowest panel in Fig. 6.3(c) and
(f) shows the induced (staggered) polarization when the field is parallel to the [110]

([010]) crystallographic axis. We find that in the canted antiferromagnetic phase
the induced polarization can take two different values corresponding to the twofold
degeneracy of the ground state (see Fig. 6.3 (a),(b) and (d),(e)).

2The lower and upper edges are those parallel to the Co-plane and correspond to the diagonal
in our schematic figures.
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6.2.1 The effect of Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction

A finite magnetic field lifts the U(1)-degeneracy of the ground state (6.5) resulting
in a twofold degenerate canted antiferromagnetic ground state shown in Fig. 6.4.
Similarly to the effect of magnetic field, the DM interaction leads to a canting of the
antiferromagnetic state, as the term D(Si×Sj) prefers orthogonal spin configuration.
When the DM interaction is finite, but the magnetic field is zero, the canting angle
depends on the magnitude ofDz. This canted AFM phase, in contrast with the finite
hin-plane and Dz = 0 case, breaks the U(1) symmetry too, for Dz controls only the
direction of the spins on different sublattices relative to each other, and Sz remains
a good quantum number ([H, Sz] = 0) as long as there is no field applied in the
plane. Turning on the magnetic field in the case of finite Dz, the U(1) degeneracy is
lifted and a non-degenerate ground state develops as the DM coupling is sensitive to
the exchange of the sites A and B. Similarly to the case Dz = 0, below the critical
field the variational parameter η, consequently the spin length, remains constant,
as opposed to h > hc, when the spins are partially magnetized and their length
increases with the field. The canting angle δϕ = ϕA − ϕB depends on both the
magnetic field and the DM interaction, and the sign of Dz determines which of the
two canted states is realized. Comparing our results to the h||[110] measurement
of Ref. [Murakawa 2010] (see Fig. 1.10(b)), we find that Dz < 0 is the appropriate
choice.

A schematic figure of the canted ground states in the case h||[110] is shown in
Fig. 6.3(a) and (b) corresponding to Dz > 0 and Dz < 0, respectively. Similarly, in
the case of h||[010] the canted state in Fig. 6.3(d) will be realized for positive while
the spin configuration in Fig. 6.3(e) for negative values of Dz. The magnetization
and the spin order induced polarization is plotted in Figs. 6.3(c) and (f) for the
two field settings. Based on the above argument, when the field is pointing in
the direction [110] the total polarization is finite, while for h||[010] the staggered
polarization gives non-zero expectation value. We remark that with the choice
of κ = π/8, the total polarization for h||[[110] and the staggered polarization for
h||[010] would match perfectly. A finite Dz interaction chooses different branches
of the electric order parameter (Pz and P st

z ) for the two settings of magnetic field,
e.g. Dz < 0 favors the higher branch of the total polarization when h||[110] and the
lower branch of the staggered polarization in the case of h||[010].

6.2.2 The effect of an antiferroelectric term

For higher fields the polarization curve is satisfyingly similar to the measurements,
however, the low field behavior cannot be explained using only the Hamiltonian
(6.17). In order to reproduce the sharp decrease of polarization below h ≈ 1 T (see
Fig. 1.10(b)) we add an anitiferroelectric (Kz > 0) coupling term to our model

Hpol = Kz

∑
(i,j)

P zi P
z
j , (6.18)
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where the polarization operator can be written in terms of quadratic spin operators
based on the symmetry considerations in chapter 2:

P̂ zj ∝ cos 2κj

(
(Ŝyj )2 − (Ŝxj )2

)
− sin 2κj

(
Ŝxj Ŝ

y
j + Ŝyj Ŝ

x
j

)
(6.19)

(6.18) is an anisotropic biquadratic term in spin operators whose microscopic origin
can e.g. be due to lattice effects. Since [Hpol, S

z] 6= 0, the U(1) symmetry is lost
with this term in the Hamiltonian.

At low magnetic fields a fourfold degenerate ground state appears which actually
corresponds to the one discussed in Ref. [Toledano 2011], where the order parame-
ters in Ba2CoGe2O7 were investigated from purely the aspect of symmetries. Let us
start our investigation with Dz = 0 again. The spin direction is determined by the
minimization of (6.18) and (5.1). As discussed above and in Ref. [Murakawa 2010],
the orientation of the spins relative to the surrounding tetrahedron determines the
induced polarization. When the spin is pointing along the lower (or upper) edge
of the tetrahedron, the induced P z is maximal (or minimal). Therefore, a term
P zAP

z
B favors a spin configuration in which the spins on sites A and B are paral-

lel to different edges. Note that this is not an orthogonal spin configuration for
the tetrahedra of the different sublattices are rotated by 2κ ≈ 48◦ compared to
each other. The polarization term competes with the antiferromagnetic exchange
interaction and the resulting ground state is the canted state shown in Fig. 6.5(a).
A finite magnetization points along the [100] or [010] axes in these cases. When
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Figure 6.5: Ground state spin configurations when the antiferroelectric is present in
the Hamiltonian. (a) and (b) the fourfold degenerate ground state in zero field for
different signs of Dz. A spin configuration – with smaller canting angle – shown in
(a) would correspond to the caseDz = 0, too (c) when h||[110] a canted ferrimagnetic
phase emerges below hc2 ≈ 1 T due to the polarization term. (d) for h||[100], since
Kz > 0, the canted ferrimagnetic phase is missing, and at finite field the ground
state is the canted antiferromagnet similar to the case Kz = 0. A ferromagnetic
polarization term would have the opposite effect.

the DM interaction is finite this spin configuration is favored by Dz > 0 that only
changes the canting angle. However, a Dz < 0 introduces frustration, as it prefers a
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reversed spin orientation: if the angle between the spins is ϕA − ϕB for Dz > 0, it
is −ϕA +ϕB for Dz < 0 (see Fig. 6.5(b)). We can say that changing the sign of Dz

to negative corresponds to the exchange of sites A and B, however with a smaller
canting angle arising from the competition of Kz and Dz.

Selecting Dz < 0, that recovers the experimental results, we calculated the in-
duced polarization for both orientations of the magnetic field. In the case h||[110]

we observed a new phase below hc2 ≈ 1 T. This intervening phase is twofold de-
generate. Following from the different spin length on the sublattices A and B, a
suitable order parameter is |SA| − |SB|, therefore we refer to this phase as a canted
ferrimagnetic phase. The ground state can still be written as (??), but here the
parameter η, and so the spin length is different for the two sublattices. The angle
between the spins on sublattices A and B is determined by the collective effect of
Kz, Dz and h[110]. A schematic spin configuration of this phase is shown in Fig.
6.5(c). When h > hc2 ≈ 1 T we enter the canted antiferromagnetic phase that was
characteristic in the case Kz = 0 as well (see Fig. 6.3 (a)). When the field exceeds
hc ≈ 13 T, the partially magnetized uniform phase emerges. In the rotated field
setting, i.e. when h||[100] the intervening canted ferrimagnetic phase is missing, and
only three phases are observed. The finite field lifts the fourfold degeneracy of the
h = 0 ground state and we enter the non-degenerate two sublattice canted antifer-
romagnetic order shown in Figs. 6.5(d) or 6.3(e). At the critical field the canted
antiferromagnet is replaced by the uniform phase.

We shall note that a ferro polarization coupling (Kz < 0) would reverse the situ-
ation, and it would cause the emergence of the canted ferrimagnetic phase when the
field is h||[010], while for h||[110] this phase would not be present. The finite tem-
perature mean field calculations were carried out by Miklós Lajkó [Romhányi 2011].
The variational and the finite temperature mean field results are shown together in
Fig. 6.6(a) and (c) for h||[110] and h||[010], respectively. We took the realistic pa-
rameter setting: J = Jz = 1.885 K, Λ = 15.08 K according to Ref. [Miyahara 2011],
g = 2.2 and the values Dz and Kz were set to −0.02 K and 0.01 K respectively.
The mean field result for T = 2 K is essentially undistinguishable from the T=0
variational calculation.

For the field applied parallel to [110], we find that below hc2 ≈ 1 T the polar-
ization drops to zero and in this region there is a finite expectation value of m[110]

and P st
z , corresponding to the zero temperature canted ferrimagnetic phase. In this

region the polarization decreases sharply reproducing qualitatively well the exper-
imental findings in Ref. [Murakawa 2010] (see Fig. 1.10). Above hc2 the canted
antiferromagnetic phase takes place, in wich the spins rotate according to the in-
creasing field so that at hc ≈ 13 T, through a continuous phase transition, they
become aligned and the uniform, partially magnetized phase appears. With further
increase of h[110] the spins grow to reach |S| = 3/2.

For h||[100], however, the canted ferrimagnetic phase is absent, and at finite field
only the canted antiferromagnetic and partially magnetized phases can be observed.
Changing the polarization-polarization coupling to ferroelectric type, the situation
would be reversed: in h||[110] there would be no sign of the canted ferrimagnet,
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Figure 6.6: Behaviour of magnetization (a) and polarization (b) in external field
along the crystallographic axis [110] at various temperature values. (c) staggered
polarization and (d) magnetization results at finite temperature when the magnetic
field is parallel to the axis [010]. In this setting the canted ferrimagnetic phase is
missing, and the lower polarization curve (of Fig. 6.3) is selected when Kz > 0.
Similarly to the h||[110] case, the staggered polarization depends strongly on the
temperature, however the magnetization hardly changes. (J = Jz = 1.885 K,
Λ = 15.08 K, Dz = −0.02 K, Kz = 0.01 K and g = 2.2)

while it would appear for h||[010]. Taking strictly the Hamiltonian (6.17) extended
with the polarization term (6.18), we can recover the main characteristics of the ex-
perimental findings in Ref. [Murakawa 2010]. The polarization drops sharply below
1 T and it changes drastically with increasing temperature, whereas the magnetiza-
tion curve is almost unchanged. Based on our calculations, we believe that relevant
information regarding the low field phase could be obtained from torque measure-
ments. Furthermore, extending the magnetization measurements to higher fields
can provide information about the partially polarized uniform phase.

Nonetheless, there are yet some properties to account for. The polarization curve
in the experiments starts from a small negative value at zero field, while in our model,
due to the antiferroelectric term, Pz = 0 when h = 0. The significance of this small
negative polarization, and whether it is intrinsic to the material, is not clear at this
moment. Furthermore around hc2 the shape of the polarization is softer, in contrast
with our findings, that exhibit an edge in Pz when the canted ferrimagnet transforms
into the canted antiferromagnetic phase. We shall mention that such anomalies
can be reproduced within our model by assuming a finite residual magnetization
orthogonal to the applied field in the sample.
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6.3 Dynamical properties of Ba2CoGe2O7

In this final section we will investigate the excitation spectra in zero and finite
magnetic field. Although the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction played an important
role in the understanding of the induced polarization, due to its small magnitude it
affects the excitation spectrum negligibly. Therefore we consider the Hamiltonian
introduced in Eq. (6.1) which includes the single-ion, the exchange and the g-tensor
anisotropies, but omits the Dzyaloshinky-Moriya interaction.

6.3.1 Flavor wave spectrum in zero field

Let us introduce the bosons α†m that create the Sz = m states of a spin S = 3/2 as
|m〉 = α†m|0〉. In terms of the α bosons, the diagonal spin operators can be written
as

Sz =

3/2∑
m=−3/2

mα†mαm, (Sz)2 =

3/2∑
m=−3/2

m2α†mαm. (6.20)

and the off-diagonal spin raising operator is

S+ =
√

3
(
α†3/2α1/2 + α†−1/2α−3/2

)
+ 2α†1/2α−1/2, (6.21)

while the spin lowering operator can be easily achieved by its hermitian conjugation.
To conserve the boson number the following condition must be satisfied:∑

m

α†mαm = M , (6.22)

M being 1 for the spin S = 3/2. With this definition the spin operators of 6.20
and 6.21 fulfill the usual spin commutation relations.

As the following step, we apply an SU(4) rotation, that is, a uniform transfor-
mation as introduced in chapter 3, in the space of α†m bosons in order to set the
quantization axis right:

(a†j , b
†
j , c
†
j , d
†
j)
T = UA(e

3
2
iϕjα†−3/2, e

1
2
iϕjα†−1/2, e

− 1
2
iϕjα†1/2, e

− 3
2
iϕjα†3/2)T (6.23)

with

UA =



1√
6η2+2

√
3η√

6η2+2

√
3η√

6η2+2

1√
6η2+2√

3η√
14η2−8η+2

2η−1√
14η2−8η+2

− 2η−1√
14η2−8η+2

−
√

3η√
14η2−8η+2√

3η√
6η2+2

− 1√
6η2+2

− 1√
6η2+2

√
3η√

6η2+2

2η−1√
14η2−8η+2

−
√

3η√
14η2−8η+2

−
√

3η√
14η2−8η+2

− 2η−1√
14η2−8η+2


(6.24)

Similar expressions hold for the bosons on the B-sites, where the coefficients
are complex conjugates. In this rotated basis the variational solution Eqs. (6.5)
and (6.6) correspond to |ΨA〉 = a†A|0〉 and |ΨB〉 = a†B|0〉, and b, c, and d are suitably
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chosen bosons that will take the role of the Holstein-Primakoff bosons and describe
the excitations of the system. Replacing a†i and ai with

√
M − b†ibi − c

†
ici − d

†
idi

and performing an expansion in the parameter 1/M as outlined in chapter 3, the
multiboson spin-wave Hamiltonian up to quadratic order in bosons can be written
as:

H = M2H(0) +M3/2H(1) +MH(2) +O(M1/2) (6.25)

where H(0) is equal to the mean field energy, H(1) is identically zero when the (6.8)
condition for the mean-field solution is satisfied, and the quadratic term has the
following form after substituting (6.8):

H(2) =
1

2

∑
k∈BZ

(
H(2)
bd,k +H(2)

c,k

)
(6.26)

H(2)
bd,k =

[
6(η + 1)2

(
9η3 − 5η2 − η + 1

)
(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)

J −
3
(
7η2 − 4η + 1

)
3η2 + 1

Jγk

+
12η2(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
Jzγk

](
b†kbk + b†−kb−k

)
+

[
12η2(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
Jz +

3
(
7η2 − 4η + 1

)
3η2 + 1

J

]
γk

(
b†kb
†
−k + bkb−k

)
+

72η3(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
J
(
d†kdk + d†−kd−k

)
+

36
√

3η2(η + 1)(η − 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
J
(
b†kdk + b†−kd−k + d†kbk + d†−kb−k

)
+

9(η − 1)4

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
Jzγk

(
d†kd

†
−k + dkd−k + d†kdk + d†−kd−k

)
− 6

√
3η(η + 1)(η − 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
Jzγk

(
bkd−k + b−kdk + b†kd

†
−k + b†−kd

†
k

+b†kdk + b†−kd−k + d†kbk + d†−kb−k

)
, (6.27)

H(2)
c,k = 6J(η + 1)

(
c†kck + c†−kc−k

)
−3(3η + 1)2(η − 1)2

(3η2 + 1)2 Jγk

(
c†kc
†
−k + ckc−k + c†kck + c†−kc−k

)
. (6.28)

where

b†k =
1√
N

∑
j

e−ik·rjb†j (6.29a)

bk =
1√
N

∑
j

eik·rjbj (6.29b)
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correspond to the b-boson in the momentum space, and there are similar Fourier
transformations for the bosons c†k and d†k. The geometrical factor γk can be ex-
pressed as:

γk =
1

2
(cos kx + cos ky) (6.30)

Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28) can be diagonalized using the generalized Bogoliubov
transformation introduced in chapter 3. The eigenvalues of H(2)

c are independent of
Jz and read as:

ωc = 6J(η + 1)

√
1− (η − 1)2(3η + 1)2

(η + 1) (3η2 + 1)2γk, (6.31)

The analytical expression for the eigenvalues of H(2)
bd is, however, beyond our

reach. We show the excitation spectrum for various single-ion anisotropy and ex-
change anisotropy values in Fig. 6.7(a) and (b). The excitation spectrum consists
of six modes, three for each Co2+ spin in the unit cell.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Flavor wave dispersion for various single-ion anisotropy values when
the exchange interaction is isotropic (J = Jz). (b) Dispersions at different exchange
anisotropy values for large easy-plane anisotropy, namely Λ/J = 8.

As noted above, for Λ = 0 the variational parameter η is equal to 1 and the
bosons a†A and a†B create spin coherent states with maximal spin length S = 3/2, that
is, the usual antiferromagnetic Néel state is realized as the ground state. The low-
energy excitations, b+ and b− can be associated with the magnons of the standard
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spin wave theory, corresponding to the lowering and raising the ±3/2 spin states
of the sublattices. The high-energy modes, c± and d±, can be excited by applying
the operators Ŝ−j or Ŝ+

j twice and three times, respectively, implying that these
transitions can only be excited by quadrupolar or higher order spin operators. As a
simple explanation to the excitation energies 12J and 18J related to c± and d±, let
us examine what happens to a spin |S| = 3/2 in the Weiss field hW = 4× 3J

2 of the
four neighboring antiparallel spins after applying Ŝ−j Ŝ

−
j and Ŝ−j Ŝ

−
j Ŝ
−
j . The energy

of the four bonds in the AFM state is −9J
4 × 4, while after rotating the middle

spin twice it becomes 3J
4 × 4 resulting in the Zeemann energy 3J − (−9J) = 12J .

Similarly rotating the middle spin three times toward the antiparallel spin, they
become actually parallel for the spin length is only 3/2 and the energy of the four
bonds becomes 9J

4 × 4, providing the energy difference 9J − (−9J) = 18J . A finite
anisotropy Λ reduces the symmetry of the system from O(3) to O(2) decreasing the
number of zero energy Goldstone modes from two to one. The zero-energy Goldstone
mode associated with turning the order parameter in the xy plane can be given by
the self-adjoint operator b†GM = bGM

b†GM ∝ b
†
(0,0) + b(0,0) −

√
3(η − 1)2

2η(η + 1)

(
d†(0,0) + d(0,0)

)
(6.32)

that commutes with the spin-wave Hamiltonian H(2). As we turn on Λ, the varia-
tional parameter η increases and the spin length in the Néel ground state becomes
smaller. The excitation energies in the limit Λ→ 0 can be written as

ω2
b = 12(1− γk)J [3J + 3γkJz + Λ] +O(Λ2), (6.33a)

ωc = 12J + Λ + (1− 2γk)
Λ2

24J
+O(Λ3/J2), (6.33b)

ωd = 18J +O(Λ3/J2), (6.33c)

ωb+ shows the square-root behaviour of anisotropy gap, typical for the ordinary
spin wave theory in the case of a small exchange (J 6= Jz) and/or single-ion (Λ)

anisotropies. The d-branch acquires dispersion only in the order Λ4/J3.
The intensity of neutrons scattered from the magnetic moments is proportional

to the spin-spin correlation function in the following way

d2σ

dΩdω
∝
∑
α,β

(δαβ − q̂αq̂β)Sαβ(q, ω) , (6.34)

where q is the scattering vector defined as the difference between the incoming and
outgoing neutron wave vectors. q̂ denotes the normed vector q/|q|, so that the
polarization factor (δαβ− q̂αq̂β) implies that neutrons only couple to magnetization
perpendicular to the scattering vector. The scattering function Sαβ(q, ω), often
referred to as the dynamical structure factor, is in fact the Fourier transform of the
time and space dependent spin-spin correlation function and can be given as

Sαβ(q, ω) =
2π

N

∑
f

〈0|Sα−k|f〉〈f |S
β
k |0〉δ(ω − ωf ) (6.35)
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Therefore, to learn whether a given excitation mode is active, we shall determine
the matrix elements |〈0|Sαk |f〉|2. When Λ is small, the modes c± and d± are silent
in neutron, ESR and FIR spectra.
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Figure 6.8: Dispersion relation in the for Λ/J = 0.5, i.e. small Λ limit. The
widths of the filled curves above the excitation energies denote the matrix elements
|〈f |Sααk |0〉|2 with α = x, y and z in panel (a), (b) and (c), respectively.

When Λ→ 0 the matrix elements can be approximated as

|〈0|Sx|b〉|2 =
3

4

√
J + Jzγk + Λ/3

J − Jγk
+O(Λ2) (6.36)

|〈0|Sz|b〉|2 =
3

4

√
J − Jγk

J + Jzγk + Λ/3
+O(Λ2) (6.37)

|〈0|Sy|c〉|2 =
Λ2

48J2
+O(Λ3) . (6.38)

|〈0|Sx|d〉|2 and |〈0|Sz|d〉|2 are of the fourth order in Λ. The modes b± and d±
correspond to perpendicular fluctuation of the spins, i.e. these modes are transversal
modes, similarly to the modes in the standard spin wave theory. The spin length
of the modes c− and c+ are oscillating synchronously and in opposing phase on the
two sublattices, respectively. Therefore we call these modes spin-stretching modes.
As a consequence the mode c−, with the spin length of the sublattices oscillating
together, can be excited by the spin operator Sy, with a finite weight in |〈0|Sy|f〉|2
that vanishes as (Λ/J)2 when Λ/J → 0.

For a large on-site anisotropy η → Λ/3J in the leading order, and the Sz = ±3/2

states are suppressed in the ground state, reducing the spin length to 1. We recover
the spectra of isolated spins with single-ion anisotropy: two modes with energies
ω/Λ → 0 and four modes with ω → 2Λ, in agreement with Ref. [Miyahara 2011].
The dispersion relations have the following form
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ω2
b = 16(1− γk) (4J + Jzγk) +O(1/Λ), (6.39)

ωc = 2Λ + 4J − 3Jγk +O(1/Λ), (6.40)

ωd = 2Λ + 4J − 3Jγk +O(1/Λ), (6.41)

and the matrix elements can be expressed as

|〈0|Sx|b〉|2 =

√
4J + Jzγk

2
√
J − Jγk

+O(1/Λ) (6.42)

|〈0|Sz|b〉|2 =

√
J − Jγk

2
√

4J + Jzγk
+O(1/Λ) (6.43)

|〈0|Sy|c〉|2 =
3

4
− 24− 9γk

8

J

Λ
+O(1/Λ2) (6.44)

|〈0|Sx|d〉|2 =
3

4
− 24− 9γk

8

J

Λ
+O(1/Λ2) (6.45)

|〈0|Sz|d〉|2 =
3J2

Λ2
(1− γk)2 +O(1/Λ3) . (6.46)

The numerically calculated matrix elements in the large Λ spectrum are shown in
Fig. 6.9. Similarly to the small Λ limit, the c modes behave differently from the
modes b and d; they have finite weight in Syy(ω,k), while the other two modes
are active for the components Sxx(ω,k) and Szz(ω,k). In the limit Λ � J, Jz,
one can project out the states with m = ±3/2, that is map the problem to an
XXZ model. When Λ is large, the essential degrees of freedom are reduced to the
Sz = ±1/2 states of the spin-3/2. These two states can be represented as the
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σz = ±1/2 states of an effective spin–1/2 model with the Hamiltonian: Heff =∑
<i,j>

(
4J
(
σxi σ

x
j + σyi σ

y
j

)
+ Jzσ

z
i σ

z
j

)
where the σαj are the spin–1/2 operators on

site j that act on the Hilbert space of the effective spins. This provides the dispersion
2
√

(4J ± 4J |γk|)(4J ∓ Jz|γk|), in agreement with the result in Ref. [Zheludev 2003].
The scattering function is related to the imaginary part of the dynamical sus-

ceptibility χ(q, ω) which measures the response of the system, and its imaginary
part is related to the energy dissipation.

Sαβ(q, ω) =
~
π

(
1

e~ω/kBT − 1
+ 1)Imχ(q, ω) , (6.47)

Therefore calculating the matrix elements Imχmmαα (ω) ∝ |〈0|Sαk |f〉|2 and Imχeeαα(ω) ∝
|〈0|Pαk |f〉|2 tells us which mode is active for magnetic and which for electric exci-
tation in optical spectroscopy [Miyahara 2011]. As introduced in chapter 2, when
the crystal structure breaks the inversion symmetry, spin quadrupolar and electric
dipole (or electric polarization) operators have the same symmetry properties. The
polarization P and the spin behave oppositely under the inversion (I) and the time
reversal (T ) operations: I ·P = −P and T ·P = P , while I ·S = S and T ·S = −S.
For there is no inversion center in Ba2CoGe2O7, we only have to account for the
action of T , and it follows that the polarization can be coupled linearly to operators
that are even-order in the spin operator, consequently are invariant under time re-
versal. Based on symmetry considerations, we showed in chapter 2 that the different
components of the polarization vector can be expressed in terms of quadratic spin
operators (or in fact quadrupole operators) in the following way

P̂ xj ∝ − cos 2κj

(
Ŝxj Ŝ

z
j + Ŝzj Ŝ

x
j

)
− sin 2κj

(
Ŝyj Ŝ

z
j + Ŝzj Ŝ

y
j

)
P̂ yj ∝ cos 2κj

(
Ŝyj Ŝ

z
j + Ŝzj Ŝ

y
j

)
− sin 2κj

(
Ŝxj Ŝ

z
j + Ŝzj Ŝ

x
j

)
P̂ zj ∝ cos 2κj

(
(Ŝyj )2 − (Ŝxj )2

)
− sin 2κj

(
Ŝxj Ŝ

y
j + Ŝyj Ŝ

x
j

)
(6.48)

where j belongs to either sublattice A or B. The different orientation of the neigh-
bouring tetrahedra (see e.g. Fig. 1.7) is accounted for by choosing κj∈A = κ and
κj∈B = −κ. Thus, as the consequence of the lack of inversion symmetry, a new
channel opens to excite the b, c and d modes. The electric field of the incident
light can directly couple to the spin quadrupolar operators (6.48) and the response
can be expressed by Imχeeαα(ω) ∝ |〈0|Pαk |f〉|2 [Miyahara 2011]. Indeed, d− and c+

modes with only magnetic quadrupole moments are excited this way and remain
silent for the magnetic component of the exciting light, Imχmmαα (ω), irrespective of
the ratio Λ/J . Form numerical study we learn that most of the weight in Imχmmxx (ω)

comes from the low-energy b+ mode, while the contribution of d+ to Imχmmxx (ω) is
proportional to (Λ/J)4. Imχmmzz (ω) is zero for all but the Goldstone mode b−.
The spectrum as a function of Λ/J in zero magnetic field and for zero momen-
tum is shown in Fig. 6.10(a). The dynamical magnetic and electric susceptibility
Imχmmαα (ω) and Imχeeαα(ω) are shown in Fig. 6.10(b) and (c), respectively. From the
analysis of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility it follows that these unconventional
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Figure 6.10: (a) The energy of the modes for different values of Jz/J in zero field.
b− denotes the ω = 0 Goldstone mode. Only the b+ and d+ modes depend on
Jz/J . The dashed lines indicate modes in the easy-axis AF state that forms below
Λ ≈ 2.7J for Jz = 2. (b) and (c) shows the imaginary part of the magnetic χmmξξ (ω)

and electric χeeξξ(ω) dynamic susceptibilities, respectively, for J = Jz. The shaded
area above the lines represent the strength of the magnetic and electric response.

spin excitations become observable by ESR, FIR, and neutron scattering as soon as
the single-ion anisotropy becomes significant.

6.3.2 Quantitative comparison with experiments

In this part we attempt to interpret the experimentally observed excitation spectra.
First let us examine the excitations in finite magnetic field. We shall distinguish
beween two settings of the external field Bdc, namely when it is perpendicular to
the tetragonal plane, that is the plane of the cobalt ions, and when it is laying in
the plane. The Hamiltonian expressed in terms of the bosons a, b and c, due to
its complicated form, has been moved to the appendix E to Eqs. (E.11) and (E.10)
The experimental data and the results of our flavor wave calculations are collected
in Fig. 6.11. From the fit of the experimental data we obtain the following values
Λ = 13.4 K, J = 2.3 K, Jz = 1.8 K, gzz = 2.1 and gxx = gyy = 2.3. We can
identify the ω ≈ 2 and 4 meV zero field (Bdc = 0) peaks which correspond to about
0.5 and 1 THz observed in the FIR absorption spectra in Refs. [Kézsmárki 2011,
Bordacs 2011]. As discussed in the previous section, the lower mode corresponds to
the conventional magnon excitation energy with a gap arising from the anisotropies.
The 1 THz branch, however, cannot be described in the usual spin wave picture.
These higher excitations are so called electromagnons as they have been shown to
respond to both the magnetic and electric component of light [Kézsmárki 2011]. In
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Figure 6.11: Magnetic field dependence of the absorption spectra in Ba2CoGe2O7

below 2 THz for a representative set of light polarizations. The spectra are shifted
vertically proportional to the magnitude of the field, Bdc. The distance between
horizontal grid lines corresponds to 20 cm−1 in panels (a) and (c), and 30 cm−1

in (b) and (d). The direction of Bdc is indicated in each panel and the spectra
for different polarizations and propagation directions (k) of light are distinguished
by the color. Grey triangles and yellow diamonds represent the position of the
resonances determined from the FIR and ESR spectra, respectively. The grey lines
show the field dependence of the modes obtained in our multi-boson spin wave
approach. (d) For Bdc ⊥ [001] in some polarization configurations additional modes
have been observed (red triangles) that are not explained by the theory. Two cases,
namely when E‖[11̄0] and E‖[001] are shown here.

our model this branch corresponds to the modes c± and d± which, in accordance
with the experimental findings, appear in both the magnetic and electric dynamical
susceptibility, as shown previously in Fig. 6.10.

The finite external magnetic field applied perpendicular to the cobalt plane
Bdc||[001] splits the 1 THz modes. In this V-shaped splitting the frequencies of
two excitations increase, while the other two modes soften with increasing field.
The lowest-lying mode of the ω ∼ 1THz branch is theoretically predicted to be
weak and denoted by dashed grey line in Fig. 6.10(a) and (c). This mode does not
appear in the experimental spectra. The frequency of the 0.5 THz mode increases
with the increasing field until about 12 T where it would cross the lower 1 THz
mode. There, after an avoided crossing, its frequency begins to decrease, as indi-
cated in Fig. 6.11(a) and (c). Our theoretical model implies that the ground state is
a conical (or superfluid) state, characterized by (5.24) which spontaneously breaks
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the U(1) rotational symmetry. As a consequence, a Goldstone mode is present up
until the saturation field hsat = 1

gzz

[
3
2ζ(J + Jz) + 2Λ

]
introduced in chapter 5 in

Eq. 5.11. Inserting our fitting parameters and setting the coordination number ζ to
4, the saturation field can be calculated Bdc ≈ 24K which corresponds to about 36
T. In the fully saturated phase a gap appears in the Goldstone mode as indicated
in Fig. 6.11(a).
Figs. 6.11(b) and (d) show the calculated excitation spectra and the experimental re-
sults of ESR and FIR measurements for Bdc ‖ [100]. As discussed in section 6.2, the
finite magnetic field applied in the plane of the cobalt layer lifts the U(1) degeneracy
and the ground state is a canted antiferromagnetic state, therefore the Goldstone
mode disappears as soon as the field becomes finite. Increasing the magnetic field the
canting angle δϕ = ϕA − ϕB decreases and at about Bdc ≈ 16 T the spins becomes
aligned with the magnetic field. This value, however is not equal to the saturation
field, although the spins are magnetically polarized, they have not reached their full
length. The phase transition from the canted antiferromagnetic phase to the par-
tially polarized phase is indicated by the softening of the ω ∼ 0.5 THz mode and by
a kink appearing in the 1THz branch as shown in Figs. 6.11(b) and (d). When Bdc

is in the cobalt plane, there are more than six resonances observed experimentally in
some polarization configurations. Fig. 6.11(d) shows the E‖[11̄0] and E‖[001] cases.
At about Bdc = 5 T, the 0.5THz mode splits into two, a broader and a sharper,
levels and the number of modes is not reduced until about 12 T. This splitting of
the 0.5THz resonance is the only feature not explained by our theoretical model,
otherwise it describes satisfyingly the magnetic field dependence of the spin wave
excitations in Ba2CoGe2O7.

!
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Figure 6.12: Fitting of the inelastic neutron spectrum in Ref. [Zheludev 2003]. We
need to mention that the values of the parameters J , Jz and Λ were obtained from
the fitting of the excitation spectrum in finite magnetic field which will be discussed
in the next section.
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Finally, let us point out that with the coupling parameters determined from the
fitting of the FIR and ESR spectra, the low lying magnetic excitations observed in
inelastic neutron scattering can be reproduced quantitatively. The neutron scatter-
ing data from Ref. [Zheludev 2003] and the calculated dispersion relation is shown
in Fig. 6.12. We propose that additional four modes are present in the zero field
spectrum with weak dispersions, which might be detected by higher energy neutron
scattering.





Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook

Million-to-one chances crop up nine times out of ten.

– Terry Pratchett, The Light Fantastic

We attempted to give a general, yet far from complete, introduction to some
of the interesting phenomena one can encounter in the vast field of strongly corre-
lated electron systems. We aimed to show that simple, but appropriately chosen
spin models, discussed in terms of variational approach and generalized spin wave
technique, can get us quite far in the understanding of some not-so-straightforward
properties of real materials. The two materials considered here were the orthogonal
dimer system, SrCu2(BO3)2 and the multiferroic compound Ba2CoGe2O7.

The first step of our approach was the construction of a Hamiltonian that is
able to describe the most important features of the given compound. Consequently,
we performed a thorough symmetry analysis to learn which terms can actually be
included. Naturally, we shall stress that the symmetry considerations by themselves
would not have been sufficient; to determine the relevant terms one always has to
be aware of the experimental facts. The forms of the different variational wave
functions used in our calculations were strongly motivated by measurements too.

In the case of SrCu2(BO3)2 the exponentially vanishing magnetic susceptibility
measured in Ref. [Kageyama 2000] suggested that the ground state is a magnetically
disordered (singlet) state, with properties very similar to quantum spin liquids.
Regarding the excitations, inelastic neutron scattering [Gaulin 2004] and electron
spin resonance measurements [Nojiri 2003] showed that the triplet excitations split
in zero magnetic field, indicating the presence of an anisotropy that can mix the
singlet and triplet states of the dimers. Accordingly, we worked in the singlet-triplet
dimer basis, allowing for their arbitrary linear combination in the variational wave
function.

Considering Ba2CoGe2O7, the neutron scattering experiment of
Ref. [Zheludev 2003] indicated a two-sublattice canted antiferromagnetic or-
der. The effective spin-half model, introduced on the basis of strong easy-plane
single-ion anisotropy, used in Ref. [Zheludev 2003] to fit the spectrum, however
is not able to account for the higher excitations observed in the THz absorption
spectrum of Ref. [Kézsmárki 2011]. Therefore we chose a site factorized variational
wave function in which we include all the four states of the spin-3/2 objects.

To study the relevance of the anisotropies, the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction
in the case of SrCu2(BO3)2 and the single-ion and exchange anisotropies in the case
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of Ba2CoGe2O7, we mapped out the variational phase diagrams as the function
of the coupling strengths and external magnetic field applied parallel to different
crystallographic directions. Furthermore, we discussed the properties of appearing
phases in detail.

Regarding Ba2CoGe2O7, we qualitatively reproduced the in-plane field depen-
dence of the magnetic order induced polarization on the basis of the variational
approach. Here the inclusion of Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction proved to be es-
sential. The induced polarization does not have dynamics on its own, but follows
the spin order. When the field is applied in the cobalt plane, the ground state
is two-fold degenerate, thus the induced polarizations of the differently ordered
domains would cancel each other which is not what was observed experimentally
in Ref. [Murakawa 2010]. A small finite Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction, on the
other hand, ‘selects’ between the two possible states, changing the characteristics of
induced polarization drastically.

The dynamical properties were studied using the generalized spin wave method
derived in chapter 2. For both material we extensively discussed the effect of the rel-
evant anisotropies on the excitation spectrum, aiming to get an insight to the nature
of the different modes. Selecting physically suitable coupling values, we could recover
the experimentally obtained excitation spectra with remarkable accuracy. Addition-
ally, we investigated the variational phase diagram of bipartite lattices with S = 1

and 3/2 spins as the function of single-ion anisotropy and magnetic field at various
ratios of exchange anisotropy. Although this investigation has less experimental
relevance, we found that relatively strong single-ion anisotropy along with Ising-like
exchange anisotropy supports the formation of supersolid states in magnetic field.

Needless to say, there is still a lot to do in order to a deeper understanding of the
properties of these materials. For example, SrCu2(BO3)2 is famous for exhibiting
plateau states at various fractions of the saturated magnetization. These plateaus
are characterized by magnetic superstructures and – aside from the 1/2-plateau –
break the translational invariance of the lattice as the unit cell contains more than
two dimers. To describe i.e. the 1/3 magnetization plateau, we need to include
six dimers in the unit cell, which can be done in different ways. As it turns out,
however, the building block of this plateau is probably not a single-dimer, but the
brick of three neighbouring dimers that are entangled. At present, these calculations
are in progress.

The story of Ba2CoGe2O7 requires further considerations as well. Although, our
model is able to recover the higher excitations which are beyond the reach of the
usual spin wave method, and serves as a tool to understand their electromagnon
aspects, there are additional excitations observed in the THz light absorption spec-
trum that we cannot understand in the framework introduced here. Nevertheless,
we believe that the stretching modes we observed in Ba2CoGe2O7 shall appear in
any S > 1/2 material with strong single-ion anisotropy, starting from the related
compounds CaxSr2−xCoSi2O7 [Akaki 2009, Akaki 2010] and Ba2MnGe2O7

1.

1H. Murakawa, private communication
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Thesis statements

1. I showed that the generalized spin wave method is suitable to quantitatively re-
produce the experimentally observed magnetic field dependent excitation spec-
trum of the orthogonal dimer compound, SrCu2(BO3)2. To obtain the correct
spectrum one needs to allow for the singlet state to mix with all three triplet
components – this goes beyond the usual perturbation approach, where only
two states per dimers are kept. Furthermore, the finite-field gap in the per-
turbational approach is proportional to the intradimer Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya
coupling D, while the generalized spin wave method gives a gap proportional
to
√
D, resulting in a spectrum which is in agreement with the experimental

results.

2. On bipartite lattices with larger spins (S>1/2) the competition of strong
single-ion axial anisotropy, the exchange anisotropies, and the off-diagonal
exchange support the formation of magnetic supersolid states in finite mag-
netic field perpendicular to the easy plane. I determined the phase diagram of
such an S=3/2 model: When the off- diagonal exchange is zero the phase di-
agram is characterized by axial antiferromagnetic, ferromagnetic and plateau
phases. The supersolid phase emerges in the vicinity of the translational sym-
metry breaking axial plateau states when the off-diagonal exchange is finite,
but smaller than the diagonal one. Between the supersolid and axial phases
spin-rotational symmetry breaking superfluid phase is found. When the ex-
change interaction is isotropic, but the single-ion anisotropy still breaks the
SU(2) symmetry, the plateau islands and their supersolid rim are washed away
by the superfluid phase.

3. I pointed out the essential role of the out-of plane Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya in-
teraction for the description of the in-plane magnetic field dependence of the
magnetic order induced electric polarization in the multiferroic compound
Ba2CoGe2O7 at zero temperature. Depending on its direction, one of the
two degenerate canted antiferromagnetic states is selected, changing the po-
larization curve drastically. Furthermore, including an antiferro polarization-
polarization term in the Hamiltonian, along with the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya
interaction, can account for the sharp low field (. 1 T) decay in the curve of
the induced polarization.

4. I showed that along with the lower lying magnetic excitations, available by the
usual Holstein-Primakoff spin wave theory, the high-energy (∼ 1THz) modes
observed in Ba2CoGe2O7 up to 33 T can be quantitatively reproduced in terms
of generalized spin waves. As the Hilbert space of a spin S=3/2 is sufficiently
large, these modes exhibit quadrupole and octupole characteristics in a natural
way, and the non-centrosymmetric property of Ba2CoGe2O7 enables them to
be excited by the electric component of the incident light. In the multiferroic
ground state the length of the spins is less than 3/2, consequently two of the
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high-energy modes are longitudinal excitations, in contrast to the usual spin
wave method, where the magnons are associated with transverse fluctuations.
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Appendix A

The hermiticity of the spin
wave Hamiltonian

After the 1/M expansion we wrote the Hamiltonian as

H = M2H(0) +M3/2H(1) +MH(2) +O(
√
M) (A.1)

In this the first corrections appear in H(2) as H(1) is identically zero when the mean-
field ground state is realized and H(0) is a constant corresponding to the mean-field
energy. After Fourier transformation we brought H(2) into the following form

H(2)(k) =


a†A(k)

a†B(k)

aB(−k)

aA(−k)


T 

H11(k) H12(k) H13(k) H14(k)

H21(k) H22(k) H23(k) H24(k)

H31(k) H32(k) H33(k) H34(k)

H41(k) H42(k) H43(k) H44(k)




aA(k)

aB(k)

a†B(−k)

a†A(−k)


(A.2)

Now we will show that due to the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian only six of the
Hij(k) matrices are independent. Applying the bosonic commutation relations we
can write:

a†A(k)H11(k)aA(k) =
∑
nm

[H11(k)]nm a
†
A,n(k)aA,m(k)

=
∑
nm

[H11(k)]nm aA,m(k)a†A,n(k) + const.

= aA(k)HT
11(k)a†A(k) + const. (A.3)

then substituting k → −k and recalling that in the Hamiltonian (A.2) we have
aA(−k)H44(k)a†A(−k) it follows that H44(k) = HT

11(−k). Replacing A with B and
H11(k) with H22(k) we obtain H33(k) = HT

22(−k) in the same way. Similarly

a†A(k)H12(k)aB(k) =
∑
nm

[H12(k)]nm a
†
A,n(k)aB,m(k)

=
∑
nm

[H12(k)]nm aB,m(k)a†A,n(k)

= aB(k)HT
12(k)a†A(k) (A.4)
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with k→ −k we get H34(k) = HT
12(−k). Furthermore(

a†A(k)H12(k)aB(k)
)†

= a†B(k)
(
a†A(k)H12(k)

)†
= a†B(k)H†12(k)aA(k) (A.5)

providing H21(k) = H†12(k). In fact this derivation is applicable in general:
Hji(k) = H†ij(k), therefore combining our previous result H34(k) = HT

12(−k) with
H43(k) = H†34(k) we obtain H43(k) = (HT

12)†(−k) = H∗12(−k), where the sym-
bol ∗ stands for the complex conjugation. The additional connections between the
matrices inH(2)(k) can be derived in a similar manner, resulting in the Hamiltonian:

H(2)(k) =


a†A(k)

a†B(k)

aB(−k)

aA(−k)


T 

H11(k) H12(k) H13(k) H14(k)

H†12(k) H22(k) H23(k) HT
13(−k)

H†13(k) H†23(k) HT
22(−k) HT

12(−k)

H†14(k) H∗13(−k) H∗12(−k) HT
11(−k)




aA(k)

aB(k)

a†B(−k)

a†A(−k)


(A.6)

We shall mention that the hermiticity of H(2)(k) requires other conditions related to
the form of H11(k), H22(k), H14(k) and H23(k). The first two must be hermitian
for they are in the diagonal part of H(2)(k): Hii(k) = H†ii(k), the other two on the
other hand has to fulfill the following equations: H14(k) = HT

14(−k) and H23(k) =

HT
23(−k). To prove this let us take

a†A(k)H14(k)a†A(−k) =
∑
nm

[H14(k)]nm a
†
A,n(k)a†A,m(−k)

=
∑
nm

[H14(−k)]nm a
†
A,n(−k)a†A,m(k)

=
∑
nm

[H14(−k)]nm a
†
A,m(k)a†A,n(−k)

=
∑
nm

[
HT

14(−k)
]
mn

a†A,m(k)a†A,n(−k)

= a†A(k)HT
14(−k)a†A(−k) (A.7)

the condition for the form of H23(k) can be derived accordingly by changing the
sublattice A to B.
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Banished phases

B.1 The undiscussed phases in the high symmetry case
of SrCu2(BO3)2

B.1.1 The Néel phase

When J = 0, the Shastry–Sutherland model becomes identical to a square–lattice
Heisenberg antiferromagnet, where a Néel–type antiferromagnet with alternating
spins is realized. A finite J coupling introduces frustration, as spins on the diag-
onal of the squares are now antiferromagnetically connected, and we end up with
helical states in the semiclassical limit [Shastry 1981, Albrecht 1996]. Considering
the quantum S = 1/2 case, a twofold degenerate plaquette-singlet state is realized
for 0.67 < J ′/J < 0.86 [Koga 2000, Läuchli 2002b]. However, our dimer-product
variational wave function is unsuitable to describe the plaquette state: it does not
capture the entanglement in the plaquette singlets that is present along the iterdimer
bonds.

In the current variational approach , the Néel state can be given as

ΨA = e−iϕ|tu〉+
√

2v|t0〉+ v2eiϕ|td〉
(B.1)

ΨB = e−i(ϕ+π)|tu〉+
√

2v|t0〉+ v2ei(ϕ+π)|td〉

We note that since there are four spins in the unit cell, the Néel–type antiferromagnet
is a q = 0 state. The singlet component does not contribute and the amplitudes
of the triplet components in Eq. (B.1) wave function are such that they describe
an S = 1 spin coherent state on a dimer. These effective S = 1 spins on the A
and B dimers form the canted spin configuration of the Néel antiferromagnet in the
field.The expectation value of the energy is given by

E =
J

2
+ 2J ′

(
1− 6v2 + v4

)
(1 + v2)2

− 2hz
1− v2

1 + v2
. (B.2)

Minimazing the variational energy with respect to v, we obtain

v =

√
4J ′ − hz
4J ′ + hz

, (B.3)

and

ENéel =
J

2
− 2J ′ − h2

z

4J ′
. (B.4)
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The magnetization in the unit cell increases linearly with the field, mz = hz/2J
′.

The non-vanishing order parameters are(
mx

Néel
my

Néel

)
=

√
16J ′2 − h2

x

2J ′

(
cosϕ

− sinϕ

)
, (B.5)

as defined in Table 2.3.
A first order phase transition takes place at h =

√
8(J − J ′)J ′ between the

dimer–singlet and Néel state, as shown in Fig. 4.1. This boundary can be easily
obtained from equating the dimer–singlet energy [Eq. (4.19)] and the energy of the
Néel–antiferromagnet [Eq. (B.4)].

B.1.2 Half–magnetization plateau

The effective repulsion between the singlets and triplets gives rise to plateaus in the
Shastry–Sutherland model [Miyahara 1999, Momoi 2000a, Momoi 2000b] . In our
variational approach only the two–fold degenerate (Z2 symmetry breaking) one–half
magnetization plateau state is available, to describe the other plateaus we need to
take a larger unit cell. The 1/2 plateau state is formed by alternating singlet and
Sz = 1 triplet bond. The energy per unit cell reads:

EPS = −J
2
− h . (B.6)

The non-vanishing order parameter is mz
Néel = ±1, given in Table (2.3). The phase

boundary cab be determined by examining the classical instability, and the boundary
to the O(2)× Z2 phase reads

8JD′⊥
2

= (hz − J)
[
J2 − (2J ′ − hz)2

]
(B.7)

While the first order phase transition to the Néel state occurs when

4JJ ′ = h2 − 4hJ ′ + 8J ′2 . (B.8)

B.1.3 The fully polarized phase

In large magnetic fields all the spins become aligned, and a fully polarized ferromag-
netic (FM) state with the ground state ΨA,0 = ΨB,0 = |tu〉 is realized. The energy
per unit cell can be given as

EFM =
J

2
+ 2J ′ − 2h . (B.9)

Clearly, this phase reflects all the symmetries of the Hamiltonian, and shows no
symmetry breaking. The phase boundaries to the Néel and 1/2-plateau states are
J ′ = h/4 and J ′ = (h− J)/4, respectively.
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B.2 The Z2 phases of the low symmetry phase diagram

B.2.1 Z2[C2v] phase

For positive values of D′⊥ the Z1[D2d] state is connected via a continuous phase
transition to a two–fold degenerate Z2[C2v]. This is the phase that smoothly evolves
from the high symmetry D = 0 plateau state as we turn on the intradimer DM
interaction, which tilts the spins from the direction that is parallel to the field. The
variational wave function of this phase is given as

ΨA = |s〉+
w√
2

(|tu〉+ |td〉)±
v√
2

(|td〉 − |tu〉)

= |s〉A + w|ty〉A ± vi|tx〉A

ΨB = |s〉+
w√
2

(−i|tu〉+ i|td〉)∓
iv√

2
(|td〉+ |tu〉)

= |s〉B − w|tx〉B ∓ vi|tx〉B
(B.10)

The ground state breaks time–reversal invariance: the dimers have a magnetization
along the z direction, alternating between the A and B dimers. At the same time,
the staggered magnetization is also finite, with moments pointing along the dimers.
In other words, it is characterized by a nonzero value of the nC4 and mz

Néel order
parameters which were defined in Table (2.3).

Of possible practical interest is the form of the wave function for small values of
D/J in the plateau region. To discuss this case, it is conveninet to write the wave
function in the following form:

ΨA = |s〉+ dA |td〉+ uA |tu〉 , (B.11)

ΨB = |tu〉 − dB |td〉+ isB |s〉 (B.12)

From numerical minimization we learn that dA, uA, and sB grow linearly with D,
while dB ∝ D2 and can be neglected. The energy including the leading term in D/J
is

E = −hz −
J

2
+

D√
2

(uA + dA + sB)

+
(
J − 2J ′ + hz

)
d2
A + 4D′⊥sB (dA − uA)

+ (hz − J) s2
B +

(
J + 2J ′ − hz

)
u2
A (B.13)

This equation can now be easily minimized. Skipping the details, let us only mention
the result for the magnetization:

mz = 1− D2

8

[
1

(hz − J)2
− 1

(hz + J − 2J ′)2
+

1

(J + 2J ′ − hz)2

]
(B.14)

The deviation from the mz = 1 plateau value is proportional to D2, and this gives
a finite slope intead of a plateau in the magnetization curve.
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B.2.2 Z2[S4] phase boundary

At h = 0, for negative D′⊥ the states Z2[S4] is realized with the wave functions are

ΨA = |s〉+
w√
2
e±iϕ (|tu〉+ |td〉)

= |s〉A + we±iϕ|ty〉A
ΨB = |s〉+

w√
2
e±iϕ (−i|tu〉+ i|td〉)

= |s〉B − we±iϕ|tx〉B
(B.15)

Like the previous phase, this also breaks time reversal symmetry: the staggered
magnetization has a finite value, and the spins are perpendicular to the dimers in
the xy plane and are pointing in opposing directions on the two ends.

As we can see in Fig. 4.2(a), this phase is stable for small magnetic fields only. To
find the phase boundary between the I and Z2[S4] phase, we look at the instability
of the I phase wave function against a perturbation leading to symmetry breaking
found in the Z2[S4] phase:

ΨA = |s〉+ (u± iδ) |tu〉+ (d± iδ) |td〉 (B.16)

ΨB = |s〉 − i(u± iδ) |tu〉+ i(d± iδ) |td〉 (B.17)

where δ is small. The variational energy of the state above, keeping the leading
term in δ, is

E = EZ1[D∈d] +
1

2
cδ2 (B.18)

where

c =
4J

(u2 + d2 + 1)2 −
2
√

2D(u+ d)

(u2 + d2 + 1)2 +
4hz(u

2 − d2)

(u2 + d2 + 1)2

− 8J ′(u2 − d2)2

(u2 + d2 + 1)3 −
16D′⊥(2ud+ 1)

(u2 + d2 + 1)3 (B.19)

The instability occurs when it is energetically favorable to introduce a perturbation
that happens when c < 0. The phase boundary is thus defined by c = 0, where the
amplitudes u and d minimize the energy EZ1[D∈d]. Solving the set of ∂EZ1[D∈d]/∂u =

0, ∂EZ1[D∈d]/∂d = 0 and c = 0 equations we get

D =
√

2J
u+ d

u2 + d2 − 1
(B.20)

D′⊥ = −J
4

u2 + d2 + 1

u2 + d2 − 1
(B.21)

hz = 2J ′
u2 − d2

u2 + d2 + 1
(B.22)
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at the boundary. Eliminating the u and d, the critical field reads

hc(Z2[S4]) =

√
16D′⊥

2 −D2 − J2
DJ ′

2D′⊥(J − 4D′⊥)
. (B.23)

The Z2[S4] phase is realized for hz < hc(Z2[S4]). It is actually a very tiny region,
as can be seen on Fig. 4.2.





Appendix C

An effective model of
SrCu2(BO3)2

C.1 Keeping |s〉 and |t1〉 only

In the case of the field parallel to the z axis it is a usual practice to keep only the
low lying singlet and Sz = 1 triplet (the component aligned with the field) state of
a bond. Here we are interested in the behavior of the gap close to the critical field.
For that reason, we restrict the discussion to the dimer–singlet and the O(2)[S4]

phase for D = 0 and the Z1[D2d] phase in finite D case.
As a first step, we define the following rotated boson operators

s̃†A(k) = cos
α

2
s†A(k) + sin

α

2
eiϕt†1,A(k) , (C.1a)

t̃†A(k) = sin
α

2
s†A(k)− cos

α

2
eiϕt†1,A(k) , (C.1b)

s̃†B(k) = cos
α

2
s†B(k)− i sin

α

2
eiϕt†1,B(k) , (C.1c)

t̃†B(k) = sin
α

2
s†B(k)− i cos

α

2
eiϕt†1,B(k) , (C.1d)

so that the variational wave–function that comprises the above mentioned phases is
given by |Ψ〉A = s̃†A |0〉 and |Ψ〉B = s̃†B |0〉, and we fix the phase ϕ = 0 for convenience
[see also Eq. (4.20) for comparison]. The expectation value of the Hamiltonian is
then given by

E0 = −J
(

1

2
+ cosα

)
+
J ′

2
(1− cosα)2 +D′⊥ sin2 α

+
1√
2
D̃ sinα− gzhz(1− cosα) . (C.2)

Here we introduce the D̃ = D− 2gshz, as in this section the D and the gs appear in
this combination only. Minimization procedure involves solving a quartic polynomial
equation that is tedious. Instead, we concentrate on the case when the anisotropy
terms D̃ is small.

We also need the bond–wave Hamiltonian. For that we introduce

t̃†±(k) =
1√
2

[
t̃†A(k)± t̃†B(k)

]
(C.3)

symmetric and antisymmetric combination of the rotated triplet operators that re-
duce the size of the matrices in the Hamiltonian. Expanding in powers of M , we
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get H = E0M
2 + MH2 + . . . , where we omitted higher order terms in 1/M . The

bond wave Hamiltonian H(2) = H(2)
+ +H(2)

− is given as

H(2)
± =

∑
k

(
t̃†±(k)

t̃±(−k)

)T (
a± (b+ 2D′⊥)γ1 bγ1

bγ1 a± (b+ 2D′⊥)γ1

)(
t̃±(k)

t̃†±(−k)

)
,

(C.4)

where the a can be conveniently expressed as

a = b− E0 − hz −
J

2
(C.5)

and
b =

1

2
(J ′ − 2D′⊥) sin2 α , (C.6)

while γ1 is defined in Eq. (4.50). The Bogoliubov transformation yields the

ω± =
√

(a± 2D′⊥γ1)(a± 2bγ1 ± 2D′⊥γ1) . (C.7)

C.1.1 High symmetry case

The minimal energy for D̃ = 0 of Eq. (C.2) is achieved for

cosαO(2) =


1 hz ≤ hc1 ,

hc1+hc2−2hz
hc2−hc1

hc1 ≤ hz ≤ hc2 ,
−1 hc2 ≤ hz .

(C.8)

This solutions correspond the the dimer–singlet, O(2)[S4] and the fully polarized
phase, respectively. Note that the one–half magnetization plateau is missing – the
form of the chosen wave function does not allow for the Z2 breaking.

hc1 = J − 2|D′⊥| , (C.9a)

hc2 = J + 2J ′ + 2|D′⊥| . (C.9b)

The variational energy of the unit cell is then

E0 =


−3J

2 hz ≤ hc1
−3J

2 −
(hz−hc1)2

hc2−hc1 hc1 ≤ hz ≤ hc2
J
2 + 2J ′ − 2gzhz hc2 ≤ hz

. (C.10)

It turns out that the boundary between the dimer singlet phase and the O(2)

phase is shifted to the expense of the O(2) phase compared to the case when we
keep all the four state of a dimer [see Eq. (4.18)], and the boundaries overlap only
in the limit of small |D′⊥| values, when the critical field is close to J .
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Figure C.1: (a) The lowest lying branch of the excitation spectrum at the k =

0 is shown when keeping 4 (thick) and 2 bosons (thin lines) per dimer for J ′ =

0.6J , D′⊥ = 0.1J and different values of D̃. (b) The bond wave spectrum has a
dip at the hc1 = 0.8J critical field. The dotted line is the approximation from
Ref. [Miyahara 2005], the dashed line and the circle are the approximations given
by Eqs. (C.16) and (C.18), respectively.

Now, let us turn to the excitation spectrum. In the dimer–singlet phase a =

J − hz and b = 0 in Eq. (C.4), so that the H(2)
± matrices are actually diagonal,

H(2)
± =

∑
k

ω±(k)t̃†±(k)t̃±(k) , (C.11)

with the excitation energies

ω±(k) = J − hz ± 2D′⊥ cos
qa
2

cos
qb
2
. (C.12)

This is the same as the small D′⊥/J limit of the dispersions given by Eqs. (4.51),
when we kept all the four bosons per dimer.

In the O(2)[S4] phase the a = J − hc1 = −2D′⊥ and

b =
(hz − hc1)(hc2 − hz)

(hc2 − hc1)
, (C.13)

and from Eq. (C.7) we get

ω±(k) = 2

√
1∓ cos

a

2
cos

b

2

√
D′⊥

(
D′⊥ ∓

(
D′⊥ + b

)
cos

a

2
cos

b

2

)
. (C.14)
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We note that ω+(k)→ 0 as k→ 0, thus it becomes the Goldstone mode associated
with the continuous symmetry breaking in the O(2) phase.

C.1.2 Low symmetry case

In the presence of the D̃ anisotropies the ω+ Goldstone mode acquires a finite gap
in the presence of anisotropies. In the case of small D̃ we include the first order
correction in D̃ to the α given by Eq. (C.8),

cosα =

(
1 +

D̃√
2(hz − hc1)(hc2 − hz)

)
cosαO(2) , (C.15)

and we end up with

ω+ = D̃1/2

[
(hz − hc1)(hc2 − hz)

2

]1/4

(C.16)

in the leading order in D̃. This approximation is shown with dotted line in
Fig. C.1(b). It clearly fails as h → hc1, as in the limit αO(2) → 0 the Eq. (C.15)
is not valid any more. Instead, at the critical field hc1 and in the α → 0 limit the
energy expression Eq. (C.2) simplifies considerably, in leading order

α = − 21/6D̃1/3

(J ′ − 2D′⊥)1/3
, (C.17)

and for the gap we get

ωc1 =

√
3D̃2/3 (J ′ − 2D′⊥)1/3

22/3
. (C.18)

This approximation is shown with circle in Fig. C.1(b). We find that on the
boundary between the dimer–singlet and the O(2) phase the gap closes faster
than D̃1/2, namely with a power 2/3. Such a behavior at the quantum critical
point has been discussed for quantum antiferromagnets in Refs. [Fouet 2004] and

[Chernyshev 2005]. We also note that the perturbational
√

(h− hc1)2 + D̃2 result
of Ref. [Miyahara 2005] does not capture the quantum fluctuation effects close to
the critical field hc1.



Appendix D

Perturbation expansion

Here we are presenting the results of the Rayleigh-Scrödinger perturbation theory
applied to states and excitations in the J → 0 limit.

D.1 Second order corrections in J to the ground-state
energy

The second order correction to the energy/(per site) of the different phases are as
follows:

ε
(2)
A1 = −8J2

3Jz
− 9J2

2(4Λ− 5Jz)
(D.1)

ε
(2)
A3 = − 9J2

2(11Jz − 4Λ)
(D.2)

ε
(2)
F1 = − 12J2

2Λ− Jz
(D.3)

ε
(2)
P1 = − 6J2

7Jz − 2Λ
(D.4)

ε
(2)
P2 = −3J2

2Jz
(D.5)

ε
(2)
F3 = 0 (D.6)

D.2 First order degenerate perturbation theory for ex-
citation spectrum of the uniform F1 and F2 phases

ωF1→P2 = −h+ 2Jz + 2Λ + 6Jγk (D.7)

ωF1→A1 = h− 2Jz + 8Jγk (D.8)

ωF3→P2 = h− 6Jz − 2Λ + 6Jγk (D.9)

where γk = 1
ζ

∑
δ e

ik·δ.

D.3 Second order degenerate perturbation for the exci-
tation spectrum of the staggered phases

The softening of the excitations in the two-sublattice gapped phases, A1, A3,
P1, and P2, occur in the second order of J . The on-site excitations have dif-
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ferent energies on the two sublattices, and depending on this energy discrepancy
one should follow different strategies for the degenerate perturbation calculations.
As an example, we discuss the lower instability of the 2/3-plateau phase P2 in
more detail. The wave function of the phase P2 in the Ising limit is given by
|ΨP2〉 =

∏
j∈A

∏
j′∈B | ↑j〉| ⇑j′〉, and the effect of the lowering operator S−j results

in |ΦA
i 〉 = | ↓i〉

∏
j∈A
j 6=i

∏
j′∈B | ↑j〉| ⇑j′〉 and |ΦB

i 〉 = | ↑i〉
∏
j∈A

∏
j′∈B
j′ 6=i

| ↑j〉| ⇑j′〉 with
the diagonal excitation energies ∆EA = h− 6Jz and ∆EB = h− 2Λ− 2Jz, respec-
tively, as it was noted in section 5.2.3. When the energy difference on the sublattices
is larger than J , that is, when ∆EB−∆EA = 4Jz−2Λ� J , the ground state man-
ifold is given by the states |ΦA

i 〉. Since 〈ΦB
i |H|ΦA

i′ 〉 =
√

3J for neighboring i and i′

sites and 〈ΦA
i |H|ΦA

i′ 〉 = 0, the | ↓〉 excitation acquires dispersion in a second order
process in J , where the | ↑〉 excitations on the B sublattice can be viewed as virtual
state [see Fig. 5.2(b)]. This leads to

ωP2→P1(k) = h− 6Jz −
3J2

4Jz − 2Λ
16γ2

k + ω
(2)
P2→P1 (D.10)

where the ω(2)
P2→P1 denotes additional second order contributions in J that are in-

dependent of k — the full form of the dispersion is given in Eq. (D.16). In other
words, the gap closes quadratically for small values of J . A similar calculation can
be done for the case ∆EA−∆EB = 2Λ− 4Jz � J , when the ground state manifold
is given by the |ΦB

i 〉 states, and we obtain the dispersion, Eq. (D.15), where the
hopping amplitude is quadratic in J (we note that a new virtual state assists the
hopping).

ωP1→A3 = h+ 2Λ− 6Jz −
36J2

8Jz − 2Λ
− 9J2

4(8Jz − 4Λ)
16γ2

k +
48J2

7Jz − 2Λ
(D.11)

ωP1→P2 = −h+ 6Jz −
3J2

2Jz
+

48J2

7Jz − 2Λ
− 3J2

6Jz − 2Λ
(16γ2

k + 8) (D.12)

ωA1→F1 = −h+ 2Jz −
27J2

4Λ− 4Jz
− 12J2

2Λ− 2Jz
+

64J2

3Jz
+

36J2

4Λ− 5Jz

−2J2

Jz
(16γ2

k + 8)− 3J2

2Λ− 4Jz
16γ2

k (D.13)

ωP2→F3 = −h+ 6Jz + 2Λ− 9J2

8Jz
(16γ2

k + 8) + 12
J2

Jz
(D.14)

ωP2→F1 = h− 2Jz − 2Λ− 12J2

2Jz + 2Λ
− 9J2

8Jz
16γ2

k

− 3J2

2Λ− 4Jz
16γ2

k +
3J2

Jz
(D.15)

ωP2→P1 = h− 6Jz +
21J2

4Jz
− 3J2

4Jz − 2Λ
16γ2

k (D.16)
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ωA3→P1 = −h+ 6Jz − 2Λ− 12J2

10Jz − 2Λ
+

36J2

11Jz − 4Λ

− 9J2

8(5Jz − 2Λ)
(16γ2

k + 8) (D.17)

When we include the excitations on both sublattices, the S−i excitations from
the phase A1 in the k space are the eigenvalues of the matrix

HA1 =

(
Σ1 4

√
3Jγk

4
√

3Jγk Σ2

)
− 8ε

(2)
A1 (D.18)

where Σ1 = 2Jz − h − 2J2

Jz
(16γ2

k + 8) − 27J2

4Λ−4Jz
− 12J2

2Λ−2Jz
and Σ2 = 2Λ − 2Jz − h −

12J2

Jz
− 9J2

4(4Λ−6Jz)(16γ2
k + 8). If we expand in J up to the second order, we recover

Eq. D.13, the corrections to the dispersion directly to the F1 phase.
Similarly, for the phase P1

HP1 =

(
2Λ + h− 6Jz − 36J2

8Jz−2Λ 6Jγk

6Jγk 2Jz + h− 2Λ− 8J2

3Jz
− 3J2

6Jz−2Λ(16γ2
k + 8)

)
−8ε

(2)
P1,

(D.19)
and for the P2 phase:

HP2 =

(
−6Jz + h− 27J2

4Jz
4
√

3Jγk

4
√

3Jγk −2Jz + h− 2Λ− 12J2

2Jz+2Λ −
9J2

8Jz
(16γ2

k + 8)

)
− 8ε

(2)
P2.

(D.20)





Appendix E

Flavor waves in finite
magnetic field

In the rotated basis the variational wave functionn corresponds to the a†A|0〉 and
a†B|0〉. The energy per site, as a function of the two variational parameters η and
ϕ = ϕA = −ϕB, reads

E(η, ϕ)

N
=

3

4

(
η2 + 3

)
(3η2 + 1)

Λ +
18η2(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1)2 J cos 2ϕ− 3η(η + 1)

3η2 + 1
gxxhx cosϕ.

(E.1)

Minimizing the E(η, ϕ) with respect to η and ϕ, we get two solutions: (i) the canted
Néel-state, defined via the following set of equations:

Λ =
3(3η + 1)

(
η2 − 1

)
3η2 + 1

J, (E.2a)

gxxhx =
24η(η + 1)

(3η2 + 1)
J cosϕ. (E.2b)

The spins cant in the direction of the field keeping the η parameter unchanged.
The limiting cases for η are

η =


1 +

Λ

6J
+O

(
Λ2/J2

)
, if Λ� J ;

Λ

3J
− 1

3
+O (J/Λ), if Λ� J.

(E.3)

(ii) For high enough magnetic field, the spins in the A and B sublattice become
equal and parallel to the field, setting ϕ = 0, and η is obtained from:

Λ =
(η − 1)(3η + 1)

4η
gxxhx −

3(3η + 1)
(
η2 − 1

)
3η2 + 1

J. (E.4)

η → 1 as the field hx →∞.
The bj , cj , and dj (i.e. aν,j , with j = A,B) bosons in (6.24) take the role of the

Holstein-Primakoff bosons. After the 1/M expansion, the spin dipole operators are
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Sxj = M
3η(η + 1)

3η2 + 1
cosϕj +

√
M

[
− i
√

3
√

7η2 − 4η + 1

2
√

3η2 + 1
sinϕj

(
b†j − bj

)
+

√
3(η − 1)(3η + 1)

2 (3η2 + 1)
cosϕj

(
c†j + cj

)]
, (E.5)

Syj = M
3η(η + 1)

3η2 + 1
sinϕj +

√
M

[
i
√

3
√

7η2 − 4η + 1

2
√

3η2 + 1
cosϕj

(
b†j − bj

)
+

√
3(η − 1)(3η + 1)

2 (3η2 + 1)
sinϕj

(
c†j + cj

)]
, (E.6)

Szj =
√
M

[
−

√
3η(η + 1)√

3η2 + 1
√

7η2 − 4η + 1

(
b†j + bj

)
+

3(η − 1)2

2
√

3η2 + 1
√

7η2 − 4η + 1

(
d†j + dj

)]
, (E.7)

The multiboson spin-wave Hamiltonian up to quadratic order in bosons reads:

H ≈M2H(0) +M3/2H(1) +MH(2) (E.8)

where H(0) is equal to mean field energy (E.1), H(1) is identically zero when (6.8)
is satisfied, and the quadratic term has the following form for the solution given by
Eqs. (E.2):
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H(2) = +
6(η + 1)2

(
9η3 − 5η2 − η + 1

)
(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)

J
(
b†AbA + b†BbB

)
+

72η3(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
J
(
d†AdA + d†BdB

)
+

9(η − 1)4

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
Jz

(
d†Ad

†
B + dAdB + d†AdB + d†BdA

)
− 6

√
3η(η + 1)(η − 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
Jz

(
dAbB + dBbA + b†AdB + b†Ad

†
B + b†BdA

+b†Bd
†
A + d†AbB + d†BbA

)
+

36
√

3η2(η + 1)(η − 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
J
(
b†AdA + b†BdB + d†AbA + d†BbB

)
+

[
12η2(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
Jz −

3
(
7η2 − 4η + 1

)
3η2 + 1

J cos 2ϕ

]
×
(
b†Ab
†
B + bAbB + b†AbB + b†BbA

)
+

3(3η + 1)(η − 1)
√

7η2 − 4η + 1

(3η2 + 1)3/2
iJ sin 2ϕ

(
bAcB + bAc

†
B + b†BcA + b†Bc

†
A

−b†AcB − b
†
Ac
†
B − bBcA − bBc

†
A

)
+

3(3η + 1)2(η − 1)2

(3η2 + 1)2 J cos 2ϕ
(
c†Ac
†
B + cAcB + c†AcB + cAc

†
B

)
+6J(η + 1)

(
c†AcA + c†BcB

)
. (E.9)

We note that in zero field (ϕ = ±π/2) and parallel spins the Hamiltonian separates
into two parts, one involving b and d bosons, the other only the c bosons. Similarly,
for the uniform state in high fields, where the variational parameters are given by
Eq. (E.4) we get H(2) = H(2)

bd +H(2)
c with

H(2)
c = +

(
gxxhx

(
3η2 + 1

)
2η

− 6J(η + 1)

)(
c†AcA + c†BcB

)
+

3J(3η + 1)2(η − 1)2

(3η2 + 1)2

(
cBcA + c†AcB + c†Ac

†
B + c†BcA

)
. (E.10)
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and

H(2)
bd =

9Jz(η − 1)4

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)

(
dBdA + d†AdB + d†Ad

†
B + d†BdA

)
−6
√

3Jzη(η + 1)dAbB(η − 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)

(
dAbB + dBbA + b†AdB + b†Ad

†
B

+b†BdA + b†Bd
†
A + d†AbB + d†BbA

)
+

(
12Jzη

2(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
−

3J
(
7η2 − 4η + 1

)
3η2 + 1

)(
bBbA + b†Ab

†
B

)
+

(
12Jzη

2(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)
+

3J
(
7η2 − 4η + 1

)
3η2 + 1

)(
b†AbB + b†BbA

)
+

(
gxxhx(η + 1)

(
9η3 − 5η2 − η + 1

)
2η (7η2 − 4η + 1)

−
6J(η + 1)2

(
9η3 − 5η2 − η + 1

)
(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)

)
×
(
b†AbA + b†BbB

)
+

(
3
√

3gxxhx(η − 1)2η

7η2 − 4η + 1
− 36

√
3J(η − 1)2η2(η + 1)

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)

)
×
(
b†AdA + b†BdB + d†AbA + d†BbB

)
+

(
6gxxhxη

2(η + 1)

7η2 − 4η + 1
− 72Jη3(η + 1)2

(3η2 + 1) (7η2 − 4η + 1)

)(
d†AdA + d†BdB

)
(E.11)
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